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where µB = 1
|B| with |B| ⌘ dim B is the maximally mixed

state on B. Let us write ⇢ ! ⇢
0 if for every " > 0 there

exists some ⇢
0
" with k⇢0 � ⇢

0
"k < " and a noisy operation �"

with �"(⇢) = ⇢". In a nutshell, ⇢ ! ⇢
0 means that ⇢ can be

mapped arbitrarily close to ⇢
0 by noisy operations. Intuitively,

this means that ⇢ is a “less noisy” state than ⇢
0, since all that

a noisy operation does is to mix a given state with white noise
on some auxiliary system. A main result in [9] was that ⇢ !
⇢

0 is equivalent to p � p
0, where p and p

0 are the vectors of
eigenvalues of ⇢ and ⇢

0 respectively. The latter statement is
sometimes [4] simply denoted ⇢ � ⇢

0.
The reason for the somewhat clumsy “"-definition” of ⇢ !

⇢
0 is that [9] (and also several related later works) have used

a “quasiclassical” approach to prove results like the one just
mentioned (equivalence to p � p

0): namely, diagonalize ⇢ and
⇢

0, and construct a suitable unitary UAB as a permutation in
the computational basis. The present author and a coauthor
have shown, however, that one can avoid the "-approximation
if one goes beyond these semiclassical unitaries:

Theorem 3 (Ref. [2]). Let ⇢ and ⇢
0 be quantum states

on A such that ⇢ � ⇢
0, and let B be a copy of A. Then

there exists a unitary UAB such that

⇢
0
A = TrB

h
UAB(⇢A ⌦ µB)U†

AB

i
,

that is, the noisy transition from ⇢ to ⇢
0 can be achieved

exactly with an auxiliary system that is of the same
size as A. Moreover, UAB can be chosen to leave the
maximally mixed state µB on B invariant.

This result answers an open problem by Bengtsson and
Życzkowski [10]: it proves a conjecture that they called
“Quantum Horn’s Lemma”. It also simplifies the following
statements significantly by avoiding the "-approximation, and
it will become important in Section IV below.

In the context of the resource theory of purity, Lemma 1
attains an immediate operational interpretation: it says that

⇢
cat! ⇢

0

if and only if all ↵-Rényi entropies and the Burg entropy are
larger for ⇢

0 than for ⇢ (unless the two states are unitarily
equivalent in the first place). Here, we write ⇢

cat! ⇢
0 if and

only if there exists another finite-dimensional quantum state
� such that ⇢A ⌦ �B ! ⇢

0
A ⌦ �B . That is, exactly as in

entanglement theory, �B attains the role of a catalyst.
It is now clear how to interpret Theorem 2 in the resource

theory of purity: namely, for two states ⇢, ⇢
0 that are not uni-

tarily equivalent, it says that there is a “correlating-catalytic
noisy transformation” from ⇢ to ⇢

0, denoted

⇢
corrcat�! ⇢

0
,

if and only if S(⇢) < S(⇢0) for the von Neumann entropy.
Here, we write ⇢

corrcat�! ⇢
0 if and only if there exists another

finite-dimensional quantum system B and an extension ⇢
0
AB

of ⇢
0
A (i.e. TrB⇢

0
AB = ⇢

0
A) such that

⇢A ⌦ ⇢
0
B ! ⇢

0
AB .

That is, the marginal on A changes from the initial state ⇢A to
the desired target state ⇢

0
A, and the marginal on B is exactly

preserved — it is only that correlations between the systems
A and B are allowed to build up. In this sense, the state ⇢

0
B

is a catalyst: it can be “reused” on other systems, as long as
those other systems do not interact with A in the future.

III. IMPLICATIONS FOR SINGLE-SHOT QUANTUM
THERMODYNAMICS

The most direct application (and generalization) of the
above results is in the context of single-shot quantum ther-
modynamics — see e.g. [11] for the general setup and for-
malism. In a nutshell, thermodynamics is formulated as a
resource theory, involving quantum states on Hilbert spaces
(say, A) with associated Hamiltonians (say, HA), a fixed in-
verse “background temperature” � � 0, and “thermal opera-
tions” as the allowed state transitions. These are operations of
the form

⇢
0
A = TrB

h
UAB(⇢A ⌦ �B)U †

AB

i
,

where B is an arbitrarily chosen finite-dimensional system
(“heat bath”) with thermal state �B = exp(��HB)/Z, and
UAB some unitary such that [UAB , HA + HB ] = 0. In the
case that all Hamiltonians of all systems are trivial, i.e. pro-
portional to the identity, one recovers the resource theory of
purity. In general, the question of (im)possibility of state tran-
sitions becomes somewhat more involved than in purity the-
ory. Yet, the results of the latter can be lifted with some tech-
nical tricks to the resource theory of thermodynamics, and one
obtains analogues of the results described in Section II.

First, one obtains a notion of “thermomajorization” (gener-
alization of majorization) as a criterion for the possibility of
a transition ⇢A ! ⇢

0
A by a thermal operation. Then, there

is an obvious generalization to the case with catalysts, simi-
larly as in Section II. In analogy to Lemma 1 (which is in fact
heavily used in the proof), one obtains the following state-
ment: a catalytic thermal transition from a given state ⇢ to
another state ⇢

0 is possible if and only if F↵(⇢) � F↵(⇢0),
where F↵ is a Rényi generalization of the Helmholtz free en-
ergy, F (⇢A) = F1(⇢A) = tr(⇢AHA) � S(⇢A)/�. This can
be interpreted as an infinite set of “second laws of quantum
thermodynamics” (see Brandão et al. [11]), �F↵  0, with
↵ = 1 yielding the standard formulation of the second law.

The main result of Ref. [1] by the present author is the gen-
eralization of Theorem 2 to the resource theory of thermody-
namics. It is formulated in a setting as depicted in the figure.
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Standard view: thermodynamic limit

For simplicity, let us always assume that we work at 
a fixed background temperature T (and fixed volume).

Folklore: spontaneous processes have
�F  0
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(2nd law),

where F = U � TS.
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If this is negative, then we can extract 
of work from the system.

|�F |
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1. Thermodynamic limit
Operational interpretation of entropy and free energy without the thermodynamic limit          M. P. Müller, M. Lostaglio, M. Pastena, J. Scharlau

Standard view: thermodynamic limit

For simplicity, let us always assume that we work at 
a fixed background temperature T (and fixed volume).

Folklore: spontaneous processes have
�F  0

<latexit sha1_base64="pvMK9EOYy0ouxXH4YgdtCAKWrgc=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoN6CiniM4JpAdg2zk95kyOzDmV4lLPkPLx5UvPox3vwbJ4+DJhY0FFXddHcFqRQabfvbKiwsLi2vFFdLa+sbm1vl7Z07nWSKg8sTmahmwDRIEYOLAiU0UwUsCiQ0gv7FyG88gtIiiW9xkIIfsW4sQsEZGuneuwSJjF55Eh6o3S5X7Ko9Bp0nzpRUyBT1dvnL6yQ8iyBGLpnWLcdO0c+ZQsElDEtepiFlvM+60DI0ZhFoPx9fPaQHRunQMFGmYqRj9fdEziKtB1FgOiOGPT3rjcT/vFaG4amfizjNEGI+WRRmkmJCRxHQjlDAUQ4MYVwJcyvlPaYYRxNUyYTgzL48T9yj6lnVuTmu1M6naRTJHtknh8QhJ6RGrkmduIQTRZ7JK3mznqwX6936mLQWrOnMLvkD6/MHlFiRdA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pvMK9EOYy0ouxXH4YgdtCAKWrgc=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoN6CiniM4JpAdg2zk95kyOzDmV4lLPkPLx5UvPox3vwbJ4+DJhY0FFXddHcFqRQabfvbKiwsLi2vFFdLa+sbm1vl7Z07nWSKg8sTmahmwDRIEYOLAiU0UwUsCiQ0gv7FyG88gtIiiW9xkIIfsW4sQsEZGuneuwSJjF55Eh6o3S5X7Ko9Bp0nzpRUyBT1dvnL6yQ8iyBGLpnWLcdO0c+ZQsElDEtepiFlvM+60DI0ZhFoPx9fPaQHRunQMFGmYqRj9fdEziKtB1FgOiOGPT3rjcT/vFaG4amfizjNEGI+WRRmkmJCRxHQjlDAUQ4MYVwJcyvlPaYYRxNUyYTgzL48T9yj6lnVuTmu1M6naRTJHtknh8QhJ6RGrkmduIQTRZ7JK3mznqwX6936mLQWrOnMLvkD6/MHlFiRdA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pvMK9EOYy0ouxXH4YgdtCAKWrgc=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoN6CiniM4JpAdg2zk95kyOzDmV4lLPkPLx5UvPox3vwbJ4+DJhY0FFXddHcFqRQabfvbKiwsLi2vFFdLa+sbm1vl7Z07nWSKg8sTmahmwDRIEYOLAiU0UwUsCiQ0gv7FyG88gtIiiW9xkIIfsW4sQsEZGuneuwSJjF55Eh6o3S5X7Ko9Bp0nzpRUyBT1dvnL6yQ8iyBGLpnWLcdO0c+ZQsElDEtepiFlvM+60DI0ZhFoPx9fPaQHRunQMFGmYqRj9fdEziKtB1FgOiOGPT3rjcT/vFaG4amfizjNEGI+WRRmkmJCRxHQjlDAUQ4MYVwJcyvlPaYYRxNUyYTgzL48T9yj6lnVuTmu1M6naRTJHtknh8QhJ6RGrkmduIQTRZ7JK3mznqwX6936mLQWrOnMLvkD6/MHlFiRdA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pvMK9EOYy0ouxXH4YgdtCAKWrgc=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoN6CiniM4JpAdg2zk95kyOzDmV4lLPkPLx5UvPox3vwbJ4+DJhY0FFXddHcFqRQabfvbKiwsLi2vFFdLa+sbm1vl7Z07nWSKg8sTmahmwDRIEYOLAiU0UwUsCiQ0gv7FyG88gtIiiW9xkIIfsW4sQsEZGuneuwSJjF55Eh6o3S5X7Ko9Bp0nzpRUyBT1dvnL6yQ8iyBGLpnWLcdO0c+ZQsElDEtepiFlvM+60DI0ZhFoPx9fPaQHRunQMFGmYqRj9fdEziKtB1FgOiOGPT3rjcT/vFaG4amfizjNEGI+WRRmkmJCRxHQjlDAUQ4MYVwJcyvlPaYYRxNUyYTgzL48T9yj6lnVuTmu1M6naRTJHtknh8QhJ6RGrkmduIQTRZ7JK3mznqwX6936mLQWrOnMLvkD6/MHlFiRdA==</latexit>

(2nd law),

where F = U � TS.
<latexit sha1_base64="yPnqQbjH2nf4SZ8MvcPAmySrz0Q=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBiyERQT0IRUE8VmxsoQ1ls920SzebsLsRSuiP8OJBxav/x5v/xm2bg7Y+GHi8N8PMvDDlTGnX/bZKS8srq2vl9crG5tb2jr2796iSTBLqk4QnshViRTkT1NdMc9pKJcVxyGkzHN5M/OYTlYoloqFHKQ1i3BcsYgRrIzVvr/yTxoPTtauu406BFolXkCoUqHftr04vIVlMhSYcK9X23FQHOZaaEU7HlU6maIrJEPdp21CBY6qCfHruGB0ZpYeiRJoSGk3V3xM5jpUaxaHpjLEeqHlvIv7ntTMdXQQ5E2mmqSCzRVHGkU7Q5HfUY5ISzUeGYCKZuRWRAZaYaJNQxYTgzb+8SPxT59Lx7s+qtesijTIcwCEcgwfnUIM7qIMPBIbwDK/wZqXWi/VufcxaS1Yxsw9/YH3+AE8Njm4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yPnqQbjH2nf4SZ8MvcPAmySrz0Q=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBiyERQT0IRUE8VmxsoQ1ls920SzebsLsRSuiP8OJBxav/x5v/xm2bg7Y+GHi8N8PMvDDlTGnX/bZKS8srq2vl9crG5tb2jr2796iSTBLqk4QnshViRTkT1NdMc9pKJcVxyGkzHN5M/OYTlYoloqFHKQ1i3BcsYgRrIzVvr/yTxoPTtauu406BFolXkCoUqHftr04vIVlMhSYcK9X23FQHOZaaEU7HlU6maIrJEPdp21CBY6qCfHruGB0ZpYeiRJoSGk3V3xM5jpUaxaHpjLEeqHlvIv7ntTMdXQQ5E2mmqSCzRVHGkU7Q5HfUY5ISzUeGYCKZuRWRAZaYaJNQxYTgzb+8SPxT59Lx7s+qtesijTIcwCEcgwfnUIM7qIMPBIbwDK/wZqXWi/VufcxaS1Yxsw9/YH3+AE8Njm4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yPnqQbjH2nf4SZ8MvcPAmySrz0Q=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBiyERQT0IRUE8VmxsoQ1ls920SzebsLsRSuiP8OJBxav/x5v/xm2bg7Y+GHi8N8PMvDDlTGnX/bZKS8srq2vl9crG5tb2jr2796iSTBLqk4QnshViRTkT1NdMc9pKJcVxyGkzHN5M/OYTlYoloqFHKQ1i3BcsYgRrIzVvr/yTxoPTtauu406BFolXkCoUqHftr04vIVlMhSYcK9X23FQHOZaaEU7HlU6maIrJEPdp21CBY6qCfHruGB0ZpYeiRJoSGk3V3xM5jpUaxaHpjLEeqHlvIv7ntTMdXQQ5E2mmqSCzRVHGkU7Q5HfUY5ISzUeGYCKZuRWRAZaYaJNQxYTgzb+8SPxT59Lx7s+qtesijTIcwCEcgwfnUIM7qIMPBIbwDK/wZqXWi/VufcxaS1Yxsw9/YH3+AE8Njm4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yPnqQbjH2nf4SZ8MvcPAmySrz0Q=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBiyERQT0IRUE8VmxsoQ1ls920SzebsLsRSuiP8OJBxav/x5v/xm2bg7Y+GHi8N8PMvDDlTGnX/bZKS8srq2vl9crG5tb2jr2796iSTBLqk4QnshViRTkT1NdMc9pKJcVxyGkzHN5M/OYTlYoloqFHKQ1i3BcsYgRrIzVvr/yTxoPTtauu406BFolXkCoUqHftr04vIVlMhSYcK9X23FQHOZaaEU7HlU6maIrJEPdp21CBY6qCfHruGB0ZpYeiRJoSGk3V3xM5jpUaxaHpjLEeqHlvIv7ntTMdXQQ5E2mmqSCzRVHGkU7Q5HfUY5ISzUeGYCKZuRWRAZaYaJNQxYTgzb+8SPxT59Lx7s+qtesijTIcwCEcgwfnUIM7qIMPBIbwDK/wZqXWi/VufcxaS1Yxsw9/YH3+AE8Njm4=</latexit>

If this is negative, then we can extract 
of work from the system.

|�F |
<latexit sha1_base64="9Ucvu3904+90ZLgOOE5zDh3YNqM=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoN6CiniM4JpgsoTZSScZMju7zPQKYZO/8OJBxauf482/cfI4aGJBQ1HVTXdXmEhh0HW/ndzS8srqWn69sLG5tb1T3N17MHGqOfg8lrGuh8yAFAp8FCihnmhgUSihFvavxn7tCbQRsbrHQQJBxLpKdARnaKXHYfMaJDJ6M2wVS27ZnYAuEm9GSmSGaqv41WzHPI1AIZfMmIbnJhhkTKPgEkaFZmogYbzPutCwVLEITJBNLh7RI6u0aSfWthTSifp7ImORMYMotJ0Rw56Z98bif14jxc55kAmVpAiKTxd1UkkxpuP3aVto4CgHljCuhb2V8h7TjKMNqWBD8OZfXiT+Sfmi7N2dliqXszTy5IAckmPikTNSIbekSnzCiSLP5JW8OcZ5cd6dj2lrzpnN7JM/cD5/AH3LkFY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9Ucvu3904+90ZLgOOE5zDh3YNqM=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoN6CiniM4JpgsoTZSScZMju7zPQKYZO/8OJBxauf482/cfI4aGJBQ1HVTXdXmEhh0HW/ndzS8srqWn69sLG5tb1T3N17MHGqOfg8lrGuh8yAFAp8FCihnmhgUSihFvavxn7tCbQRsbrHQQJBxLpKdARnaKXHYfMaJDJ6M2wVS27ZnYAuEm9GSmSGaqv41WzHPI1AIZfMmIbnJhhkTKPgEkaFZmogYbzPutCwVLEITJBNLh7RI6u0aSfWthTSifp7ImORMYMotJ0Rw56Z98bif14jxc55kAmVpAiKTxd1UkkxpuP3aVto4CgHljCuhb2V8h7TjKMNqWBD8OZfXiT+Sfmi7N2dliqXszTy5IAckmPikTNSIbekSnzCiSLP5JW8OcZ5cd6dj2lrzpnN7JM/cD5/AH3LkFY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9Ucvu3904+90ZLgOOE5zDh3YNqM=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoN6CiniM4JpgsoTZSScZMju7zPQKYZO/8OJBxauf482/cfI4aGJBQ1HVTXdXmEhh0HW/ndzS8srqWn69sLG5tb1T3N17MHGqOfg8lrGuh8yAFAp8FCihnmhgUSihFvavxn7tCbQRsbrHQQJBxLpKdARnaKXHYfMaJDJ6M2wVS27ZnYAuEm9GSmSGaqv41WzHPI1AIZfMmIbnJhhkTKPgEkaFZmogYbzPutCwVLEITJBNLh7RI6u0aSfWthTSifp7ImORMYMotJ0Rw56Z98bif14jxc55kAmVpAiKTxd1UkkxpuP3aVto4CgHljCuhb2V8h7TjKMNqWBD8OZfXiT+Sfmi7N2dliqXszTy5IAckmPikTNSIbekSnzCiSLP5JW8OcZ5cd6dj2lrzpnN7JM/cD5/AH3LkFY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9Ucvu3904+90ZLgOOE5zDh3YNqM=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoN6CiniM4JpgsoTZSScZMju7zPQKYZO/8OJBxauf482/cfI4aGJBQ1HVTXdXmEhh0HW/ndzS8srqWn69sLG5tb1T3N17MHGqOfg8lrGuh8yAFAp8FCihnmhgUSihFvavxn7tCbQRsbrHQQJBxLpKdARnaKXHYfMaJDJ6M2wVS27ZnYAuEm9GSmSGaqv41WzHPI1AIZfMmIbnJhhkTKPgEkaFZmogYbzPutCwVLEITJBNLh7RI6u0aSfWthTSifp7ImORMYMotJ0Rw56Z98bif14jxc55kAmVpAiKTxd1UkkxpuP3aVto4CgHljCuhb2V8h7TjKMNqWBD8OZfXiT+Sfmi7N2dliqXszTy5IAckmPikTNSIbekSnzCiSLP5JW8OcZ5cd6dj2lrzpnN7JM/cD5/AH3LkFY=</latexit>

But this is a statement on average, since “work” is 
a random variable.

e��F/kBT = he�W/kBT i ) �F  hW i.
<latexit sha1_base64="3hlIcn7CsCDttPAOqal7onTl7fU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3hlIcn7CsCDttPAOqal7onTl7fU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3hlIcn7CsCDttPAOqal7onTl7fU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3hlIcn7CsCDttPAOqal7onTl7fU=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="QSgTTvK8UW/7zUKlKuvasyW9owQ=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSxCvZREBPVW9OLNCsYW2lg22027dLMJuxulhPwPLx5UvPpjvPlv3LQ5aOvAwjDzHm92/JgzpW372yotLa+srpXXKxubW9s71d29exUlklCXRDySHR8rypmgrmaa004sKQ59Ttv++Cr3249UKhaJOz2JqRfioWABI1gb6aEXYj0imKc3WV0c96s1u2FPgRaJU5AaFGj1q1+9QUSSkApNOFaq69ix9lIsNSOcZpVeomiMyRgPaddQgUOqvHSaOkNHRhmgIJLmCY2m6u+NFIdKTULfTOYp1byXi/953UQH517KRJxoKsjsUJBwpCOUV4AGTFKi+cQQTCQzWREZYYmJNkVVTAnO/JcXiXvSuGg4t6e15mXRRhkO4BDq4MAZNOEaWuACAQnP8Apv1pP1Yr1bH7PRklXs7MMfWJ8/jdeSFg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QSgTTvK8UW/7zUKlKuvasyW9owQ=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSxCvZREBPVW9OLNCsYW2lg22027dLMJuxulhPwPLx5UvPpjvPlv3LQ5aOvAwjDzHm92/JgzpW372yotLa+srpXXKxubW9s71d29exUlklCXRDySHR8rypmgrmaa004sKQ59Ttv++Cr3249UKhaJOz2JqRfioWABI1gb6aEXYj0imKc3WV0c96s1u2FPgRaJU5AaFGj1q1+9QUSSkApNOFaq69ix9lIsNSOcZpVeomiMyRgPaddQgUOqvHSaOkNHRhmgIJLmCY2m6u+NFIdKTULfTOYp1byXi/953UQH517KRJxoKsjsUJBwpCOUV4AGTFKi+cQQTCQzWREZYYmJNkVVTAnO/JcXiXvSuGg4t6e15mXRRhkO4BDq4MAZNOEaWuACAQnP8Apv1pP1Yr1bH7PRklXs7MMfWJ8/jdeSFg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QSgTTvK8UW/7zUKlKuvasyW9owQ=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSxCvZREBPVW9OLNCsYW2lg22027dLMJuxulhPwPLx5UvPpjvPlv3LQ5aOvAwjDzHm92/JgzpW372yotLa+srpXXKxubW9s71d29exUlklCXRDySHR8rypmgrmaa004sKQ59Ttv++Cr3249UKhaJOz2JqRfioWABI1gb6aEXYj0imKc3WV0c96s1u2FPgRaJU5AaFGj1q1+9QUSSkApNOFaq69ix9lIsNSOcZpVeomiMyRgPaddQgUOqvHSaOkNHRhmgIJLmCY2m6u+NFIdKTULfTOYp1byXi/953UQH517KRJxoKsjsUJBwpCOUV4AGTFKi+cQQTCQzWREZYYmJNkVVTAnO/JcXiXvSuGg4t6e15mXRRhkO4BDq4MAZNOEaWuACAQnP8Apv1pP1Yr1bH7PRklXs7MMfWJ8/jdeSFg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QSgTTvK8UW/7zUKlKuvasyW9owQ=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSxCvZREBPVW9OLNCsYW2lg22027dLMJuxulhPwPLx5UvPpjvPlv3LQ5aOvAwjDzHm92/JgzpW372yotLa+srpXXKxubW9s71d29exUlklCXRDySHR8rypmgrmaa004sKQ59Ttv++Cr3249UKhaJOz2JqRfioWABI1gb6aEXYj0imKc3WV0c96s1u2FPgRaJU5AaFGj1q1+9QUSSkApNOFaq69ix9lIsNSOcZpVeomiMyRgPaddQgUOqvHSaOkNHRhmgIJLmCY2m6u+NFIdKTULfTOYp1byXi/953UQH517KRJxoKsjsUJBwpCOUV4AGTFKi+cQQTCQzWREZYYmJNkVVTAnO/JcXiXvSuGg4t6e15mXRRhkO4BDq4MAZNOEaWuACAQnP8Apv1pP1Yr1bH7PRklXs7MMfWJ8/jdeSFg==</latexit>
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1. Thermodynamic limit
Operational interpretation of entropy and free energy without the thermodynamic limit          M. P. Müller, M. Lostaglio, M. Pastena, J. Scharlau

Standard view: thermodynamic limit

Work is a random variable (for fixed process):
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W

Extractable work “is” (optimally)

only true in the thermodynamic limit

when fluctuations become irrelevant (law of large numbers).

�F :
<latexit sha1_base64="SEUXtJg2jnz/fw7bPzCSDcA95uI=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyK4OMUVMRjBNdEkiXMTnqTIbOzy8ysEJZ8hRcPKl79HW/+jZPHQaMFDUVVN91dYSq4Nq775RQWFpeWV4qrpbX1jc2t8vbOvU4yxdBniUhUM6QaBZfoG24ENlOFNA4FNsLB5dhvPKLSPJF3ZphiENOe5BFn1FjpoX2FwlByfd4pV9yqOwH5S7wZqcAM9U75s91NWBajNExQrVuem5ogp8pwJnBUamcaU8oGtIctSyWNUQf55OARObBKl0SJsiUNmag/J3Iaaz2MQ9sZU9PX895Y/M9rZSY6DXIu08ygZNNFUSaIScj4e9LlCpkRQ0soU9zeSlifKsqMzahkQ/DmX/5L/KPqWdW7Pa7ULmZpFGEP9uEQPDiBGtxAHXxgEMMTvMCro5xn5815n7YWnNnMLvyC8/ENNTOPjg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SEUXtJg2jnz/fw7bPzCSDcA95uI=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyK4OMUVMRjBNdEkiXMTnqTIbOzy8ysEJZ8hRcPKl79HW/+jZPHQaMFDUVVN91dYSq4Nq775RQWFpeWV4qrpbX1jc2t8vbOvU4yxdBniUhUM6QaBZfoG24ENlOFNA4FNsLB5dhvPKLSPJF3ZphiENOe5BFn1FjpoX2FwlByfd4pV9yqOwH5S7wZqcAM9U75s91NWBajNExQrVuem5ogp8pwJnBUamcaU8oGtIctSyWNUQf55OARObBKl0SJsiUNmag/J3Iaaz2MQ9sZU9PX895Y/M9rZSY6DXIu08ygZNNFUSaIScj4e9LlCpkRQ0soU9zeSlifKsqMzahkQ/DmX/5L/KPqWdW7Pa7ULmZpFGEP9uEQPDiBGtxAHXxgEMMTvMCro5xn5815n7YWnNnMLvyC8/ENNTOPjg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SEUXtJg2jnz/fw7bPzCSDcA95uI=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyK4OMUVMRjBNdEkiXMTnqTIbOzy8ysEJZ8hRcPKl79HW/+jZPHQaMFDUVVN91dYSq4Nq775RQWFpeWV4qrpbX1jc2t8vbOvU4yxdBniUhUM6QaBZfoG24ENlOFNA4FNsLB5dhvPKLSPJF3ZphiENOe5BFn1FjpoX2FwlByfd4pV9yqOwH5S7wZqcAM9U75s91NWBajNExQrVuem5ogp8pwJnBUamcaU8oGtIctSyWNUQf55OARObBKl0SJsiUNmag/J3Iaaz2MQ9sZU9PX895Y/M9rZSY6DXIu08ygZNNFUSaIScj4e9LlCpkRQ0soU9zeSlifKsqMzahkQ/DmX/5L/KPqWdW7Pa7ULmZpFGEP9uEQPDiBGtxAHXxgEMMTvMCro5xn5815n7YWnNnMLvyC8/ENNTOPjg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SEUXtJg2jnz/fw7bPzCSDcA95uI=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyK4OMUVMRjBNdEkiXMTnqTIbOzy8ysEJZ8hRcPKl79HW/+jZPHQaMFDUVVN91dYSq4Nq775RQWFpeWV4qrpbX1jc2t8vbOvU4yxdBniUhUM6QaBZfoG24ENlOFNA4FNsLB5dhvPKLSPJF3ZphiENOe5BFn1FjpoX2FwlByfd4pV9yqOwH5S7wZqcAM9U75s91NWBajNExQrVuem5ogp8pwJnBUamcaU8oGtIctSyWNUQf55OARObBKl0SJsiUNmag/J3Iaaz2MQ9sZU9PX895Y/M9rZSY6DXIu08ygZNNFUSaIScj4e9LlCpkRQ0soU9zeSlifKsqMzahkQ/DmX/5L/KPqWdW7Pa7ULmZpFGEP9uEQPDiBGtxAHXxgEMMTvMCro5xn5815n7YWnNnMLvyC8/ENNTOPjg==</latexit>

n ! 1
<latexit sha1_base64="w6Ktcz1santmHB6/bw7JlEmJTuk=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtsQtlsN+3SzW7YnQgh9F948aDi1Z/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZelApuwHW/ncrK6tr6RnWztrW9s7tX3z94MCrTlPlUCaW7ETFMcMl84CBYN9WMJJFgnWh8M/U7T0wbruQ95CkLEzKUPOaUgJUeZQAq4DKGvF9vuE13BrxMvJI0UIl2v/4VDBTNEiaBCmJMz3NTCAuigVPBJrUgMywldEyGrGepJAkzYTG7eIJPrDLAsdK2JOCZ+nuiIIkxeRLZzoTAyCx6U/E/r5dBfBkWXKYZMEnni+JMYFB4+j4ecM0oiNwSQjW3t2I6IppQsCHVbAje4svLxD9rXjW9u/NG67pMo4qO0DE6RR66QC10i9rIRxRJ9Ixe0ZtjnBfn3fmYt1accuYQ/YHz+QNXepDl</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="w6Ktcz1santmHB6/bw7JlEmJTuk=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtsQtlsN+3SzW7YnQgh9F948aDi1Z/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZelApuwHW/ncrK6tr6RnWztrW9s7tX3z94MCrTlPlUCaW7ETFMcMl84CBYN9WMJJFgnWh8M/U7T0wbruQ95CkLEzKUPOaUgJUeZQAq4DKGvF9vuE13BrxMvJI0UIl2v/4VDBTNEiaBCmJMz3NTCAuigVPBJrUgMywldEyGrGepJAkzYTG7eIJPrDLAsdK2JOCZ+nuiIIkxeRLZzoTAyCx6U/E/r5dBfBkWXKYZMEnni+JMYFB4+j4ecM0oiNwSQjW3t2I6IppQsCHVbAje4svLxD9rXjW9u/NG67pMo4qO0DE6RR66QC10i9rIRxRJ9Ixe0ZtjnBfn3fmYt1accuYQ/YHz+QNXepDl</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="w6Ktcz1santmHB6/bw7JlEmJTuk=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtsQtlsN+3SzW7YnQgh9F948aDi1Z/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZelApuwHW/ncrK6tr6RnWztrW9s7tX3z94MCrTlPlUCaW7ETFMcMl84CBYN9WMJJFgnWh8M/U7T0wbruQ95CkLEzKUPOaUgJUeZQAq4DKGvF9vuE13BrxMvJI0UIl2v/4VDBTNEiaBCmJMz3NTCAuigVPBJrUgMywldEyGrGepJAkzYTG7eIJPrDLAsdK2JOCZ+nuiIIkxeRLZzoTAyCx6U/E/r5dBfBkWXKYZMEnni+JMYFB4+j4ecM0oiNwSQjW3t2I6IppQsCHVbAje4svLxD9rXjW9u/NG67pMo4qO0DE6RR66QC10i9rIRxRJ9Ixe0ZtjnBfn3fmYt1accuYQ/YHz+QNXepDl</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="w6Ktcz1santmHB6/bw7JlEmJTuk=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtsQtlsN+3SzW7YnQgh9F948aDi1Z/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZelApuwHW/ncrK6tr6RnWztrW9s7tX3z94MCrTlPlUCaW7ETFMcMl84CBYN9WMJJFgnWh8M/U7T0wbruQ95CkLEzKUPOaUgJUeZQAq4DKGvF9vuE13BrxMvJI0UIl2v/4VDBTNEiaBCmJMz3NTCAuigVPBJrUgMywldEyGrGepJAkzYTG7eIJPrDLAsdK2JOCZ+nuiIIkxeRLZzoTAyCx6U/E/r5dBfBkWXKYZMEnni+JMYFB4+j4ecM0oiNwSQjW3t2I6IppQsCHVbAje4svLxD9rXjW9u/NG67pMo4qO0DE6RR66QC10i9rIRxRJ9Ixe0ZtjnBfn3fmYt1accuYQ/YHz+QNXepDl</latexit>
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?
1/2 1/2 1 0

Impossible since entropy decreases ) �F > 0.
<latexit sha1_base64="STtg7GmX4PN3UNZlI7sV0v0xpn0=">AAAB/3icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh48eFksgqeQiKBepKiIxyrGFppQNttNu3Tzwe5EKaEX/4oXDype/Rve/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuYFqeAKbPvbKM3NLywulZcrK6tr6xvm5ta9SjJJmUsTkchmQBQTPGYucBCsmUpGokCwRtC/GPmNByYVT+I7GKTMj0g35iGnBLTUNne8W97tAZEyecTeJRNA8NWZbbXNqm3ZY+BZ4hSkigrU2+aX10loFrEYqCBKtRw7BT8nEjgVbFjxMsVSQvuky1qaxiRiys/HDwzxvlY6OEykrhjwWP09kZNIqUEU6M6IQE9NeyPxP6+VQXji5zxOM2AxnSwKM4EhwaM0cIdLRkEMNCFUcn0rpj0iCQWdWUWH4Ey/PEvcQ+vUcm6OqrXzIo0y2kV76AA56BjV0DWqIxdRNETP6BW9GU/Gi/FufExaS0Yxs43+wPj8AaEAlVI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="STtg7GmX4PN3UNZlI7sV0v0xpn0=">AAAB/3icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh48eFksgqeQiKBepKiIxyrGFppQNttNu3Tzwe5EKaEX/4oXDype/Rve/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuYFqeAKbPvbKM3NLywulZcrK6tr6xvm5ta9SjJJmUsTkchmQBQTPGYucBCsmUpGokCwRtC/GPmNByYVT+I7GKTMj0g35iGnBLTUNne8W97tAZEyecTeJRNA8NWZbbXNqm3ZY+BZ4hSkigrU2+aX10loFrEYqCBKtRw7BT8nEjgVbFjxMsVSQvuky1qaxiRiys/HDwzxvlY6OEykrhjwWP09kZNIqUEU6M6IQE9NeyPxP6+VQXji5zxOM2AxnSwKM4EhwaM0cIdLRkEMNCFUcn0rpj0iCQWdWUWH4Ey/PEvcQ+vUcm6OqrXzIo0y2kV76AA56BjV0DWqIxdRNETP6BW9GU/Gi/FufExaS0Yxs43+wPj8AaEAlVI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="STtg7GmX4PN3UNZlI7sV0v0xpn0=">AAAB/3icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh48eFksgqeQiKBepKiIxyrGFppQNttNu3Tzwe5EKaEX/4oXDype/Rve/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuYFqeAKbPvbKM3NLywulZcrK6tr6xvm5ta9SjJJmUsTkchmQBQTPGYucBCsmUpGokCwRtC/GPmNByYVT+I7GKTMj0g35iGnBLTUNne8W97tAZEyecTeJRNA8NWZbbXNqm3ZY+BZ4hSkigrU2+aX10loFrEYqCBKtRw7BT8nEjgVbFjxMsVSQvuky1qaxiRiys/HDwzxvlY6OEykrhjwWP09kZNIqUEU6M6IQE9NeyPxP6+VQXji5zxOM2AxnSwKM4EhwaM0cIdLRkEMNCFUcn0rpj0iCQWdWUWH4Ey/PEvcQ+vUcm6OqrXzIo0y2kV76AA56BjV0DWqIxdRNETP6BW9GU/Gi/FufExaS0Yxs43+wPj8AaEAlVI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="STtg7GmX4PN3UNZlI7sV0v0xpn0=">AAAB/3icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh48eFksgqeQiKBepKiIxyrGFppQNttNu3Tzwe5EKaEX/4oXDype/Rve/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuYFqeAKbPvbKM3NLywulZcrK6tr6xvm5ta9SjJJmUsTkchmQBQTPGYucBCsmUpGokCwRtC/GPmNByYVT+I7GKTMj0g35iGnBLTUNne8W97tAZEyecTeJRNA8NWZbbXNqm3ZY+BZ4hSkigrU2+aX10loFrEYqCBKtRw7BT8nEjgVbFjxMsVSQvuky1qaxiRiys/HDwzxvlY6OEykrhjwWP09kZNIqUEU6M6IQE9NeyPxP6+VQXji5zxOM2AxnSwKM4EhwaM0cIdLRkEMNCFUcn0rpj0iCQWdWUWH4Ey/PEvcQ+vUcm6OqrXzIo0y2kV76AA56BjV0DWqIxdRNETP6BW9GU/Gi/FufExaS0Yxs43+wPj8AaEAlVI=</latexit>

Landauer 
erasure:
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1. Thermodynamic limit
Operational interpretation of entropy and free energy without the thermodynamic limit          M. P. Müller, M. Lostaglio, M. Pastena, J. Scharlau

Standard view: thermodynamic limit
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<latexit sha1_base64="STtg7GmX4PN3UNZlI7sV0v0xpn0=">AAAB/3icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh48eFksgqeQiKBepKiIxyrGFppQNttNu3Tzwe5EKaEX/4oXDype/Rve/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuYFqeAKbPvbKM3NLywulZcrK6tr6xvm5ta9SjJJmUsTkchmQBQTPGYucBCsmUpGokCwRtC/GPmNByYVT+I7GKTMj0g35iGnBLTUNne8W97tAZEyecTeJRNA8NWZbbXNqm3ZY+BZ4hSkigrU2+aX10loFrEYqCBKtRw7BT8nEjgVbFjxMsVSQvuky1qaxiRiys/HDwzxvlY6OEykrhjwWP09kZNIqUEU6M6IQE9NeyPxP6+VQXji5zxOM2AxnSwKM4EhwaM0cIdLRkEMNCFUcn0rpj0iCQWdWUWH4Ey/PEvcQ+vUcm6OqrXzIo0y2kV76AA56BjV0DWqIxdRNETP6BW9GU/Gi/FufExaS0Yxs43+wPj8AaEAlVI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="STtg7GmX4PN3UNZlI7sV0v0xpn0=">AAAB/3icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh48eFksgqeQiKBepKiIxyrGFppQNttNu3Tzwe5EKaEX/4oXDype/Rve/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuYFqeAKbPvbKM3NLywulZcrK6tr6xvm5ta9SjJJmUsTkchmQBQTPGYucBCsmUpGokCwRtC/GPmNByYVT+I7GKTMj0g35iGnBLTUNne8W97tAZEyecTeJRNA8NWZbbXNqm3ZY+BZ4hSkigrU2+aX10loFrEYqCBKtRw7BT8nEjgVbFjxMsVSQvuky1qaxiRiys/HDwzxvlY6OEykrhjwWP09kZNIqUEU6M6IQE9NeyPxP6+VQXji5zxOM2AxnSwKM4EhwaM0cIdLRkEMNCFUcn0rpj0iCQWdWUWH4Ey/PEvcQ+vUcm6OqrXzIo0y2kV76AA56BjV0DWqIxdRNETP6BW9GU/Gi/FufExaS0Yxs43+wPj8AaEAlVI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="STtg7GmX4PN3UNZlI7sV0v0xpn0=">AAAB/3icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh48eFksgqeQiKBepKiIxyrGFppQNttNu3Tzwe5EKaEX/4oXDype/Rve/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuYFqeAKbPvbKM3NLywulZcrK6tr6xvm5ta9SjJJmUsTkchmQBQTPGYucBCsmUpGokCwRtC/GPmNByYVT+I7GKTMj0g35iGnBLTUNne8W97tAZEyecTeJRNA8NWZbbXNqm3ZY+BZ4hSkigrU2+aX10loFrEYqCBKtRw7BT8nEjgVbFjxMsVSQvuky1qaxiRiys/HDwzxvlY6OEykrhjwWP09kZNIqUEU6M6IQE9NeyPxP6+VQXji5zxOM2AxnSwKM4EhwaM0cIdLRkEMNCFUcn0rpj0iCQWdWUWH4Ey/PEvcQ+vUcm6OqrXzIo0y2kV76AA56BjV0DWqIxdRNETP6BW9GU/Gi/FufExaS0Yxs43+wPj8AaEAlVI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="STtg7GmX4PN3UNZlI7sV0v0xpn0=">AAAB/3icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh48eFksgqeQiKBepKiIxyrGFppQNttNu3Tzwe5EKaEX/4oXDype/Rve/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuYFqeAKbPvbKM3NLywulZcrK6tr6xvm5ta9SjJJmUsTkchmQBQTPGYucBCsmUpGokCwRtC/GPmNByYVT+I7GKTMj0g35iGnBLTUNne8W97tAZEyecTeJRNA8NWZbbXNqm3ZY+BZ4hSkigrU2+aX10loFrEYqCBKtRw7BT8nEjgVbFjxMsVSQvuky1qaxiRiys/HDwzxvlY6OEykrhjwWP09kZNIqUEU6M6IQE9NeyPxP6+VQXji5zxOM2AxnSwKM4EhwaM0cIdLRkEMNCFUcn0rpj0iCQWdWUWH4Ey/PEvcQ+vUcm6OqrXzIo0y2kV76AA56BjV0DWqIxdRNETP6BW9GU/Gi/FufExaS0Yxs43+wPj8AaEAlVI=</latexit>

Landauer 
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<latexit sha1_base64="2jKfNukIMtPZAn58B6T+abdz46g=">AAACc3icbVHBThsxFPQubYFAS6AHDu3BEJColES7ERL0huDSE0qlhiBlo8jrvE2seO2V/RYURXwBf8eNz+DCGSe7qDT0SZbGM2+e7XGcSWExCB49f+XDx0+ra+uVjc3PX7aq2ztXVueGQ4drqc11zCxIoaCDAiVcZwZYGkvoxpOLud69AWOFVn9wmkE/ZSMlEsEZOmpQvY8kJHgUJYZxGtJW/S8K6pEcarT1IDJiNMYfNJJajRaYGaNvaeENGxFkVjitML/u6GU57C1RTFzqK+cPqrWgGSyKvgdhCWqkrPag+hANNc9TUMgls7YXBhn2Z8yg4BLuKlFuIWN8wkbQc1CxFGx/tgjtjh46ZkgTbdxSSBfsW8eMpdZO09h1pgzHdlmbk//Tejkmp/2ZUFmOoHhxUJJLiprOf4AOhQGOcuoA40a4u1I+Zi4QdP9UcSGEy09+Dzqt5s9m+Pu4dnZeprFGvpF9ckRCckLOyC/SJh3CyZO361Fvz3v2v/v7/kHR6nul5yv5p/zGC7MyvC8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2jKfNukIMtPZAn58B6T+abdz46g=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2jKfNukIMtPZAn58B6T+abdz46g=">AAACc3icbVHBThsxFPQubYFAS6AHDu3BEJColES7ERL0huDSE0qlhiBlo8jrvE2seO2V/RYURXwBf8eNz+DCGSe7qDT0SZbGM2+e7XGcSWExCB49f+XDx0+ra+uVjc3PX7aq2ztXVueGQ4drqc11zCxIoaCDAiVcZwZYGkvoxpOLud69AWOFVn9wmkE/ZSMlEsEZOmpQvY8kJHgUJYZxGtJW/S8K6pEcarT1IDJiNMYfNJJajRaYGaNvaeENGxFkVjitML/u6GU57C1RTFzqK+cPqrWgGSyKvgdhCWqkrPag+hANNc9TUMgls7YXBhn2Z8yg4BLuKlFuIWN8wkbQc1CxFGx/tgjtjh46ZkgTbdxSSBfsW8eMpdZO09h1pgzHdlmbk//Tejkmp/2ZUFmOoHhxUJJLiprOf4AOhQGOcuoA40a4u1I+Zi4QdP9UcSGEy09+Dzqt5s9m+Pu4dnZeprFGvpF9ckRCckLOyC/SJh3CyZO361Fvz3v2v/v7/kHR6nul5yv5p/zGC7MyvC8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2jKfNukIMtPZAn58B6T+abdz46g=">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</latexit>

has �S > 0 ) �F < 0
<latexit sha1_base64="djy19bZvz1KMw1w7mAWU7B7Peos=">AAACCHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0VwVRIRVBApKuKyPmILTSiT6aQdOnkwc6OU0K0bf8WNCxW3foI7/8ZpG0GrBy4czrmXe+/xE8EVWNanUZianpmdK86XFhaXllfM1bUbFaeSMofGIpYNnygmeMQc4CBYI5GMhL5gdb93MvTrt0wqHkfX0E+YF5JOxANOCWipZWL3lAkg+OrIci95pwtEyvjuWz07tFpm2apYI+C/xM5JGeWotcwPtx3TNGQRUEGUatpWAl5GJHAq2KDkpoolhPZIhzU1jUjIlJeNPhngLa20cRBLXRHgkfpzIiOhUv3Q150hga6a9Ibif14zhWDfy3iUpMAiOl4UpAJDjIex4DaXjILoa0Ko5PpWTLtEEgo6vJIOwZ58+S9xdioHFftit1w9ztMoog20ibaRjfZQFZ2jGnIQRffoET2jF+PBeDJejbdxa8HIZ9bRLxjvX7jxmKM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="djy19bZvz1KMw1w7mAWU7B7Peos=">AAACCHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0VwVRIRVBApKuKyPmILTSiT6aQdOnkwc6OU0K0bf8WNCxW3foI7/8ZpG0GrBy4czrmXe+/xE8EVWNanUZianpmdK86XFhaXllfM1bUbFaeSMofGIpYNnygmeMQc4CBYI5GMhL5gdb93MvTrt0wqHkfX0E+YF5JOxANOCWipZWL3lAkg+OrIci95pwtEyvjuWz07tFpm2apYI+C/xM5JGeWotcwPtx3TNGQRUEGUatpWAl5GJHAq2KDkpoolhPZIhzU1jUjIlJeNPhngLa20cRBLXRHgkfpzIiOhUv3Q150hga6a9Ibif14zhWDfy3iUpMAiOl4UpAJDjIex4DaXjILoa0Ko5PpWTLtEEgo6vJIOwZ58+S9xdioHFftit1w9ztMoog20ibaRjfZQFZ2jGnIQRffoET2jF+PBeDJejbdxa8HIZ9bRLxjvX7jxmKM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="djy19bZvz1KMw1w7mAWU7B7Peos=">AAACCHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0VwVRIRVBApKuKyPmILTSiT6aQdOnkwc6OU0K0bf8WNCxW3foI7/8ZpG0GrBy4czrmXe+/xE8EVWNanUZianpmdK86XFhaXllfM1bUbFaeSMofGIpYNnygmeMQc4CBYI5GMhL5gdb93MvTrt0wqHkfX0E+YF5JOxANOCWipZWL3lAkg+OrIci95pwtEyvjuWz07tFpm2apYI+C/xM5JGeWotcwPtx3TNGQRUEGUatpWAl5GJHAq2KDkpoolhPZIhzU1jUjIlJeNPhngLa20cRBLXRHgkfpzIiOhUv3Q150hga6a9Ibif14zhWDfy3iUpMAiOl4UpAJDjIex4DaXjILoa0Ko5PpWTLtEEgo6vJIOwZ58+S9xdioHFftit1w9ztMoog20ibaRjfZQFZ2jGnIQRffoET2jF+PBeDJejbdxa8HIZ9bRLxjvX7jxmKM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="djy19bZvz1KMw1w7mAWU7B7Peos=">AAACCHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0VwVRIRVBApKuKyPmILTSiT6aQdOnkwc6OU0K0bf8WNCxW3foI7/8ZpG0GrBy4czrmXe+/xE8EVWNanUZianpmdK86XFhaXllfM1bUbFaeSMofGIpYNnygmeMQc4CBYI5GMhL5gdb93MvTrt0wqHkfX0E+YF5JOxANOCWipZWL3lAkg+OrIci95pwtEyvjuWz07tFpm2apYI+C/xM5JGeWotcwPtx3TNGQRUEGUatpWAl5GJHAq2KDkpoolhPZIhzU1jUjIlJeNPhngLa20cRBLXRHgkfpzIiOhUv3Q150hga6a9Ibif14zhWDfy3iUpMAiOl4UpAJDjIex4DaXjILoa0Ko5PpWTLtEEgo6vJIOwZ58+S9xdioHFftit1w9ztMoog20ibaRjfZQFZ2jGnIQRffoET2jF+PBeDJejbdxa8HIZ9bRLxjvX7jxmKM=</latexit>

but should be impossible

Free energy F determines possibility of

state transitions only in the thermodynamic limit. 
For “small” systems, resource theory formulation


will give more stringent constraints (and

solve Bennett’s puzzle). More soon.



1. Thermodynamic limit
Operational interpretation of entropy and free energy without the thermodynamic limit          M. P. Müller, M. Lostaglio, M. Pastena, J. Scharlau

Entropy and data compression

Schumacher compression:
Given    copies of a quantum state

want to project into smaller subspace (via projector        )

such that 

n
<latexit sha1_base64="N5GBF5YiG88OB1uPGI105ir/qU4=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWMLxhbaUDbbSbt2swm7G6GE/gIvHlS8+pe8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8G1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7RV3t7Z3duvHBw+6CRTDH2WiES1Q6pRcIm+4UZgO1VI41BgKxzdTv3WEyrNE3lvxikGMR1IHnFGjZWaslepujV3BrJMvIJUoUCjV/nq9hOWxSgNE1TrjuemJsipMpwJnJS7mcaUshEdYMdSSWPUQT47dEJOrdInUaJsSUNm6u+JnMZaj+PQdsbUDPWiNxX/8zqZia6CnMs0MyjZfFGUCWISMv2a9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmOzKdsQvMWXl4l/Xruuec2Lav2mSKMEx3ACZ+DBJdThDhrgAwOEZ3iFN+fReXHenY9564pTzBzBHzifP0WBjMY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="N5GBF5YiG88OB1uPGI105ir/qU4=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWMLxhbaUDbbSbt2swm7G6GE/gIvHlS8+pe8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8G1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7RV3t7Z3duvHBw+6CRTDH2WiES1Q6pRcIm+4UZgO1VI41BgKxzdTv3WEyrNE3lvxikGMR1IHnFGjZWaslepujV3BrJMvIJUoUCjV/nq9hOWxSgNE1TrjuemJsipMpwJnJS7mcaUshEdYMdSSWPUQT47dEJOrdInUaJsSUNm6u+JnMZaj+PQdsbUDPWiNxX/8zqZia6CnMs0MyjZfFGUCWISMv2a9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmOzKdsQvMWXl4l/Xruuec2Lav2mSKMEx3ACZ+DBJdThDhrgAwOEZ3iFN+fReXHenY9564pTzBzBHzifP0WBjMY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="N5GBF5YiG88OB1uPGI105ir/qU4=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWMLxhbaUDbbSbt2swm7G6GE/gIvHlS8+pe8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8G1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7RV3t7Z3duvHBw+6CRTDH2WiES1Q6pRcIm+4UZgO1VI41BgKxzdTv3WEyrNE3lvxikGMR1IHnFGjZWaslepujV3BrJMvIJUoUCjV/nq9hOWxSgNE1TrjuemJsipMpwJnJS7mcaUshEdYMdSSWPUQT47dEJOrdInUaJsSUNm6u+JnMZaj+PQdsbUDPWiNxX/8zqZia6CnMs0MyjZfFGUCWISMv2a9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmOzKdsQvMWXl4l/Xruuec2Lav2mSKMEx3ACZ+DBJdThDhrgAwOEZ3iFN+fReXHenY9564pTzBzBHzifP0WBjMY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="N5GBF5YiG88OB1uPGI105ir/qU4=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWMLxhbaUDbbSbt2swm7G6GE/gIvHlS8+pe8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8G1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7RV3t7Z3duvHBw+6CRTDH2WiES1Q6pRcIm+4UZgO1VI41BgKxzdTv3WEyrNE3lvxikGMR1IHnFGjZWaslepujV3BrJMvIJUoUCjV/nq9hOWxSgNE1TrjuemJsipMpwJnJS7mcaUshEdYMdSSWPUQT47dEJOrdInUaJsSUNm6u+JnMZaj+PQdsbUDPWiNxX/8zqZia6CnMs0MyjZfFGUCWISMv2a9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmOzKdsQvMWXl4l/Xruuec2Lav2mSKMEx3ACZ+DBJdThDhrgAwOEZ3iFN+fReXHenY9564pTzBzBHzifP0WBjMY=</latexit>

⇢,
<latexit sha1_base64="5upJb+Fn9VjI9qO63ulLyP1s4Ro=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgQcquCOqt6MVjBdcW2qVk02wbmk2WJCuUpb/BiwcVr/4hb/4b03YP2vpg4PHeDDPzolRwYz3vG5VWVtfWN8qbla3tnd296v7Bo1GZpiygSijdjohhgksWWG4Fa6eakSQSrBWNbqd+64lpw5V8sOOUhQkZSB5zSqyTgq4eqrNetebVvRnwMvELUoMCzV71q9tXNEuYtFQQYzq+l9owJ9pyKtik0s0MSwkdkQHrOCpJwkyYz46d4BOn9HGstCtp8Uz9PZGTxJhxErnOhNihWfSm4n9eJ7PxVZhzmWaWSTpfFGcCW4Wnn+M+14xaMXaEUM3drZgOiSbUunwqLgR/8eVlEpzXr+v+/UWtcVOkUYYjOIZT8OESGnAHTQiAAodneIU3JNELekcf89YSKmYO4Q/Q5w/15Y5R</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5upJb+Fn9VjI9qO63ulLyP1s4Ro=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgQcquCOqt6MVjBdcW2qVk02wbmk2WJCuUpb/BiwcVr/4hb/4b03YP2vpg4PHeDDPzolRwYz3vG5VWVtfWN8qbla3tnd296v7Bo1GZpiygSijdjohhgksWWG4Fa6eakSQSrBWNbqd+64lpw5V8sOOUhQkZSB5zSqyTgq4eqrNetebVvRnwMvELUoMCzV71q9tXNEuYtFQQYzq+l9owJ9pyKtik0s0MSwkdkQHrOCpJwkyYz46d4BOn9HGstCtp8Uz9PZGTxJhxErnOhNihWfSm4n9eJ7PxVZhzmWaWSTpfFGcCW4Wnn+M+14xaMXaEUM3drZgOiSbUunwqLgR/8eVlEpzXr+v+/UWtcVOkUYYjOIZT8OESGnAHTQiAAodneIU3JNELekcf89YSKmYO4Q/Q5w/15Y5R</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5upJb+Fn9VjI9qO63ulLyP1s4Ro=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgQcquCOqt6MVjBdcW2qVk02wbmk2WJCuUpb/BiwcVr/4hb/4b03YP2vpg4PHeDDPzolRwYz3vG5VWVtfWN8qbla3tnd296v7Bo1GZpiygSijdjohhgksWWG4Fa6eakSQSrBWNbqd+64lpw5V8sOOUhQkZSB5zSqyTgq4eqrNetebVvRnwMvELUoMCzV71q9tXNEuYtFQQYzq+l9owJ9pyKtik0s0MSwkdkQHrOCpJwkyYz46d4BOn9HGstCtp8Uz9PZGTxJhxErnOhNihWfSm4n9eJ7PxVZhzmWaWSTpfFGcCW4Wnn+M+14xaMXaEUM3drZgOiSbUunwqLgR/8eVlEpzXr+v+/UWtcVOkUYYjOIZT8OESGnAHTQiAAodneIU3JNELekcf89YSKmYO4Q/Q5w/15Y5R</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="X/BbPPQRM1pmBhxdK1enSbL+gJw=">AAAB2HicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L86Vq1rN8EiuCozbtSd4MZlBccW2qFkMnfa0ExmSO4IpfQFXLhRfDB3vo3pz0KtBwIf5yTk3pOUSloKgi+vtrW9s7tX3/cPGv7h0XGz8WSLygiMRKEK00u4RSU1RiRJYa80yPNEYTeZ3C3y7jMaKwv9SNMS45yPtMyk4OSszrDZCtrBUmwTwjW0YK1h83OQFqLKUZNQ3Np+GJQUz7ghKRTO/UFlseRiwkfYd6h5jjaeLcecs3PnpCwrjDua2NL9+WLGc2uneeJu5pzG9m+2MP/L+hVl1/FM6rIi1GL1UVYpRgVb7MxSaVCQmjrgwkg3KxNjbrgg14zvOgj/brwJ0WX7ph0+BFCHUziDCwjhCm7hHjoQgYAUXuDNG3uv3vuqqpq37uwEfsn7+AaqKYoN</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7y7c+zEegtXzlfcUz+sc0w7o0UQ=">AAAB4HicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L9aq1a3boJFcCFlxo26E9y4rODYQjuUTHqnDc0kQ5IRhqHP4MaFik/lzrcx/Vlo64HAxzkJuffEmeDG+v63V9nY3Nreqe7W9ur7B4eNo/qTUblmGDIllO7G1KDgEkPLrcBuppGmscBOPLmb5Z1n1IYr+WiLDKOUjiRPOKPWWWFfj9XFoNH0W/5cZB2CJTRhqfag8dUfKpanKC0T1Jhe4Gc2Kqm2nAmc1vq5wYyyCR1hz6GkKZqonA87JWfOGZJEaXekJXP394uSpsYUaexuptSOzWo2M//LerlNrqOSyyy3KNnioyQXxCoy25wMuUZmReGAMs3drISNqabMun5qroRgdeV1CC9bN63gwYcqnMApnEMAV3AL99CGEBhweIE3ePek9+p9LNqqeMvajuGPvM8f01iM+w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7y7c+zEegtXzlfcUz+sc0w7o0UQ=">AAAB4HicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L9aq1a3boJFcCFlxo26E9y4rODYQjuUTHqnDc0kQ5IRhqHP4MaFik/lzrcx/Vlo64HAxzkJuffEmeDG+v63V9nY3Nreqe7W9ur7B4eNo/qTUblmGDIllO7G1KDgEkPLrcBuppGmscBOPLmb5Z1n1IYr+WiLDKOUjiRPOKPWWWFfj9XFoNH0W/5cZB2CJTRhqfag8dUfKpanKC0T1Jhe4Gc2Kqm2nAmc1vq5wYyyCR1hz6GkKZqonA87JWfOGZJEaXekJXP394uSpsYUaexuptSOzWo2M//LerlNrqOSyyy3KNnioyQXxCoy25wMuUZmReGAMs3drISNqabMun5qroRgdeV1CC9bN63gwYcqnMApnEMAV3AL99CGEBhweIE3ePek9+p9LNqqeMvajuGPvM8f01iM+w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VXb/DH2s0yN3h7fb3CoycMNg52g=">AAAB63icbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYhAsJNzZqF3QxjKCZwLJEfY2c8mSvd1jd08IIb/BxkLF1j9k579xk1yhiQ8GHu/NMDMvzgQ31ve/vZXVtfWNzdJWeXtnd2+/cnD4aFSuGYZMCaVbMTUouMTQciuwlWmkaSywGQ9vp37zCbXhSj7YUYZRSvuSJ5xR66SwowfqvFup+jV/BrJMgoJUoUCjW/nq9BTLU5SWCWpMO/AzG42ptpwJnJQ7ucGMsiHtY9tRSVM00Xh27IScOqVHEqVdSUtm6u+JMU2NGaWx60ypHZhFbyr+57Vzm1xFYy6z3KJk80VJLohVZPo56XGNzIqRI5Rp7m4lbEA1ZdblU3YhBIsvL5PwonZdC+79av2mSKMEx3ACZxDAJdThDhoQAgMOz/AKb570Xrx372PeuuIVM0fwB97nD/Sljk0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5upJb+Fn9VjI9qO63ulLyP1s4Ro=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgQcquCOqt6MVjBdcW2qVk02wbmk2WJCuUpb/BiwcVr/4hb/4b03YP2vpg4PHeDDPzolRwYz3vG5VWVtfWN8qbla3tnd296v7Bo1GZpiygSijdjohhgksWWG4Fa6eakSQSrBWNbqd+64lpw5V8sOOUhQkZSB5zSqyTgq4eqrNetebVvRnwMvELUoMCzV71q9tXNEuYtFQQYzq+l9owJ9pyKtik0s0MSwkdkQHrOCpJwkyYz46d4BOn9HGstCtp8Uz9PZGTxJhxErnOhNihWfSm4n9eJ7PxVZhzmWaWSTpfFGcCW4Wnn+M+14xaMXaEUM3drZgOiSbUunwqLgR/8eVlEpzXr+v+/UWtcVOkUYYjOIZT8OESGnAHTQiAAodneIU3JNELekcf89YSKmYO4Q/Q5w/15Y5R</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5upJb+Fn9VjI9qO63ulLyP1s4Ro=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgQcquCOqt6MVjBdcW2qVk02wbmk2WJCuUpb/BiwcVr/4hb/4b03YP2vpg4PHeDDPzolRwYz3vG5VWVtfWN8qbla3tnd296v7Bo1GZpiygSijdjohhgksWWG4Fa6eakSQSrBWNbqd+64lpw5V8sOOUhQkZSB5zSqyTgq4eqrNetebVvRnwMvELUoMCzV71q9tXNEuYtFQQYzq+l9owJ9pyKtik0s0MSwkdkQHrOCpJwkyYz46d4BOn9HGstCtp8Uz9PZGTxJhxErnOhNihWfSm4n9eJ7PxVZhzmWaWSTpfFGcCW4Wnn+M+14xaMXaEUM3drZgOiSbUunwqLgR/8eVlEpzXr+v+/UWtcVOkUYYjOIZT8OESGnAHTQiAAodneIU3JNELekcf89YSKmYO4Q/Q5w/15Y5R</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5upJb+Fn9VjI9qO63ulLyP1s4Ro=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgQcquCOqt6MVjBdcW2qVk02wbmk2WJCuUpb/BiwcVr/4hb/4b03YP2vpg4PHeDDPzolRwYz3vG5VWVtfWN8qbla3tnd296v7Bo1GZpiygSijdjohhgksWWG4Fa6eakSQSrBWNbqd+64lpw5V8sOOUhQkZSB5zSqyTgq4eqrNetebVvRnwMvELUoMCzV71q9tXNEuYtFQQYzq+l9owJ9pyKtik0s0MSwkdkQHrOCpJwkyYz46d4BOn9HGstCtp8Uz9PZGTxJhxErnOhNihWfSm4n9eJ7PxVZhzmWaWSTpfFGcCW4Wnn+M+14xaMXaEUM3drZgOiSbUunwqLgR/8eVlEpzXr+v+/UWtcVOkUYYjOIZT8OESGnAHTQiAAodneIU3JNELekcf89YSKmYO4Q/Q5w/15Y5R</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5upJb+Fn9VjI9qO63ulLyP1s4Ro=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgQcquCOqt6MVjBdcW2qVk02wbmk2WJCuUpb/BiwcVr/4hb/4b03YP2vpg4PHeDDPzolRwYz3vG5VWVtfWN8qbla3tnd296v7Bo1GZpiygSijdjohhgksWWG4Fa6eakSQSrBWNbqd+64lpw5V8sOOUhQkZSB5zSqyTgq4eqrNetebVvRnwMvELUoMCzV71q9tXNEuYtFQQYzq+l9owJ9pyKtik0s0MSwkdkQHrOCpJwkyYz46d4BOn9HGstCtp8Uz9PZGTxJhxErnOhNihWfSm4n9eJ7PxVZhzmWaWSTpfFGcCW4Wnn+M+14xaMXaEUM3drZgOiSbUunwqLgR/8eVlEpzXr+v+/UWtcVOkUYYjOIZT8OESGnAHTQiAAodneIU3JNELekcf89YSKmYO4Q/Q5w/15Y5R</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5upJb+Fn9VjI9qO63ulLyP1s4Ro=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgQcquCOqt6MVjBdcW2qVk02wbmk2WJCuUpb/BiwcVr/4hb/4b03YP2vpg4PHeDDPzolRwYz3vG5VWVtfWN8qbla3tnd296v7Bo1GZpiygSijdjohhgksWWG4Fa6eakSQSrBWNbqd+64lpw5V8sOOUhQkZSB5zSqyTgq4eqrNetebVvRnwMvELUoMCzV71q9tXNEuYtFQQYzq+l9owJ9pyKtik0s0MSwkdkQHrOCpJwkyYz46d4BOn9HGstCtp8Uz9PZGTxJhxErnOhNihWfSm4n9eJ7PxVZhzmWaWSTpfFGcCW4Wnn+M+14xaMXaEUM3drZgOiSbUunwqLgR/8eVlEpzXr+v+/UWtcVOkUYYjOIZT8OESGnAHTQiAAodneIU3JNELekcf89YSKmYO4Q/Q5w/15Y5R</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5upJb+Fn9VjI9qO63ulLyP1s4Ro=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgQcquCOqt6MVjBdcW2qVk02wbmk2WJCuUpb/BiwcVr/4hb/4b03YP2vpg4PHeDDPzolRwYz3vG5VWVtfWN8qbla3tnd296v7Bo1GZpiygSijdjohhgksWWG4Fa6eakSQSrBWNbqd+64lpw5V8sOOUhQkZSB5zSqyTgq4eqrNetebVvRnwMvELUoMCzV71q9tXNEuYtFQQYzq+l9owJ9pyKtik0s0MSwkdkQHrOCpJwkyYz46d4BOn9HGstCtp8Uz9PZGTxJhxErnOhNihWfSm4n9eJ7PxVZhzmWaWSTpfFGcCW4Wnn+M+14xaMXaEUM3drZgOiSbUunwqLgR/8eVlEpzXr+v+/UWtcVOkUYYjOIZT8OESGnAHTQiAAodneIU3JNELekcf89YSKmYO4Q/Q5w/15Y5R</latexit>

P (n)
<latexit sha1_base64="DnAA+MCwnP8LOWcmP8EL4f4Pp0U=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoignorevFYwdhCG8tmu22XbjZhdyKU0B/hxYOKV/+PN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSKFQdf9dgorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef/gwcSpZtxnsYx1K6SGS6G4jwIlbyWa0yiUvBmObqZ+84lrI2J1j+OEBxEdKNEXjKKVmo3HrKpOJ91yxa25M5Bl4uWkAjka3fJXpxezNOIKmaTGtD03wSCjGgWTfFLqpIYnlI3ogLctVTTiJshm507IiVV6pB9rWwrJTP09kdHImHEU2s6I4tAselPxP6+dYv8yyIRKUuSKzRf1U0kwJtPfSU9ozlCOLaFMC3srYUOqKUObUMmG4C2+vEz8s9pVzbs7r9Sv8zSKcATHUAUPLqAOt9AAHxiM4Ble4c1JnBfn3fmYtxacfOYQ/sD5/AEisY75</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DnAA+MCwnP8LOWcmP8EL4f4Pp0U=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoignorevFYwdhCG8tmu22XbjZhdyKU0B/hxYOKV/+PN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSKFQdf9dgorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef/gwcSpZtxnsYx1K6SGS6G4jwIlbyWa0yiUvBmObqZ+84lrI2J1j+OEBxEdKNEXjKKVmo3HrKpOJ91yxa25M5Bl4uWkAjka3fJXpxezNOIKmaTGtD03wSCjGgWTfFLqpIYnlI3ogLctVTTiJshm507IiVV6pB9rWwrJTP09kdHImHEU2s6I4tAselPxP6+dYv8yyIRKUuSKzRf1U0kwJtPfSU9ozlCOLaFMC3srYUOqKUObUMmG4C2+vEz8s9pVzbs7r9Sv8zSKcATHUAUPLqAOt9AAHxiM4Ble4c1JnBfn3fmYtxacfOYQ/sD5/AEisY75</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DnAA+MCwnP8LOWcmP8EL4f4Pp0U=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoignorevFYwdhCG8tmu22XbjZhdyKU0B/hxYOKV/+PN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSKFQdf9dgorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef/gwcSpZtxnsYx1K6SGS6G4jwIlbyWa0yiUvBmObqZ+84lrI2J1j+OEBxEdKNEXjKKVmo3HrKpOJ91yxa25M5Bl4uWkAjka3fJXpxezNOIKmaTGtD03wSCjGgWTfFLqpIYnlI3ogLctVTTiJshm507IiVV6pB9rWwrJTP09kdHImHEU2s6I4tAselPxP6+dYv8yyIRKUuSKzRf1U0kwJtPfSU9ozlCOLaFMC3srYUOqKUObUMmG4C2+vEz8s9pVzbs7r9Sv8zSKcATHUAUPLqAOt9AAHxiM4Ble4c1JnBfn3fmYtxacfOYQ/sD5/AEisY75</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DnAA+MCwnP8LOWcmP8EL4f4Pp0U=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoignorevFYwdhCG8tmu22XbjZhdyKU0B/hxYOKV/+PN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSKFQdf9dgorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef/gwcSpZtxnsYx1K6SGS6G4jwIlbyWa0yiUvBmObqZ+84lrI2J1j+OEBxEdKNEXjKKVmo3HrKpOJ91yxa25M5Bl4uWkAjka3fJXpxezNOIKmaTGtD03wSCjGgWTfFLqpIYnlI3ogLctVTTiJshm507IiVV6pB9rWwrJTP09kdHImHEU2s6I4tAselPxP6+dYv8yyIRKUuSKzRf1U0kwJtPfSU9ozlCOLaFMC3srYUOqKUObUMmG4C2+vEz8s9pVzbs7r9Sv8zSKcATHUAUPLqAOt9AAHxiM4Ble4c1JnBfn3fmYtxacfOYQ/sD5/AEisY75</latexit>

tr(P (n)⇢⌦n) � 1� "n, "n ! 0.
<latexit sha1_base64="V0Z9MBk3v7O2jeIAxoCOx9Ovdbs=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="V0Z9MBk3v7O2jeIAxoCOx9Ovdbs=">AAACOHicbVBBSxtBGJ3VVmNaNeqxl6GhkEANuyKot2AvHlMwVcgkYXbyJRmcndnMfBsIy/4tL/4Lb4VeelDx6i9wEnOo2gcDj/e+j/nei1MlHYbh72Bl9cPHtfXSRvnT582t7crO7i9nMiugLYwy9jLmDpTU0EaJCi5TCzyJFVzEVz/m/sUUrJNGn+MshW7CR1oOpeDopX6llTObULRFrdXLa7peMDs2vZwZlAk4qos6G8GERvtsyi2kTiq/pb+zySTjA/pKZGho2OhXqmEjXIC+J9GSVMkSrX7llg2MyBLQKBR3rhOFKXZzblEKBUWZZQ5SLq74CDqeau7v6uaL5AX95pUBHRrrn0a6UP/dyHni3CyJ/WTCcezeenPxf14nw+FxN5c6zRC0ePlomCnqM85rpANpQaCaecKFlf5WKsbccoG+7LIvIXob+T1pHzROGtHPw2rzdNlGiXwhX0mNROSINMkZaZE2EeSa/CF35D64Cf4GD8Hjy+hKsNzZI68QPD0DVTatdA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="V0Z9MBk3v7O2jeIAxoCOx9Ovdbs=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="V0Z9MBk3v7O2jeIAxoCOx9Ovdbs=">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</latexit>



1. Thermodynamic limit
Operational interpretation of entropy and free energy without the thermodynamic limit          M. P. Müller, M. Lostaglio, M. Pastena, J. Scharlau

Entropy and data compression

Schumacher compression:
Given    copies of a quantum state

want to project into smaller subspace (via projector        )

such that 

n
<latexit sha1_base64="N5GBF5YiG88OB1uPGI105ir/qU4=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWMLxhbaUDbbSbt2swm7G6GE/gIvHlS8+pe8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8G1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7RV3t7Z3duvHBw+6CRTDH2WiES1Q6pRcIm+4UZgO1VI41BgKxzdTv3WEyrNE3lvxikGMR1IHnFGjZWaslepujV3BrJMvIJUoUCjV/nq9hOWxSgNE1TrjuemJsipMpwJnJS7mcaUshEdYMdSSWPUQT47dEJOrdInUaJsSUNm6u+JnMZaj+PQdsbUDPWiNxX/8zqZia6CnMs0MyjZfFGUCWISMv2a9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmOzKdsQvMWXl4l/Xruuec2Lav2mSKMEx3ACZ+DBJdThDhrgAwOEZ3iFN+fReXHenY9564pTzBzBHzifP0WBjMY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="N5GBF5YiG88OB1uPGI105ir/qU4=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWMLxhbaUDbbSbt2swm7G6GE/gIvHlS8+pe8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8G1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7RV3t7Z3duvHBw+6CRTDH2WiES1Q6pRcIm+4UZgO1VI41BgKxzdTv3WEyrNE3lvxikGMR1IHnFGjZWaslepujV3BrJMvIJUoUCjV/nq9hOWxSgNE1TrjuemJsipMpwJnJS7mcaUshEdYMdSSWPUQT47dEJOrdInUaJsSUNm6u+JnMZaj+PQdsbUDPWiNxX/8zqZia6CnMs0MyjZfFGUCWISMv2a9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmOzKdsQvMWXl4l/Xruuec2Lav2mSKMEx3ACZ+DBJdThDhrgAwOEZ3iFN+fReXHenY9564pTzBzBHzifP0WBjMY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="N5GBF5YiG88OB1uPGI105ir/qU4=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWMLxhbaUDbbSbt2swm7G6GE/gIvHlS8+pe8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8G1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7RV3t7Z3duvHBw+6CRTDH2WiES1Q6pRcIm+4UZgO1VI41BgKxzdTv3WEyrNE3lvxikGMR1IHnFGjZWaslepujV3BrJMvIJUoUCjV/nq9hOWxSgNE1TrjuemJsipMpwJnJS7mcaUshEdYMdSSWPUQT47dEJOrdInUaJsSUNm6u+JnMZaj+PQdsbUDPWiNxX/8zqZia6CnMs0MyjZfFGUCWISMv2a9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmOzKdsQvMWXl4l/Xruuec2Lav2mSKMEx3ACZ+DBJdThDhrgAwOEZ3iFN+fReXHenY9564pTzBzBHzifP0WBjMY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="N5GBF5YiG88OB1uPGI105ir/qU4=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWMLxhbaUDbbSbt2swm7G6GE/gIvHlS8+pe8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8G1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7RV3t7Z3duvHBw+6CRTDH2WiES1Q6pRcIm+4UZgO1VI41BgKxzdTv3WEyrNE3lvxikGMR1IHnFGjZWaslepujV3BrJMvIJUoUCjV/nq9hOWxSgNE1TrjuemJsipMpwJnJS7mcaUshEdYMdSSWPUQT47dEJOrdInUaJsSUNm6u+JnMZaj+PQdsbUDPWiNxX/8zqZia6CnMs0MyjZfFGUCWISMv2a9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmOzKdsQvMWXl4l/Xruuec2Lav2mSKMEx3ACZ+DBJdThDhrgAwOEZ3iFN+fReXHenY9564pTzBzBHzifP0WBjMY=</latexit>

⇢,
<latexit sha1_base64="5upJb+Fn9VjI9qO63ulLyP1s4Ro=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgQcquCOqt6MVjBdcW2qVk02wbmk2WJCuUpb/BiwcVr/4hb/4b03YP2vpg4PHeDDPzolRwYz3vG5VWVtfWN8qbla3tnd296v7Bo1GZpiygSijdjohhgksWWG4Fa6eakSQSrBWNbqd+64lpw5V8sOOUhQkZSB5zSqyTgq4eqrNetebVvRnwMvELUoMCzV71q9tXNEuYtFQQYzq+l9owJ9pyKtik0s0MSwkdkQHrOCpJwkyYz46d4BOn9HGstCtp8Uz9PZGTxJhxErnOhNihWfSm4n9eJ7PxVZhzmWaWSTpfFGcCW4Wnn+M+14xaMXaEUM3drZgOiSbUunwqLgR/8eVlEpzXr+v+/UWtcVOkUYYjOIZT8OESGnAHTQiAAodneIU3JNELekcf89YSKmYO4Q/Q5w/15Y5R</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5upJb+Fn9VjI9qO63ulLyP1s4Ro=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgQcquCOqt6MVjBdcW2qVk02wbmk2WJCuUpb/BiwcVr/4hb/4b03YP2vpg4PHeDDPzolRwYz3vG5VWVtfWN8qbla3tnd296v7Bo1GZpiygSijdjohhgksWWG4Fa6eakSQSrBWNbqd+64lpw5V8sOOUhQkZSB5zSqyTgq4eqrNetebVvRnwMvELUoMCzV71q9tXNEuYtFQQYzq+l9owJ9pyKtik0s0MSwkdkQHrOCpJwkyYz46d4BOn9HGstCtp8Uz9PZGTxJhxErnOhNihWfSm4n9eJ7PxVZhzmWaWSTpfFGcCW4Wnn+M+14xaMXaEUM3drZgOiSbUunwqLgR/8eVlEpzXr+v+/UWtcVOkUYYjOIZT8OESGnAHTQiAAodneIU3JNELekcf89YSKmYO4Q/Q5w/15Y5R</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5upJb+Fn9VjI9qO63ulLyP1s4Ro=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgQcquCOqt6MVjBdcW2qVk02wbmk2WJCuUpb/BiwcVr/4hb/4b03YP2vpg4PHeDDPzolRwYz3vG5VWVtfWN8qbla3tnd296v7Bo1GZpiygSijdjohhgksWWG4Fa6eakSQSrBWNbqd+64lpw5V8sOOUhQkZSB5zSqyTgq4eqrNetebVvRnwMvELUoMCzV71q9tXNEuYtFQQYzq+l9owJ9pyKtik0s0MSwkdkQHrOCpJwkyYz46d4BOn9HGstCtp8Uz9PZGTxJhxErnOhNihWfSm4n9eJ7PxVZhzmWaWSTpfFGcCW4Wnn+M+14xaMXaEUM3drZgOiSbUunwqLgR/8eVlEpzXr+v+/UWtcVOkUYYjOIZT8OESGnAHTQiAAodneIU3JNELekcf89YSKmYO4Q/Q5w/15Y5R</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="X/BbPPQRM1pmBhxdK1enSbL+gJw=">AAAB2HicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L86Vq1rN8EiuCozbtSd4MZlBccW2qFkMnfa0ExmSO4IpfQFXLhRfDB3vo3pz0KtBwIf5yTk3pOUSloKgi+vtrW9s7tX3/cPGv7h0XGz8WSLygiMRKEK00u4RSU1RiRJYa80yPNEYTeZ3C3y7jMaKwv9SNMS45yPtMyk4OSszrDZCtrBUmwTwjW0YK1h83OQFqLKUZNQ3Np+GJQUz7ghKRTO/UFlseRiwkfYd6h5jjaeLcecs3PnpCwrjDua2NL9+WLGc2uneeJu5pzG9m+2MP/L+hVl1/FM6rIi1GL1UVYpRgVb7MxSaVCQmjrgwkg3KxNjbrgg14zvOgj/brwJ0WX7ph0+BFCHUziDCwjhCm7hHjoQgYAUXuDNG3uv3vuqqpq37uwEfsn7+AaqKYoN</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7y7c+zEegtXzlfcUz+sc0w7o0UQ=">AAAB4HicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L9aq1a3boJFcCFlxo26E9y4rODYQjuUTHqnDc0kQ5IRhqHP4MaFik/lzrcx/Vlo64HAxzkJuffEmeDG+v63V9nY3Nreqe7W9ur7B4eNo/qTUblmGDIllO7G1KDgEkPLrcBuppGmscBOPLmb5Z1n1IYr+WiLDKOUjiRPOKPWWWFfj9XFoNH0W/5cZB2CJTRhqfag8dUfKpanKC0T1Jhe4Gc2Kqm2nAmc1vq5wYyyCR1hz6GkKZqonA87JWfOGZJEaXekJXP394uSpsYUaexuptSOzWo2M//LerlNrqOSyyy3KNnioyQXxCoy25wMuUZmReGAMs3drISNqabMun5qroRgdeV1CC9bN63gwYcqnMApnEMAV3AL99CGEBhweIE3ePek9+p9LNqqeMvajuGPvM8f01iM+w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7y7c+zEegtXzlfcUz+sc0w7o0UQ=">AAAB4HicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L9aq1a3boJFcCFlxo26E9y4rODYQjuUTHqnDc0kQ5IRhqHP4MaFik/lzrcx/Vlo64HAxzkJuffEmeDG+v63V9nY3Nreqe7W9ur7B4eNo/qTUblmGDIllO7G1KDgEkPLrcBuppGmscBOPLmb5Z1n1IYr+WiLDKOUjiRPOKPWWWFfj9XFoNH0W/5cZB2CJTRhqfag8dUfKpanKC0T1Jhe4Gc2Kqm2nAmc1vq5wYyyCR1hz6GkKZqonA87JWfOGZJEaXekJXP394uSpsYUaexuptSOzWo2M//LerlNrqOSyyy3KNnioyQXxCoy25wMuUZmReGAMs3drISNqabMun5qroRgdeV1CC9bN63gwYcqnMApnEMAV3AL99CGEBhweIE3ePek9+p9LNqqeMvajuGPvM8f01iM+w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VXb/DH2s0yN3h7fb3CoycMNg52g=">AAAB63icbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYhAsJNzZqF3QxjKCZwLJEfY2c8mSvd1jd08IIb/BxkLF1j9k579xk1yhiQ8GHu/NMDMvzgQ31ve/vZXVtfWNzdJWeXtnd2+/cnD4aFSuGYZMCaVbMTUouMTQciuwlWmkaSywGQ9vp37zCbXhSj7YUYZRSvuSJ5xR66SwowfqvFup+jV/BrJMgoJUoUCjW/nq9BTLU5SWCWpMO/AzG42ptpwJnJQ7ucGMsiHtY9tRSVM00Xh27IScOqVHEqVdSUtm6u+JMU2NGaWx60ypHZhFbyr+57Vzm1xFYy6z3KJk80VJLohVZPo56XGNzIqRI5Rp7m4lbEA1ZdblU3YhBIsvL5PwonZdC+79av2mSKMEx3ACZxDAJdThDhoQAgMOz/AKb570Xrx372PeuuIVM0fwB97nD/Sljk0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5upJb+Fn9VjI9qO63ulLyP1s4Ro=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgQcquCOqt6MVjBdcW2qVk02wbmk2WJCuUpb/BiwcVr/4hb/4b03YP2vpg4PHeDDPzolRwYz3vG5VWVtfWN8qbla3tnd296v7Bo1GZpiygSijdjohhgksWWG4Fa6eakSQSrBWNbqd+64lpw5V8sOOUhQkZSB5zSqyTgq4eqrNetebVvRnwMvELUoMCzV71q9tXNEuYtFQQYzq+l9owJ9pyKtik0s0MSwkdkQHrOCpJwkyYz46d4BOn9HGstCtp8Uz9PZGTxJhxErnOhNihWfSm4n9eJ7PxVZhzmWaWSTpfFGcCW4Wnn+M+14xaMXaEUM3drZgOiSbUunwqLgR/8eVlEpzXr+v+/UWtcVOkUYYjOIZT8OESGnAHTQiAAodneIU3JNELekcf89YSKmYO4Q/Q5w/15Y5R</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5upJb+Fn9VjI9qO63ulLyP1s4Ro=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgQcquCOqt6MVjBdcW2qVk02wbmk2WJCuUpb/BiwcVr/4hb/4b03YP2vpg4PHeDDPzolRwYz3vG5VWVtfWN8qbla3tnd296v7Bo1GZpiygSijdjohhgksWWG4Fa6eakSQSrBWNbqd+64lpw5V8sOOUhQkZSB5zSqyTgq4eqrNetebVvRnwMvELUoMCzV71q9tXNEuYtFQQYzq+l9owJ9pyKtik0s0MSwkdkQHrOCpJwkyYz46d4BOn9HGstCtp8Uz9PZGTxJhxErnOhNihWfSm4n9eJ7PxVZhzmWaWSTpfFGcCW4Wnn+M+14xaMXaEUM3drZgOiSbUunwqLgR/8eVlEpzXr+v+/UWtcVOkUYYjOIZT8OESGnAHTQiAAodneIU3JNELekcf89YSKmYO4Q/Q5w/15Y5R</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5upJb+Fn9VjI9qO63ulLyP1s4Ro=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgQcquCOqt6MVjBdcW2qVk02wbmk2WJCuUpb/BiwcVr/4hb/4b03YP2vpg4PHeDDPzolRwYz3vG5VWVtfWN8qbla3tnd296v7Bo1GZpiygSijdjohhgksWWG4Fa6eakSQSrBWNbqd+64lpw5V8sOOUhQkZSB5zSqyTgq4eqrNetebVvRnwMvELUoMCzV71q9tXNEuYtFQQYzq+l9owJ9pyKtik0s0MSwkdkQHrOCpJwkyYz46d4BOn9HGstCtp8Uz9PZGTxJhxErnOhNihWfSm4n9eJ7PxVZhzmWaWSTpfFGcCW4Wnn+M+14xaMXaEUM3drZgOiSbUunwqLgR/8eVlEpzXr+v+/UWtcVOkUYYjOIZT8OESGnAHTQiAAodneIU3JNELekcf89YSKmYO4Q/Q5w/15Y5R</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5upJb+Fn9VjI9qO63ulLyP1s4Ro=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgQcquCOqt6MVjBdcW2qVk02wbmk2WJCuUpb/BiwcVr/4hb/4b03YP2vpg4PHeDDPzolRwYz3vG5VWVtfWN8qbla3tnd296v7Bo1GZpiygSijdjohhgksWWG4Fa6eakSQSrBWNbqd+64lpw5V8sOOUhQkZSB5zSqyTgq4eqrNetebVvRnwMvELUoMCzV71q9tXNEuYtFQQYzq+l9owJ9pyKtik0s0MSwkdkQHrOCpJwkyYz46d4BOn9HGstCtp8Uz9PZGTxJhxErnOhNihWfSm4n9eJ7PxVZhzmWaWSTpfFGcCW4Wnn+M+14xaMXaEUM3drZgOiSbUunwqLgR/8eVlEpzXr+v+/UWtcVOkUYYjOIZT8OESGnAHTQiAAodneIU3JNELekcf89YSKmYO4Q/Q5w/15Y5R</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5upJb+Fn9VjI9qO63ulLyP1s4Ro=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgQcquCOqt6MVjBdcW2qVk02wbmk2WJCuUpb/BiwcVr/4hb/4b03YP2vpg4PHeDDPzolRwYz3vG5VWVtfWN8qbla3tnd296v7Bo1GZpiygSijdjohhgksWWG4Fa6eakSQSrBWNbqd+64lpw5V8sOOUhQkZSB5zSqyTgq4eqrNetebVvRnwMvELUoMCzV71q9tXNEuYtFQQYzq+l9owJ9pyKtik0s0MSwkdkQHrOCpJwkyYz46d4BOn9HGstCtp8Uz9PZGTxJhxErnOhNihWfSm4n9eJ7PxVZhzmWaWSTpfFGcCW4Wnn+M+14xaMXaEUM3drZgOiSbUunwqLgR/8eVlEpzXr+v+/UWtcVOkUYYjOIZT8OESGnAHTQiAAodneIU3JNELekcf89YSKmYO4Q/Q5w/15Y5R</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5upJb+Fn9VjI9qO63ulLyP1s4Ro=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgQcquCOqt6MVjBdcW2qVk02wbmk2WJCuUpb/BiwcVr/4hb/4b03YP2vpg4PHeDDPzolRwYz3vG5VWVtfWN8qbla3tnd296v7Bo1GZpiygSijdjohhgksWWG4Fa6eakSQSrBWNbqd+64lpw5V8sOOUhQkZSB5zSqyTgq4eqrNetebVvRnwMvELUoMCzV71q9tXNEuYtFQQYzq+l9owJ9pyKtik0s0MSwkdkQHrOCpJwkyYz46d4BOn9HGstCtp8Uz9PZGTxJhxErnOhNihWfSm4n9eJ7PxVZhzmWaWSTpfFGcCW4Wnn+M+14xaMXaEUM3drZgOiSbUunwqLgR/8eVlEpzXr+v+/UWtcVOkUYYjOIZT8OESGnAHTQiAAodneIU3JNELekcf89YSKmYO4Q/Q5w/15Y5R</latexit>

P (n)
<latexit sha1_base64="DnAA+MCwnP8LOWcmP8EL4f4Pp0U=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoignorevFYwdhCG8tmu22XbjZhdyKU0B/hxYOKV/+PN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSKFQdf9dgorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef/gwcSpZtxnsYx1K6SGS6G4jwIlbyWa0yiUvBmObqZ+84lrI2J1j+OEBxEdKNEXjKKVmo3HrKpOJ91yxa25M5Bl4uWkAjka3fJXpxezNOIKmaTGtD03wSCjGgWTfFLqpIYnlI3ogLctVTTiJshm507IiVV6pB9rWwrJTP09kdHImHEU2s6I4tAselPxP6+dYv8yyIRKUuSKzRf1U0kwJtPfSU9ozlCOLaFMC3srYUOqKUObUMmG4C2+vEz8s9pVzbs7r9Sv8zSKcATHUAUPLqAOt9AAHxiM4Ble4c1JnBfn3fmYtxacfOYQ/sD5/AEisY75</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DnAA+MCwnP8LOWcmP8EL4f4Pp0U=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoignorevFYwdhCG8tmu22XbjZhdyKU0B/hxYOKV/+PN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSKFQdf9dgorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef/gwcSpZtxnsYx1K6SGS6G4jwIlbyWa0yiUvBmObqZ+84lrI2J1j+OEBxEdKNEXjKKVmo3HrKpOJ91yxa25M5Bl4uWkAjka3fJXpxezNOIKmaTGtD03wSCjGgWTfFLqpIYnlI3ogLctVTTiJshm507IiVV6pB9rWwrJTP09kdHImHEU2s6I4tAselPxP6+dYv8yyIRKUuSKzRf1U0kwJtPfSU9ozlCOLaFMC3srYUOqKUObUMmG4C2+vEz8s9pVzbs7r9Sv8zSKcATHUAUPLqAOt9AAHxiM4Ble4c1JnBfn3fmYtxacfOYQ/sD5/AEisY75</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DnAA+MCwnP8LOWcmP8EL4f4Pp0U=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoignorevFYwdhCG8tmu22XbjZhdyKU0B/hxYOKV/+PN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSKFQdf9dgorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef/gwcSpZtxnsYx1K6SGS6G4jwIlbyWa0yiUvBmObqZ+84lrI2J1j+OEBxEdKNEXjKKVmo3HrKpOJ91yxa25M5Bl4uWkAjka3fJXpxezNOIKmaTGtD03wSCjGgWTfFLqpIYnlI3ogLctVTTiJshm507IiVV6pB9rWwrJTP09kdHImHEU2s6I4tAselPxP6+dYv8yyIRKUuSKzRf1U0kwJtPfSU9ozlCOLaFMC3srYUOqKUObUMmG4C2+vEz8s9pVzbs7r9Sv8zSKcATHUAUPLqAOt9AAHxiM4Ble4c1JnBfn3fmYtxacfOYQ/sD5/AEisY75</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DnAA+MCwnP8LOWcmP8EL4f4Pp0U=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoignorevFYwdhCG8tmu22XbjZhdyKU0B/hxYOKV/+PN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSKFQdf9dgorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef/gwcSpZtxnsYx1K6SGS6G4jwIlbyWa0yiUvBmObqZ+84lrI2J1j+OEBxEdKNEXjKKVmo3HrKpOJ91yxa25M5Bl4uWkAjka3fJXpxezNOIKmaTGtD03wSCjGgWTfFLqpIYnlI3ogLctVTTiJshm507IiVV6pB9rWwrJTP09kdHImHEU2s6I4tAselPxP6+dYv8yyIRKUuSKzRf1U0kwJtPfSU9ozlCOLaFMC3srYUOqKUObUMmG4C2+vEz8s9pVzbs7r9Sv8zSKcATHUAUPLqAOt9AAHxiM4Ble4c1JnBfn3fmYtxacfOYQ/sD5/AEisY75</latexit>

The smallest possible subspace dimension satisfies

where S is von Neumann entropy.

tr(P (n)⇢⌦n) � 1� "n, "n ! 0.
<latexit sha1_base64="V0Z9MBk3v7O2jeIAxoCOx9Ovdbs=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="V0Z9MBk3v7O2jeIAxoCOx9Ovdbs=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="V0Z9MBk3v7O2jeIAxoCOx9Ovdbs=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="V0Z9MBk3v7O2jeIAxoCOx9Ovdbs=">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</latexit>

log trP (n) = n · S(⇢) + o(n)
<latexit sha1_base64="KNbbNtLmVGh8vVla+BJvvG1/IFw=">AAACE3icbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RS1tFoOQEAl3IqiFELSxjGhMIBfD3maTLNnbPXbnhHDkR9j4V2wsVGxt7Pw3bj4KTXww8Hhvhpl5QSS4Adf9dlILi0vLK+nVzNr6xuZWdnvnzqhYU1alSihdD4hhgktWBQ6C1SPNSBgIVgv6lyO/9sC04UrewiBizZB0Je9wSsBKrWzRF6qLE1+HGPTQP8SV+yQvC8Nz6dO2AnyT93VPFYrKiq1szi25Y+B54k1JDk1RaWW//LaiccgkUEGMaXhuBM2EaOBUsGHGjw2LCO2TLmtYKknITDMZPzXEB1Zp447StiTgsfp7IiGhMYMwsJ0hgZ6Z9Ubif14jhs5pM+EyioFJOlnUiQUGhUcJ4TbXjIIYWEKo5vZWTHtEEwo2x4wNwZt9eZ5Uj0pnJe/6OFe+mKaRRntoH+WRh05QGV2hCqoiih7RM3pFb86T8+K8Ox+T1pQzndlFf+B8/gBKLJyk</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KNbbNtLmVGh8vVla+BJvvG1/IFw=">AAACE3icbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RS1tFoOQEAl3IqiFELSxjGhMIBfD3maTLNnbPXbnhHDkR9j4V2wsVGxt7Pw3bj4KTXww8Hhvhpl5QSS4Adf9dlILi0vLK+nVzNr6xuZWdnvnzqhYU1alSihdD4hhgktWBQ6C1SPNSBgIVgv6lyO/9sC04UrewiBizZB0Je9wSsBKrWzRF6qLE1+HGPTQP8SV+yQvC8Nz6dO2AnyT93VPFYrKiq1szi25Y+B54k1JDk1RaWW//LaiccgkUEGMaXhuBM2EaOBUsGHGjw2LCO2TLmtYKknITDMZPzXEB1Zp447StiTgsfp7IiGhMYMwsJ0hgZ6Z9Ubif14jhs5pM+EyioFJOlnUiQUGhUcJ4TbXjIIYWEKo5vZWTHtEEwo2x4wNwZt9eZ5Uj0pnJe/6OFe+mKaRRntoH+WRh05QGV2hCqoiih7RM3pFb86T8+K8Ox+T1pQzndlFf+B8/gBKLJyk</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KNbbNtLmVGh8vVla+BJvvG1/IFw=">AAACE3icbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RS1tFoOQEAl3IqiFELSxjGhMIBfD3maTLNnbPXbnhHDkR9j4V2wsVGxt7Pw3bj4KTXww8Hhvhpl5QSS4Adf9dlILi0vLK+nVzNr6xuZWdnvnzqhYU1alSihdD4hhgktWBQ6C1SPNSBgIVgv6lyO/9sC04UrewiBizZB0Je9wSsBKrWzRF6qLE1+HGPTQP8SV+yQvC8Nz6dO2AnyT93VPFYrKiq1szi25Y+B54k1JDk1RaWW//LaiccgkUEGMaXhuBM2EaOBUsGHGjw2LCO2TLmtYKknITDMZPzXEB1Zp447StiTgsfp7IiGhMYMwsJ0hgZ6Z9Ubif14jhs5pM+EyioFJOlnUiQUGhUcJ4TbXjIIYWEKo5vZWTHtEEwo2x4wNwZt9eZ5Uj0pnJe/6OFe+mKaRRntoH+WRh05QGV2hCqoiih7RM3pFb86T8+K8Ox+T1pQzndlFf+B8/gBKLJyk</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KNbbNtLmVGh8vVla+BJvvG1/IFw=">AAACE3icbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RS1tFoOQEAl3IqiFELSxjGhMIBfD3maTLNnbPXbnhHDkR9j4V2wsVGxt7Pw3bj4KTXww8Hhvhpl5QSS4Adf9dlILi0vLK+nVzNr6xuZWdnvnzqhYU1alSihdD4hhgktWBQ6C1SPNSBgIVgv6lyO/9sC04UrewiBizZB0Je9wSsBKrWzRF6qLE1+HGPTQP8SV+yQvC8Nz6dO2AnyT93VPFYrKiq1szi25Y+B54k1JDk1RaWW//LaiccgkUEGMaXhuBM2EaOBUsGHGjw2LCO2TLmtYKknITDMZPzXEB1Zp447StiTgsfp7IiGhMYMwsJ0hgZ6Z9Ubif14jhs5pM+EyioFJOlnUiQUGhUcJ4TbXjIIYWEKo5vZWTHtEEwo2x4wNwZt9eZ5Uj0pnJe/6OFe+mKaRRntoH+WRh05QGV2hCqoiih7RM3pFb86T8+K8Ox+T1pQzndlFf+B8/gBKLJyk</latexit>



1. Thermodynamic limit
Operational interpretation of entropy and free energy without the thermodynamic limit          M. P. Müller, M. Lostaglio, M. Pastena, J. Scharlau

Entropy and data compression

Schumacher compression:
Given    copies of a quantum state

want to project into smaller subspace (via projector        )

such that 

n
<latexit sha1_base64="N5GBF5YiG88OB1uPGI105ir/qU4=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWMLxhbaUDbbSbt2swm7G6GE/gIvHlS8+pe8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8G1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7RV3t7Z3duvHBw+6CRTDH2WiES1Q6pRcIm+4UZgO1VI41BgKxzdTv3WEyrNE3lvxikGMR1IHnFGjZWaslepujV3BrJMvIJUoUCjV/nq9hOWxSgNE1TrjuemJsipMpwJnJS7mcaUshEdYMdSSWPUQT47dEJOrdInUaJsSUNm6u+JnMZaj+PQdsbUDPWiNxX/8zqZia6CnMs0MyjZfFGUCWISMv2a9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmOzKdsQvMWXl4l/Xruuec2Lav2mSKMEx3ACZ+DBJdThDhrgAwOEZ3iFN+fReXHenY9564pTzBzBHzifP0WBjMY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="N5GBF5YiG88OB1uPGI105ir/qU4=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWMLxhbaUDbbSbt2swm7G6GE/gIvHlS8+pe8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8G1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7RV3t7Z3duvHBw+6CRTDH2WiES1Q6pRcIm+4UZgO1VI41BgKxzdTv3WEyrNE3lvxikGMR1IHnFGjZWaslepujV3BrJMvIJUoUCjV/nq9hOWxSgNE1TrjuemJsipMpwJnJS7mcaUshEdYMdSSWPUQT47dEJOrdInUaJsSUNm6u+JnMZaj+PQdsbUDPWiNxX/8zqZia6CnMs0MyjZfFGUCWISMv2a9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmOzKdsQvMWXl4l/Xruuec2Lav2mSKMEx3ACZ+DBJdThDhrgAwOEZ3iFN+fReXHenY9564pTzBzBHzifP0WBjMY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="N5GBF5YiG88OB1uPGI105ir/qU4=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWMLxhbaUDbbSbt2swm7G6GE/gIvHlS8+pe8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8G1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7RV3t7Z3duvHBw+6CRTDH2WiES1Q6pRcIm+4UZgO1VI41BgKxzdTv3WEyrNE3lvxikGMR1IHnFGjZWaslepujV3BrJMvIJUoUCjV/nq9hOWxSgNE1TrjuemJsipMpwJnJS7mcaUshEdYMdSSWPUQT47dEJOrdInUaJsSUNm6u+JnMZaj+PQdsbUDPWiNxX/8zqZia6CnMs0MyjZfFGUCWISMv2a9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmOzKdsQvMWXl4l/Xruuec2Lav2mSKMEx3ACZ+DBJdThDhrgAwOEZ3iFN+fReXHenY9564pTzBzBHzifP0WBjMY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="N5GBF5YiG88OB1uPGI105ir/qU4=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWMLxhbaUDbbSbt2swm7G6GE/gIvHlS8+pe8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8G1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7RV3t7Z3duvHBw+6CRTDH2WiES1Q6pRcIm+4UZgO1VI41BgKxzdTv3WEyrNE3lvxikGMR1IHnFGjZWaslepujV3BrJMvIJUoUCjV/nq9hOWxSgNE1TrjuemJsipMpwJnJS7mcaUshEdYMdSSWPUQT47dEJOrdInUaJsSUNm6u+JnMZaj+PQdsbUDPWiNxX/8zqZia6CnMs0MyjZfFGUCWISMv2a9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmOzKdsQvMWXl4l/Xruuec2Lav2mSKMEx3ACZ+DBJdThDhrgAwOEZ3iFN+fReXHenY9564pTzBzBHzifP0WBjMY=</latexit>

⇢,
<latexit sha1_base64="5upJb+Fn9VjI9qO63ulLyP1s4Ro=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgQcquCOqt6MVjBdcW2qVk02wbmk2WJCuUpb/BiwcVr/4hb/4b03YP2vpg4PHeDDPzolRwYz3vG5VWVtfWN8qbla3tnd296v7Bo1GZpiygSijdjohhgksWWG4Fa6eakSQSrBWNbqd+64lpw5V8sOOUhQkZSB5zSqyTgq4eqrNetebVvRnwMvELUoMCzV71q9tXNEuYtFQQYzq+l9owJ9pyKtik0s0MSwkdkQHrOCpJwkyYz46d4BOn9HGstCtp8Uz9PZGTxJhxErnOhNihWfSm4n9eJ7PxVZhzmWaWSTpfFGcCW4Wnn+M+14xaMXaEUM3drZgOiSbUunwqLgR/8eVlEpzXr+v+/UWtcVOkUYYjOIZT8OESGnAHTQiAAodneIU3JNELekcf89YSKmYO4Q/Q5w/15Y5R</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5upJb+Fn9VjI9qO63ulLyP1s4Ro=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgQcquCOqt6MVjBdcW2qVk02wbmk2WJCuUpb/BiwcVr/4hb/4b03YP2vpg4PHeDDPzolRwYz3vG5VWVtfWN8qbla3tnd296v7Bo1GZpiygSijdjohhgksWWG4Fa6eakSQSrBWNbqd+64lpw5V8sOOUhQkZSB5zSqyTgq4eqrNetebVvRnwMvELUoMCzV71q9tXNEuYtFQQYzq+l9owJ9pyKtik0s0MSwkdkQHrOCpJwkyYz46d4BOn9HGstCtp8Uz9PZGTxJhxErnOhNihWfSm4n9eJ7PxVZhzmWaWSTpfFGcCW4Wnn+M+14xaMXaEUM3drZgOiSbUunwqLgR/8eVlEpzXr+v+/UWtcVOkUYYjOIZT8OESGnAHTQiAAodneIU3JNELekcf89YSKmYO4Q/Q5w/15Y5R</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5upJb+Fn9VjI9qO63ulLyP1s4Ro=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgQcquCOqt6MVjBdcW2qVk02wbmk2WJCuUpb/BiwcVr/4hb/4b03YP2vpg4PHeDDPzolRwYz3vG5VWVtfWN8qbla3tnd296v7Bo1GZpiygSijdjohhgksWWG4Fa6eakSQSrBWNbqd+64lpw5V8sOOUhQkZSB5zSqyTgq4eqrNetebVvRnwMvELUoMCzV71q9tXNEuYtFQQYzq+l9owJ9pyKtik0s0MSwkdkQHrOCpJwkyYz46d4BOn9HGstCtp8Uz9PZGTxJhxErnOhNihWfSm4n9eJ7PxVZhzmWaWSTpfFGcCW4Wnn+M+14xaMXaEUM3drZgOiSbUunwqLgR/8eVlEpzXr+v+/UWtcVOkUYYjOIZT8OESGnAHTQiAAodneIU3JNELekcf89YSKmYO4Q/Q5w/15Y5R</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="X/BbPPQRM1pmBhxdK1enSbL+gJw=">AAAB2HicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L86Vq1rN8EiuCozbtSd4MZlBccW2qFkMnfa0ExmSO4IpfQFXLhRfDB3vo3pz0KtBwIf5yTk3pOUSloKgi+vtrW9s7tX3/cPGv7h0XGz8WSLygiMRKEK00u4RSU1RiRJYa80yPNEYTeZ3C3y7jMaKwv9SNMS45yPtMyk4OSszrDZCtrBUmwTwjW0YK1h83OQFqLKUZNQ3Np+GJQUz7ghKRTO/UFlseRiwkfYd6h5jjaeLcecs3PnpCwrjDua2NL9+WLGc2uneeJu5pzG9m+2MP/L+hVl1/FM6rIi1GL1UVYpRgVb7MxSaVCQmjrgwkg3KxNjbrgg14zvOgj/brwJ0WX7ph0+BFCHUziDCwjhCm7hHjoQgYAUXuDNG3uv3vuqqpq37uwEfsn7+AaqKYoN</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7y7c+zEegtXzlfcUz+sc0w7o0UQ=">AAAB4HicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L9aq1a3boJFcCFlxo26E9y4rODYQjuUTHqnDc0kQ5IRhqHP4MaFik/lzrcx/Vlo64HAxzkJuffEmeDG+v63V9nY3Nreqe7W9ur7B4eNo/qTUblmGDIllO7G1KDgEkPLrcBuppGmscBOPLmb5Z1n1IYr+WiLDKOUjiRPOKPWWWFfj9XFoNH0W/5cZB2CJTRhqfag8dUfKpanKC0T1Jhe4Gc2Kqm2nAmc1vq5wYyyCR1hz6GkKZqonA87JWfOGZJEaXekJXP394uSpsYUaexuptSOzWo2M//LerlNrqOSyyy3KNnioyQXxCoy25wMuUZmReGAMs3drISNqabMun5qroRgdeV1CC9bN63gwYcqnMApnEMAV3AL99CGEBhweIE3ePek9+p9LNqqeMvajuGPvM8f01iM+w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7y7c+zEegtXzlfcUz+sc0w7o0UQ=">AAAB4HicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L9aq1a3boJFcCFlxo26E9y4rODYQjuUTHqnDc0kQ5IRhqHP4MaFik/lzrcx/Vlo64HAxzkJuffEmeDG+v63V9nY3Nreqe7W9ur7B4eNo/qTUblmGDIllO7G1KDgEkPLrcBuppGmscBOPLmb5Z1n1IYr+WiLDKOUjiRPOKPWWWFfj9XFoNH0W/5cZB2CJTRhqfag8dUfKpanKC0T1Jhe4Gc2Kqm2nAmc1vq5wYyyCR1hz6GkKZqonA87JWfOGZJEaXekJXP394uSpsYUaexuptSOzWo2M//LerlNrqOSyyy3KNnioyQXxCoy25wMuUZmReGAMs3drISNqabMun5qroRgdeV1CC9bN63gwYcqnMApnEMAV3AL99CGEBhweIE3ePek9+p9LNqqeMvajuGPvM8f01iM+w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VXb/DH2s0yN3h7fb3CoycMNg52g=">AAAB63icbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYhAsJNzZqF3QxjKCZwLJEfY2c8mSvd1jd08IIb/BxkLF1j9k579xk1yhiQ8GHu/NMDMvzgQ31ve/vZXVtfWNzdJWeXtnd2+/cnD4aFSuGYZMCaVbMTUouMTQciuwlWmkaSywGQ9vp37zCbXhSj7YUYZRSvuSJ5xR66SwowfqvFup+jV/BrJMgoJUoUCjW/nq9BTLU5SWCWpMO/AzG42ptpwJnJQ7ucGMsiHtY9tRSVM00Xh27IScOqVHEqVdSUtm6u+JMU2NGaWx60ypHZhFbyr+57Vzm1xFYy6z3KJk80VJLohVZPo56XGNzIqRI5Rp7m4lbEA1ZdblU3YhBIsvL5PwonZdC+79av2mSKMEx3ACZxDAJdThDhoQAgMOz/AKb570Xrx372PeuuIVM0fwB97nD/Sljk0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5upJb+Fn9VjI9qO63ulLyP1s4Ro=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgQcquCOqt6MVjBdcW2qVk02wbmk2WJCuUpb/BiwcVr/4hb/4b03YP2vpg4PHeDDPzolRwYz3vG5VWVtfWN8qbla3tnd296v7Bo1GZpiygSijdjohhgksWWG4Fa6eakSQSrBWNbqd+64lpw5V8sOOUhQkZSB5zSqyTgq4eqrNetebVvRnwMvELUoMCzV71q9tXNEuYtFQQYzq+l9owJ9pyKtik0s0MSwkdkQHrOCpJwkyYz46d4BOn9HGstCtp8Uz9PZGTxJhxErnOhNihWfSm4n9eJ7PxVZhzmWaWSTpfFGcCW4Wnn+M+14xaMXaEUM3drZgOiSbUunwqLgR/8eVlEpzXr+v+/UWtcVOkUYYjOIZT8OESGnAHTQiAAodneIU3JNELekcf89YSKmYO4Q/Q5w/15Y5R</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5upJb+Fn9VjI9qO63ulLyP1s4Ro=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgQcquCOqt6MVjBdcW2qVk02wbmk2WJCuUpb/BiwcVr/4hb/4b03YP2vpg4PHeDDPzolRwYz3vG5VWVtfWN8qbla3tnd296v7Bo1GZpiygSijdjohhgksWWG4Fa6eakSQSrBWNbqd+64lpw5V8sOOUhQkZSB5zSqyTgq4eqrNetebVvRnwMvELUoMCzV71q9tXNEuYtFQQYzq+l9owJ9pyKtik0s0MSwkdkQHrOCpJwkyYz46d4BOn9HGstCtp8Uz9PZGTxJhxErnOhNihWfSm4n9eJ7PxVZhzmWaWSTpfFGcCW4Wnn+M+14xaMXaEUM3drZgOiSbUunwqLgR/8eVlEpzXr+v+/UWtcVOkUYYjOIZT8OESGnAHTQiAAodneIU3JNELekcf89YSKmYO4Q/Q5w/15Y5R</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5upJb+Fn9VjI9qO63ulLyP1s4Ro=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgQcquCOqt6MVjBdcW2qVk02wbmk2WJCuUpb/BiwcVr/4hb/4b03YP2vpg4PHeDDPzolRwYz3vG5VWVtfWN8qbla3tnd296v7Bo1GZpiygSijdjohhgksWWG4Fa6eakSQSrBWNbqd+64lpw5V8sOOUhQkZSB5zSqyTgq4eqrNetebVvRnwMvELUoMCzV71q9tXNEuYtFQQYzq+l9owJ9pyKtik0s0MSwkdkQHrOCpJwkyYz46d4BOn9HGstCtp8Uz9PZGTxJhxErnOhNihWfSm4n9eJ7PxVZhzmWaWSTpfFGcCW4Wnn+M+14xaMXaEUM3drZgOiSbUunwqLgR/8eVlEpzXr+v+/UWtcVOkUYYjOIZT8OESGnAHTQiAAodneIU3JNELekcf89YSKmYO4Q/Q5w/15Y5R</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5upJb+Fn9VjI9qO63ulLyP1s4Ro=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgQcquCOqt6MVjBdcW2qVk02wbmk2WJCuUpb/BiwcVr/4hb/4b03YP2vpg4PHeDDPzolRwYz3vG5VWVtfWN8qbla3tnd296v7Bo1GZpiygSijdjohhgksWWG4Fa6eakSQSrBWNbqd+64lpw5V8sOOUhQkZSB5zSqyTgq4eqrNetebVvRnwMvELUoMCzV71q9tXNEuYtFQQYzq+l9owJ9pyKtik0s0MSwkdkQHrOCpJwkyYz46d4BOn9HGstCtp8Uz9PZGTxJhxErnOhNihWfSm4n9eJ7PxVZhzmWaWSTpfFGcCW4Wnn+M+14xaMXaEUM3drZgOiSbUunwqLgR/8eVlEpzXr+v+/UWtcVOkUYYjOIZT8OESGnAHTQiAAodneIU3JNELekcf89YSKmYO4Q/Q5w/15Y5R</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5upJb+Fn9VjI9qO63ulLyP1s4Ro=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgQcquCOqt6MVjBdcW2qVk02wbmk2WJCuUpb/BiwcVr/4hb/4b03YP2vpg4PHeDDPzolRwYz3vG5VWVtfWN8qbla3tnd296v7Bo1GZpiygSijdjohhgksWWG4Fa6eakSQSrBWNbqd+64lpw5V8sOOUhQkZSB5zSqyTgq4eqrNetebVvRnwMvELUoMCzV71q9tXNEuYtFQQYzq+l9owJ9pyKtik0s0MSwkdkQHrOCpJwkyYz46d4BOn9HGstCtp8Uz9PZGTxJhxErnOhNihWfSm4n9eJ7PxVZhzmWaWSTpfFGcCW4Wnn+M+14xaMXaEUM3drZgOiSbUunwqLgR/8eVlEpzXr+v+/UWtcVOkUYYjOIZT8OESGnAHTQiAAodneIU3JNELekcf89YSKmYO4Q/Q5w/15Y5R</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5upJb+Fn9VjI9qO63ulLyP1s4Ro=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgQcquCOqt6MVjBdcW2qVk02wbmk2WJCuUpb/BiwcVr/4hb/4b03YP2vpg4PHeDDPzolRwYz3vG5VWVtfWN8qbla3tnd296v7Bo1GZpiygSijdjohhgksWWG4Fa6eakSQSrBWNbqd+64lpw5V8sOOUhQkZSB5zSqyTgq4eqrNetebVvRnwMvELUoMCzV71q9tXNEuYtFQQYzq+l9owJ9pyKtik0s0MSwkdkQHrOCpJwkyYz46d4BOn9HGstCtp8Uz9PZGTxJhxErnOhNihWfSm4n9eJ7PxVZhzmWaWSTpfFGcCW4Wnn+M+14xaMXaEUM3drZgOiSbUunwqLgR/8eVlEpzXr+v+/UWtcVOkUYYjOIZT8OESGnAHTQiAAodneIU3JNELekcf89YSKmYO4Q/Q5w/15Y5R</latexit>

P (n)
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The smallest possible subspace dimension satisfies

where S is von Neumann entropy.

S determines compression rate in the limit n ! 1.
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tr(P (n)⇢⌦n) � 1� "n, "n ! 0.
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log trP (n) = n · S(⇢) + o(n)
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where µB = 1
|B| with |B| ⌘ dim B is the maximally mixed

state on B. Let us write ⇢ ! ⇢
0 if for every " > 0 there

exists some ⇢
0
" with k⇢0 � ⇢

0
"k < " and a noisy operation �"

with �"(⇢) = ⇢". In a nutshell, ⇢ ! ⇢
0 means that ⇢ can be

mapped arbitrarily close to ⇢
0 by noisy operations. Intuitively,

this means that ⇢ is a “less noisy” state than ⇢
0, since all that

a noisy operation does is to mix a given state with white noise
on some auxiliary system. A main result in [9] was that ⇢ !
⇢

0 is equivalent to p � p
0, where p and p

0 are the vectors of
eigenvalues of ⇢ and ⇢

0 respectively. The latter statement is
sometimes [4] simply denoted ⇢ � ⇢

0.
The reason for the somewhat clumsy “"-definition” of ⇢ !

⇢
0 is that [9] (and also several related later works) have used

a “quasiclassical” approach to prove results like the one just
mentioned (equivalence to p � p

0): namely, diagonalize ⇢ and
⇢

0, and construct a suitable unitary UAB as a permutation in
the computational basis. The present author and a coauthor
have shown, however, that one can avoid the "-approximation
if one goes beyond these semiclassical unitaries:

Theorem 3 (Ref. [2]). Let ⇢ and ⇢
0 be quantum states

on A such that ⇢ � ⇢
0, and let B be a copy of A. Then

there exists a unitary UAB such that

⇢
0
A = TrB

h
UAB(⇢A ⌦ µB)U†

AB

i
,

that is, the noisy transition from ⇢ to ⇢
0 can be achieved

exactly with an auxiliary system that is of the same
size as A. Moreover, UAB can be chosen to leave the
maximally mixed state µB on B invariant.

This result answers an open problem by Bengtsson and
Życzkowski [10]: it proves a conjecture that they called
“Quantum Horn’s Lemma”. It also simplifies the following
statements significantly by avoiding the "-approximation, and
it will become important in Section IV below.

In the context of the resource theory of purity, Lemma 1
attains an immediate operational interpretation: it says that

⇢
cat! ⇢

0

if and only if all ↵-Rényi entropies and the Burg entropy are
larger for ⇢

0 than for ⇢ (unless the two states are unitarily
equivalent in the first place). Here, we write ⇢

cat! ⇢
0 if and

only if there exists another finite-dimensional quantum state
� such that ⇢A ⌦ �B ! ⇢

0
A ⌦ �B . That is, exactly as in

entanglement theory, �B attains the role of a catalyst.
It is now clear how to interpret Theorem 2 in the resource

theory of purity: namely, for two states ⇢, ⇢
0 that are not uni-

tarily equivalent, it says that there is a “correlating-catalytic
noisy transformation” from ⇢ to ⇢

0, denoted

⇢
corrcat�! ⇢

0
,

if and only if S(⇢) < S(⇢0) for the von Neumann entropy.
Here, we write ⇢

corrcat�! ⇢
0 if and only if there exists another

finite-dimensional quantum system B and an extension ⇢
0
AB

of ⇢
0
A (i.e. TrB⇢

0
AB = ⇢

0
A) such that

⇢A ⌦ ⇢
0
B ! ⇢

0
AB .

That is, the marginal on A changes from the initial state ⇢A to
the desired target state ⇢

0
A, and the marginal on B is exactly

preserved — it is only that correlations between the systems
A and B are allowed to build up. In this sense, the state ⇢

0
B

is a catalyst: it can be “reused” on other systems, as long as
those other systems do not interact with A in the future.

III. IMPLICATIONS FOR SINGLE-SHOT QUANTUM
THERMODYNAMICS

The most direct application (and generalization) of the
above results is in the context of single-shot quantum ther-
modynamics — see e.g. [11] for the general setup and for-
malism. In a nutshell, thermodynamics is formulated as a
resource theory, involving quantum states on Hilbert spaces
(say, A) with associated Hamiltonians (say, HA), a fixed in-
verse “background temperature” � � 0, and “thermal opera-
tions” as the allowed state transitions. These are operations of
the form

⇢
0
A = TrB

h
UAB(⇢A ⌦ �B)U †

AB

i
,

where B is an arbitrarily chosen finite-dimensional system
(“heat bath”) with thermal state �B = exp(��HB)/Z, and
UAB some unitary such that [UAB , HA + HB ] = 0. In the
case that all Hamiltonians of all systems are trivial, i.e. pro-
portional to the identity, one recovers the resource theory of
purity. In general, the question of (im)possibility of state tran-
sitions becomes somewhat more involved than in purity the-
ory. Yet, the results of the latter can be lifted with some tech-
nical tricks to the resource theory of thermodynamics, and one
obtains analogues of the results described in Section II.

First, one obtains a notion of “thermomajorization” (gener-
alization of majorization) as a criterion for the possibility of
a transition ⇢A ! ⇢

0
A by a thermal operation. Then, there

is an obvious generalization to the case with catalysts, simi-
larly as in Section II. In analogy to Lemma 1 (which is in fact
heavily used in the proof), one obtains the following state-
ment: a catalytic thermal transition from a given state ⇢ to
another state ⇢

0 is possible if and only if F↵(⇢) � F↵(⇢0),
where F↵ is a Rényi generalization of the Helmholtz free en-
ergy, F (⇢A) = F1(⇢A) = tr(⇢AHA) � S(⇢A)/�. This can
be interpreted as an infinite set of “second laws of quantum
thermodynamics” (see Brandão et al. [11]), �F↵  0, with
↵ = 1 yielding the standard formulation of the second law.

The main result of Ref. [1] by the present author is the gen-
eralization of Theorem 2 to the resource theory of thermody-
namics. It is formulated in a setting as depicted in the figure.

thermal bath
�B , HB

⇢A, HA

system

�M

catalyst work bit W

�

machine

energy-
preserving

transformation

controls

system

⇢
0
A, HA

�M

catalyst work bit W

machine

correlation
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where µB = 1
|B| with |B| ⌘ dim B is the maximally mixed

state on B. Let us write ⇢ ! ⇢
0 if for every " > 0 there

exists some ⇢
0
" with k⇢0 � ⇢

0
"k < " and a noisy operation �"

with �"(⇢) = ⇢". In a nutshell, ⇢ ! ⇢
0 means that ⇢ can be

mapped arbitrarily close to ⇢
0 by noisy operations. Intuitively,

this means that ⇢ is a “less noisy” state than ⇢
0, since all that

a noisy operation does is to mix a given state with white noise
on some auxiliary system. A main result in [9] was that ⇢ !
⇢

0 is equivalent to p � p
0, where p and p

0 are the vectors of
eigenvalues of ⇢ and ⇢

0 respectively. The latter statement is
sometimes [4] simply denoted ⇢ � ⇢

0.
The reason for the somewhat clumsy “"-definition” of ⇢ !

⇢
0 is that [9] (and also several related later works) have used

a “quasiclassical” approach to prove results like the one just
mentioned (equivalence to p � p

0): namely, diagonalize ⇢ and
⇢

0, and construct a suitable unitary UAB as a permutation in
the computational basis. The present author and a coauthor
have shown, however, that one can avoid the "-approximation
if one goes beyond these semiclassical unitaries:

Theorem 3 (Ref. [2]). Let ⇢ and ⇢
0 be quantum states

on A such that ⇢ � ⇢
0, and let B be a copy of A. Then

there exists a unitary UAB such that

⇢
0
A = TrB

h
UAB(⇢A ⌦ µB)U†

AB

i
,

that is, the noisy transition from ⇢ to ⇢
0 can be achieved

exactly with an auxiliary system that is of the same
size as A. Moreover, UAB can be chosen to leave the
maximally mixed state µB on B invariant.
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0
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0
B
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III. IMPLICATIONS FOR SINGLE-SHOT QUANTUM
THERMODYNAMICS

The most direct application (and generalization) of the
above results is in the context of single-shot quantum ther-
modynamics — see e.g. [11] for the general setup and for-
malism. In a nutshell, thermodynamics is formulated as a
resource theory, involving quantum states on Hilbert spaces
(say, A) with associated Hamiltonians (say, HA), a fixed in-
verse “background temperature” � � 0, and “thermal opera-
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⇢
0
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i
,

where B is an arbitrarily chosen finite-dimensional system
(“heat bath”) with thermal state �B = exp(��HB)/Z, and
UAB some unitary such that [UAB , HA + HB ] = 0. In the
case that all Hamiltonians of all systems are trivial, i.e. pro-
portional to the identity, one recovers the resource theory of
purity. In general, the question of (im)possibility of state tran-
sitions becomes somewhat more involved than in purity the-
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0
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↵ = 1 yielding the standard formulation of the second law.

The main result of Ref. [1] by the present author is the gen-
eralization of Theorem 2 to the resource theory of thermody-
namics. It is formulated in a setting as depicted in the figure.
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The second law of thermodynamics places constraints on state
transformations. It applies to systems composed of many particles,
however, we are seeing that one can formulate laws of thermo-
dynamics when only a small number of particles are interacting
with a heat bath. Is there a second law of thermodynamics in this
regime? Here, we find that for processes which are approximately
cyclic, the second law for microscopic systems takes on a different
form compared to the macroscopic scale, imposing not just one
constraint on state transformations, but an entire family of
constraints. We find a family of free energies which generalize
the traditional one, and show that they can never increase. The
ordinary second law relates to one of these, with the remainder
imposing additional constraints on thermodynamic transitions. We
find three regimes which determine which family of second laws
govern state transitions, depending on how cyclic the process is. In
one regime one can cause an apparent violation of the usual
second law, through a process of embezzling work from a large
system which remains arbitrarily close to its original state. These
second laws are relevant for small systems, and also apply to
individual macroscopic systems interacting via long-range inter-
actions. By making precise the definition of thermal operations,
the laws of thermodynamics are unified in this framework, with
the first law defining the class of operations, the zeroth law emerging
as an equivalence relation between thermal states, and the remaining
laws being monotonicity of our generalized free energies.

quantum thermodynamics | quantum information theory |
statistical physics | resource theory | free energy

The original formulation of the second law, due to Clausius
(1), states that “Heat can never pass from a colder to a

warmer body without some other change, connected therewith,
occurring at the same time.” In attempting to apply Clausius’s
statement of the second law to the microscopic or quantum scale,
we immediately run into a problem because it talks about cyclic
processes in which there is no other change occurring at the same
time, and at this scale it is impossible to design a process in which
there is no change, however slight, in our devices and heat engines.
Interpreted strictly, the Clausius statement of the second law
applies to situations which never occur in nature. The same holds
true for other versions of the second law, such as the Kelvin–
Planck statement, where one also talks about cyclic processes, in
which all other objects beside the system of interest are returned
back to their original state. Here, we derive a quantum version of
the Clausius statement, by looking at processes where a micro-
scopic or quantum system undergoes a transition from one state
to another, whereas the environment and working body or heat
engine is returned back to their original state. Whereas macro-
scopically only a single second law restricts transitions, we find that
there is an entire family of more fundamental restrictions at the
quantum level. At the macroscopic scale, and for systems with
short-range correlations, this entire family of second laws becomes
equal to the ordinary second law, but outside of this regime these
other second laws impose additional restrictions on thermody-
namical transitions. What is more, one needs to be more precise
about what one means by a cyclic process. At the macroscopic
scale, the fact that a process is only approximately cyclic has
generally been assumed to be enough to guarantee the second law.

Here, we show that this is not the case in the microscopic regime,
and we therefore needs to talk about “how cyclic” a process is when
stating the second law. We also derive in this work, a zeroth law of
thermodynamics, which is stronger than the ordinary zeroth law.
For thermodynamics at the macroscopic scale, a system in state

ρ can be transformed into state ρ′ provided that the free energy
goes down, where the free energy for a state ρ is

FðρÞ= hEðρÞi− kTSðρÞ; [1]

with T the temperature of the ambient heat bath that surrounds
the system, k the Boltzmann constant, SðρÞ the entropy of the
system, and hEi its average energy. This is a version of the second
law, where we also use the fact that the total energy of the system
and heat bath must be conserved. This criterion governing state
transitions is valid if the system is composed of many particles,
and there are no long-range correlations. In the case of micro-
scopic, quantum, or highly correlated systems, a criterion for
state transitions of a total system was proven in ref. 2 and named
thermo-majorization. This criterion has been conjectured (3) and
serves as a second law in some cases (see also the reformulation
of ref. 4). However, here we will see that if elevated to such high
status without sufficient care, it can be violated. Namely, we
will give examples where ρ→ ρ′ would violate the thermo-
majorization criterion, but nonetheless, the transition is possible
via a cyclic process in which a working body σ––an ancilla or
catalyst––is returned back into its original state. The criterion
of ref. 2 is thus only relevant when additional systems are not
used to aid in the transition.
This phenomenon is related to entanglement catalysis (5),

where it can be shown that some forbidden transitions are

Significance

In ordinary thermodynamics, transitions are governed by a single
quantity–the free energy. Its monotonicity is a formulation of the
second law. Here, we find that the second law for microscopic or
highly correlated systems takes on a very different form than it
does at the macroscopic scale, imposing not just one constraint
on state transformations, but many. We find a family of quan-
tum free energies which generalize the standard free energy,
and can never increase. The ordinary second law corresponds to
the nonincreasing of one of these free energies, with the re-
mainder imposing additional constraints on thermodynamic
transitions. In the thermodynamic limit, these additional sec-
ond laws become equivalent to the standard one. We also
prove a strengthened version of the zeroth law of thermody-
namics, allowing a definition of temperature.
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however, we are seeing that one can formulate laws of thermo-
dynamics when only a small number of particles are interacting
with a heat bath. Is there a second law of thermodynamics in this
regime? Here, we find that for processes which are approximately
cyclic, the second law for microscopic systems takes on a different
form compared to the macroscopic scale, imposing not just one
constraint on state transformations, but an entire family of
constraints. We find a family of free energies which generalize
the traditional one, and show that they can never increase. The
ordinary second law relates to one of these, with the remainder
imposing additional constraints on thermodynamic transitions. We
find three regimes which determine which family of second laws
govern state transitions, depending on how cyclic the process is. In
one regime one can cause an apparent violation of the usual
second law, through a process of embezzling work from a large
system which remains arbitrarily close to its original state. These
second laws are relevant for small systems, and also apply to
individual macroscopic systems interacting via long-range inter-
actions. By making precise the definition of thermal operations,
the laws of thermodynamics are unified in this framework, with
the first law defining the class of operations, the zeroth law emerging
as an equivalence relation between thermal states, and the remaining
laws being monotonicity of our generalized free energies.
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The original formulation of the second law, due to Clausius
(1), states that “Heat can never pass from a colder to a

warmer body without some other change, connected therewith,
occurring at the same time.” In attempting to apply Clausius’s
statement of the second law to the microscopic or quantum scale,
we immediately run into a problem because it talks about cyclic
processes in which there is no other change occurring at the same
time, and at this scale it is impossible to design a process in which
there is no change, however slight, in our devices and heat engines.
Interpreted strictly, the Clausius statement of the second law
applies to situations which never occur in nature. The same holds
true for other versions of the second law, such as the Kelvin–
Planck statement, where one also talks about cyclic processes, in
which all other objects beside the system of interest are returned
back to their original state. Here, we derive a quantum version of
the Clausius statement, by looking at processes where a micro-
scopic or quantum system undergoes a transition from one state
to another, whereas the environment and working body or heat
engine is returned back to their original state. Whereas macro-
scopically only a single second law restricts transitions, we find that
there is an entire family of more fundamental restrictions at the
quantum level. At the macroscopic scale, and for systems with
short-range correlations, this entire family of second laws becomes
equal to the ordinary second law, but outside of this regime these
other second laws impose additional restrictions on thermody-
namical transitions. What is more, one needs to be more precise
about what one means by a cyclic process. At the macroscopic
scale, the fact that a process is only approximately cyclic has
generally been assumed to be enough to guarantee the second law.

Here, we show that this is not the case in the microscopic regime,
and we therefore needs to talk about “how cyclic” a process is when
stating the second law. We also derive in this work, a zeroth law of
thermodynamics, which is stronger than the ordinary zeroth law.
For thermodynamics at the macroscopic scale, a system in state

ρ can be transformed into state ρ′ provided that the free energy
goes down, where the free energy for a state ρ is

FðρÞ= hEðρÞi− kTSðρÞ; [1]

with T the temperature of the ambient heat bath that surrounds
the system, k the Boltzmann constant, SðρÞ the entropy of the
system, and hEi its average energy. This is a version of the second
law, where we also use the fact that the total energy of the system
and heat bath must be conserved. This criterion governing state
transitions is valid if the system is composed of many particles,
and there are no long-range correlations. In the case of micro-
scopic, quantum, or highly correlated systems, a criterion for
state transitions of a total system was proven in ref. 2 and named
thermo-majorization. This criterion has been conjectured (3) and
serves as a second law in some cases (see also the reformulation
of ref. 4). However, here we will see that if elevated to such high
status without sufficient care, it can be violated. Namely, we
will give examples where ρ→ ρ′ would violate the thermo-
majorization criterion, but nonetheless, the transition is possible
via a cyclic process in which a working body σ––an ancilla or
catalyst––is returned back into its original state. The criterion
of ref. 2 is thus only relevant when additional systems are not
used to aid in the transition.
This phenomenon is related to entanglement catalysis (5),

where it can be shown that some forbidden transitions are
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The second law of thermodynamics places constraints on state
transformations. It applies to systems composed of many particles,
however, we are seeing that one can formulate laws of thermo-
dynamics when only a small number of particles are interacting
with a heat bath. Is there a second law of thermodynamics in this
regime? Here, we find that for processes which are approximately
cyclic, the second law for microscopic systems takes on a different
form compared to the macroscopic scale, imposing not just one
constraint on state transformations, but an entire family of
constraints. We find a family of free energies which generalize
the traditional one, and show that they can never increase. The
ordinary second law relates to one of these, with the remainder
imposing additional constraints on thermodynamic transitions. We
find three regimes which determine which family of second laws
govern state transitions, depending on how cyclic the process is. In
one regime one can cause an apparent violation of the usual
second law, through a process of embezzling work from a large
system which remains arbitrarily close to its original state. These
second laws are relevant for small systems, and also apply to
individual macroscopic systems interacting via long-range inter-
actions. By making precise the definition of thermal operations,
the laws of thermodynamics are unified in this framework, with
the first law defining the class of operations, the zeroth law emerging
as an equivalence relation between thermal states, and the remaining
laws being monotonicity of our generalized free energies.
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The original formulation of the second law, due to Clausius
(1), states that “Heat can never pass from a colder to a

warmer body without some other change, connected therewith,
occurring at the same time.” In attempting to apply Clausius’s
statement of the second law to the microscopic or quantum scale,
we immediately run into a problem because it talks about cyclic
processes in which there is no other change occurring at the same
time, and at this scale it is impossible to design a process in which
there is no change, however slight, in our devices and heat engines.
Interpreted strictly, the Clausius statement of the second law
applies to situations which never occur in nature. The same holds
true for other versions of the second law, such as the Kelvin–
Planck statement, where one also talks about cyclic processes, in
which all other objects beside the system of interest are returned
back to their original state. Here, we derive a quantum version of
the Clausius statement, by looking at processes where a micro-
scopic or quantum system undergoes a transition from one state
to another, whereas the environment and working body or heat
engine is returned back to their original state. Whereas macro-
scopically only a single second law restricts transitions, we find that
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quantum level. At the macroscopic scale, and for systems with
short-range correlations, this entire family of second laws becomes
equal to the ordinary second law, but outside of this regime these
other second laws impose additional restrictions on thermody-
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about what one means by a cyclic process. At the macroscopic
scale, the fact that a process is only approximately cyclic has
generally been assumed to be enough to guarantee the second law.

Here, we show that this is not the case in the microscopic regime,
and we therefore needs to talk about “how cyclic” a process is when
stating the second law. We also derive in this work, a zeroth law of
thermodynamics, which is stronger than the ordinary zeroth law.
For thermodynamics at the macroscopic scale, a system in state

ρ can be transformed into state ρ′ provided that the free energy
goes down, where the free energy for a state ρ is

FðρÞ= hEðρÞi− kTSðρÞ; [1]

with T the temperature of the ambient heat bath that surrounds
the system, k the Boltzmann constant, SðρÞ the entropy of the
system, and hEi its average energy. This is a version of the second
law, where we also use the fact that the total energy of the system
and heat bath must be conserved. This criterion governing state
transitions is valid if the system is composed of many particles,
and there are no long-range correlations. In the case of micro-
scopic, quantum, or highly correlated systems, a criterion for
state transitions of a total system was proven in ref. 2 and named
thermo-majorization. This criterion has been conjectured (3) and
serves as a second law in some cases (see also the reformulation
of ref. 4). However, here we will see that if elevated to such high
status without sufficient care, it can be violated. Namely, we
will give examples where ρ→ ρ′ would violate the thermo-
majorization criterion, but nonetheless, the transition is possible
via a cyclic process in which a working body σ––an ancilla or
catalyst––is returned back into its original state. The criterion
of ref. 2 is thus only relevant when additional systems are not
used to aid in the transition.
This phenomenon is related to entanglement catalysis (5),

where it can be shown that some forbidden transitions are
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and can never increase. The ordinary second law corresponds to
the nonincreasing of one of these free energies, with the re-
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possible, if we can use an additional system σ as a catalyst, i.e., we
may have ρ↛ ρ′ and yet ρ⊗ σ→ ρ′⊗ σ. In the case of thermody-
namics, the catalyst σ may be thought of as a working body or
heat engine which undergoes a cyclic process and is returned
back into its original state. In deciding whether one can trans-
form ρ into ρ′, one therefore needs to ask whether there exists
a working body or other ancillas σ for which ρ⊗ σ→ ρ′⊗ σ (Fig.
1). Thus, thermo-majorization (Fig. 2) should only be applied to
total resources including all possible catalysts and working bodies
and not the system of interest itself. In the case of entanglement
theory, and when the catalyst is returned in exactly the same state,
the criteria for when one pure state may be transformed into
another have been found (6, 7) and they are called trumping
conditions. We will generalize and adapt the trumping conditions
to enable their application to the case of thermodynamics.

Family of Second Laws
Here, we consider all possible cyclic thermodynamical processes,
and show that transition laws are affected by using ancillary
systems which are returned back to their initial state. Rather
than a single free energy that determines which transitions are
possible, we find necessary and sufficient conditions for ther-
modynamic transitions which form not just one but a family of
second laws. We define the free energies

Fα
!
ρ; ρβ

"
dkTDα

!
ρkρβ

"
− kT logZ; [2]

with the Rényi divergences DαðρkρβÞ defined as

Dα
!
ρkρβ

"
=
sgnðαÞ
α− 1

log
X

i

pαi q
1−α
i ; [3]

where pi are the eigenvalues of ρ and qi the eigenvalues of the
thermal state of the system ρβ = e−βHS=Z with Hamiltonian HS,
partition function Z=

P
i;ge

−βEi , and β= 1=T.
We can then state quantum second laws, and ones that hold

for states block diagonal in the energy basis. In the latter case, we
find the following set of second laws:
In the presence of a heat bath of single fixed temperature, the

free energies Fαðρ; ρβÞ do not increase for α≥0 That is, ∀α≥0,
Fαðρ; ρβÞ≥Fαðρ′; ρβÞ, where ρ and ρ′ are the initial and final
state, respectively. Moreover, if Fαðρ; ρβÞ≥Fαðρ′; ρβÞ holds ∀α≥0,

then there exists a catalytic thermal operation that transforms
ρ to ρ′.
We say that the Fαðρ; ρβÞ are monotones––the system always

gets closer to the thermal state, thus the function always de-
creases. By including an auxiliary system as described in ref. 2,
the above statement of the second law is equivalent to the case
where one changes the Hamiltonian of the system, in which case
one could write Fαðρ; ρβÞ≥Fαðρ′; ρβ′Þ, where the initial Hamilto-
nian HS has been changed via external control to the final
Hamiltonian HS′ , with ρβ and ρβ′ being the respective thermal
states. This is described in SI Appendix, section I. Note that in
fact Fαðρ; ρβÞ is a monotone for all α ∈ ð−∞;∞Þ but because we
are allowed to borrow a pure state and return it in a state arbi-
trarily close to its initial state, only α≥0 is relevant, as can be seen
by noting that if any of the probabilities pi in Eq. 3 are zero, then
for α< 0, Fαðρ; ρβÞ diverges and will thus always be monotonic.
This set of limitations is less stringent than thermo-majoriza-

tion. Not only do these second laws provide limitations, but they
are also sufficient––whenever the free energies of some state ρ
are all greater than for another state ρ′, one can transform ρ into
ρ′. We prove this in SI Appendix. Note that the monotonicity of
[2] establishes a continuous family of conditions, one for each
value of α. However, in the case of larger systems, one can per-
form a quick check, namely: we find that for any distribution p we
can construct smoothed distributions that are very close to p, and
in terms of these smoothed distributions, check two conditions in
terms of the two free energies for α= 0;∞ found in ref. 2. If such
conditions are satisfied on the smoothed distribution, it implies
that the infinite set of conditions is satisfied as well.
For α→ 1, Fαðρ; ρβÞ is equal to the ordinary Helmholtz free en-

ergy FðρÞ, hence our conditions include the ordinary second law
(combined with energy conservation), and we thus see that it is
merely one of many constraints on thermodynamical state transitions.
In the macroscopic regime, and for systems which are not

highly correlated, then Fαðρ; ρβÞ≈F1ðρ; ρβÞ for all α (2, 8), which
explains why the single constraint given by the usual second law
is more or less adequate in this limit. It was previously found that
the quantity FminðρÞ, defined in ref. 2, gives the maximal amount
of work extractable from a system in contact with a reservoir
under all thermal operations (2) (by transforming it to a thermal
state in equilibrium with the bath). This is also the relevant
quantity in a model of alternating adiabatic and isothermal
operations (9). We see this in our newly derived second laws as

Fig. 1. In the microregime, when can a state ρS with Hamiltonian HS be transformed to a state ρS′ and Hamiltonian HS′? To do so, one can couple the system to a
heat bath ρβ = e−βHR=Z with Hamiltonian HR and use any devices as long as they are returned back in their original state (thus wemay think of them as a catalyst––σ)
and we are allowed to perform any action as long as we preserve the overall energy (see below for a more detailed description of these operations, which we call
catalytic thermal operations). Loosely speaking, our second law says that ρS can transit to ρS′ if and only if ρS′ is closer to the thermal state ρβ of the system at inverse
temperature β with respect to all Rényi divergences. In the thermodynamic limit, all these quantities converge so that we recover the usual second law.
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The second law of thermodynamics places constraints on state
transformations. It applies to systems composed of many particles,
however, we are seeing that one can formulate laws of thermo-
dynamics when only a small number of particles are interacting
with a heat bath. Is there a second law of thermodynamics in this
regime? Here, we find that for processes which are approximately
cyclic, the second law for microscopic systems takes on a different
form compared to the macroscopic scale, imposing not just one
constraint on state transformations, but an entire family of
constraints. We find a family of free energies which generalize
the traditional one, and show that they can never increase. The
ordinary second law relates to one of these, with the remainder
imposing additional constraints on thermodynamic transitions. We
find three regimes which determine which family of second laws
govern state transitions, depending on how cyclic the process is. In
one regime one can cause an apparent violation of the usual
second law, through a process of embezzling work from a large
system which remains arbitrarily close to its original state. These
second laws are relevant for small systems, and also apply to
individual macroscopic systems interacting via long-range inter-
actions. By making precise the definition of thermal operations,
the laws of thermodynamics are unified in this framework, with
the first law defining the class of operations, the zeroth law emerging
as an equivalence relation between thermal states, and the remaining
laws being monotonicity of our generalized free energies.

quantum thermodynamics | quantum information theory |
statistical physics | resource theory | free energy

The original formulation of the second law, due to Clausius
(1), states that “Heat can never pass from a colder to a

warmer body without some other change, connected therewith,
occurring at the same time.” In attempting to apply Clausius’s
statement of the second law to the microscopic or quantum scale,
we immediately run into a problem because it talks about cyclic
processes in which there is no other change occurring at the same
time, and at this scale it is impossible to design a process in which
there is no change, however slight, in our devices and heat engines.
Interpreted strictly, the Clausius statement of the second law
applies to situations which never occur in nature. The same holds
true for other versions of the second law, such as the Kelvin–
Planck statement, where one also talks about cyclic processes, in
which all other objects beside the system of interest are returned
back to their original state. Here, we derive a quantum version of
the Clausius statement, by looking at processes where a micro-
scopic or quantum system undergoes a transition from one state
to another, whereas the environment and working body or heat
engine is returned back to their original state. Whereas macro-
scopically only a single second law restricts transitions, we find that
there is an entire family of more fundamental restrictions at the
quantum level. At the macroscopic scale, and for systems with
short-range correlations, this entire family of second laws becomes
equal to the ordinary second law, but outside of this regime these
other second laws impose additional restrictions on thermody-
namical transitions. What is more, one needs to be more precise
about what one means by a cyclic process. At the macroscopic
scale, the fact that a process is only approximately cyclic has
generally been assumed to be enough to guarantee the second law.

Here, we show that this is not the case in the microscopic regime,
and we therefore needs to talk about “how cyclic” a process is when
stating the second law. We also derive in this work, a zeroth law of
thermodynamics, which is stronger than the ordinary zeroth law.
For thermodynamics at the macroscopic scale, a system in state

ρ can be transformed into state ρ′ provided that the free energy
goes down, where the free energy for a state ρ is

FðρÞ= hEðρÞi− kTSðρÞ; [1]

with T the temperature of the ambient heat bath that surrounds
the system, k the Boltzmann constant, SðρÞ the entropy of the
system, and hEi its average energy. This is a version of the second
law, where we also use the fact that the total energy of the system
and heat bath must be conserved. This criterion governing state
transitions is valid if the system is composed of many particles,
and there are no long-range correlations. In the case of micro-
scopic, quantum, or highly correlated systems, a criterion for
state transitions of a total system was proven in ref. 2 and named
thermo-majorization. This criterion has been conjectured (3) and
serves as a second law in some cases (see also the reformulation
of ref. 4). However, here we will see that if elevated to such high
status without sufficient care, it can be violated. Namely, we
will give examples where ρ→ ρ′ would violate the thermo-
majorization criterion, but nonetheless, the transition is possible
via a cyclic process in which a working body σ––an ancilla or
catalyst––is returned back into its original state. The criterion
of ref. 2 is thus only relevant when additional systems are not
used to aid in the transition.
This phenomenon is related to entanglement catalysis (5),

where it can be shown that some forbidden transitions are

Significance

In ordinary thermodynamics, transitions are governed by a single
quantity–the free energy. Its monotonicity is a formulation of the
second law. Here, we find that the second law for microscopic or
highly correlated systems takes on a very different form than it
does at the macroscopic scale, imposing not just one constraint
on state transformations, but many. We find a family of quan-
tum free energies which generalize the standard free energy,
and can never increase. The ordinary second law corresponds to
the nonincreasing of one of these free energies, with the re-
mainder imposing additional constraints on thermodynamic
transitions. In the thermodynamic limit, these additional sec-
ond laws become equivalent to the standard one. We also
prove a strengthened version of the zeroth law of thermody-
namics, allowing a definition of temperature.
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possible, if we can use an additional system σ as a catalyst, i.e., we
may have ρ↛ ρ′ and yet ρ⊗ σ→ ρ′⊗ σ. In the case of thermody-
namics, the catalyst σ may be thought of as a working body or
heat engine which undergoes a cyclic process and is returned
back into its original state. In deciding whether one can trans-
form ρ into ρ′, one therefore needs to ask whether there exists
a working body or other ancillas σ for which ρ⊗ σ→ ρ′⊗ σ (Fig.
1). Thus, thermo-majorization (Fig. 2) should only be applied to
total resources including all possible catalysts and working bodies
and not the system of interest itself. In the case of entanglement
theory, and when the catalyst is returned in exactly the same state,
the criteria for when one pure state may be transformed into
another have been found (6, 7) and they are called trumping
conditions. We will generalize and adapt the trumping conditions
to enable their application to the case of thermodynamics.

Family of Second Laws
Here, we consider all possible cyclic thermodynamical processes,
and show that transition laws are affected by using ancillary
systems which are returned back to their initial state. Rather
than a single free energy that determines which transitions are
possible, we find necessary and sufficient conditions for ther-
modynamic transitions which form not just one but a family of
second laws. We define the free energies

Fα
!
ρ; ρβ

"
dkTDα

!
ρkρβ

"
− kT logZ; [2]

with the Rényi divergences DαðρkρβÞ defined as

Dα
!
ρkρβ

"
=
sgnðαÞ
α− 1

log
X

i

pαi q
1−α
i ; [3]

where pi are the eigenvalues of ρ and qi the eigenvalues of the
thermal state of the system ρβ = e−βHS=Z with Hamiltonian HS,
partition function Z=

P
i;ge

−βEi , and β= 1=T.
We can then state quantum second laws, and ones that hold

for states block diagonal in the energy basis. In the latter case, we
find the following set of second laws:
In the presence of a heat bath of single fixed temperature, the

free energies Fαðρ; ρβÞ do not increase for α≥0 That is, ∀α≥0,
Fαðρ; ρβÞ≥Fαðρ′; ρβÞ, where ρ and ρ′ are the initial and final
state, respectively. Moreover, if Fαðρ; ρβÞ≥Fαðρ′; ρβÞ holds ∀α≥0,

then there exists a catalytic thermal operation that transforms
ρ to ρ′.
We say that the Fαðρ; ρβÞ are monotones––the system always

gets closer to the thermal state, thus the function always de-
creases. By including an auxiliary system as described in ref. 2,
the above statement of the second law is equivalent to the case
where one changes the Hamiltonian of the system, in which case
one could write Fαðρ; ρβÞ≥Fαðρ′; ρβ′Þ, where the initial Hamilto-
nian HS has been changed via external control to the final
Hamiltonian HS′ , with ρβ and ρβ′ being the respective thermal
states. This is described in SI Appendix, section I. Note that in
fact Fαðρ; ρβÞ is a monotone for all α ∈ ð−∞;∞Þ but because we
are allowed to borrow a pure state and return it in a state arbi-
trarily close to its initial state, only α≥0 is relevant, as can be seen
by noting that if any of the probabilities pi in Eq. 3 are zero, then
for α< 0, Fαðρ; ρβÞ diverges and will thus always be monotonic.
This set of limitations is less stringent than thermo-majoriza-

tion. Not only do these second laws provide limitations, but they
are also sufficient––whenever the free energies of some state ρ
are all greater than for another state ρ′, one can transform ρ into
ρ′. We prove this in SI Appendix. Note that the monotonicity of
[2] establishes a continuous family of conditions, one for each
value of α. However, in the case of larger systems, one can per-
form a quick check, namely: we find that for any distribution p we
can construct smoothed distributions that are very close to p, and
in terms of these smoothed distributions, check two conditions in
terms of the two free energies for α= 0;∞ found in ref. 2. If such
conditions are satisfied on the smoothed distribution, it implies
that the infinite set of conditions is satisfied as well.
For α→ 1, Fαðρ; ρβÞ is equal to the ordinary Helmholtz free en-

ergy FðρÞ, hence our conditions include the ordinary second law
(combined with energy conservation), and we thus see that it is
merely one of many constraints on thermodynamical state transitions.
In the macroscopic regime, and for systems which are not

highly correlated, then Fαðρ; ρβÞ≈F1ðρ; ρβÞ for all α (2, 8), which
explains why the single constraint given by the usual second law
is more or less adequate in this limit. It was previously found that
the quantity FminðρÞ, defined in ref. 2, gives the maximal amount
of work extractable from a system in contact with a reservoir
under all thermal operations (2) (by transforming it to a thermal
state in equilibrium with the bath). This is also the relevant
quantity in a model of alternating adiabatic and isothermal
operations (9). We see this in our newly derived second laws as

Fig. 1. In the microregime, when can a state ρS with Hamiltonian HS be transformed to a state ρS′ and Hamiltonian HS′? To do so, one can couple the system to a
heat bath ρβ = e−βHR=Z with Hamiltonian HR and use any devices as long as they are returned back in their original state (thus wemay think of them as a catalyst––σ)
and we are allowed to perform any action as long as we preserve the overall energy (see below for a more detailed description of these operations, which we call
catalytic thermal operations). Loosely speaking, our second law says that ρS can transit to ρS′ if and only if ρS′ is closer to the thermal state ρβ of the system at inverse
temperature β with respect to all Rényi divergences. In the thermodynamic limit, all these quantities converge so that we recover the usual second law.
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The second law of thermodynamics places constraints on state
transformations. It applies to systems composed of many particles,
however, we are seeing that one can formulate laws of thermo-
dynamics when only a small number of particles are interacting
with a heat bath. Is there a second law of thermodynamics in this
regime? Here, we find that for processes which are approximately
cyclic, the second law for microscopic systems takes on a different
form compared to the macroscopic scale, imposing not just one
constraint on state transformations, but an entire family of
constraints. We find a family of free energies which generalize
the traditional one, and show that they can never increase. The
ordinary second law relates to one of these, with the remainder
imposing additional constraints on thermodynamic transitions. We
find three regimes which determine which family of second laws
govern state transitions, depending on how cyclic the process is. In
one regime one can cause an apparent violation of the usual
second law, through a process of embezzling work from a large
system which remains arbitrarily close to its original state. These
second laws are relevant for small systems, and also apply to
individual macroscopic systems interacting via long-range inter-
actions. By making precise the definition of thermal operations,
the laws of thermodynamics are unified in this framework, with
the first law defining the class of operations, the zeroth law emerging
as an equivalence relation between thermal states, and the remaining
laws being monotonicity of our generalized free energies.

quantum thermodynamics | quantum information theory |
statistical physics | resource theory | free energy

The original formulation of the second law, due to Clausius
(1), states that “Heat can never pass from a colder to a

warmer body without some other change, connected therewith,
occurring at the same time.” In attempting to apply Clausius’s
statement of the second law to the microscopic or quantum scale,
we immediately run into a problem because it talks about cyclic
processes in which there is no other change occurring at the same
time, and at this scale it is impossible to design a process in which
there is no change, however slight, in our devices and heat engines.
Interpreted strictly, the Clausius statement of the second law
applies to situations which never occur in nature. The same holds
true for other versions of the second law, such as the Kelvin–
Planck statement, where one also talks about cyclic processes, in
which all other objects beside the system of interest are returned
back to their original state. Here, we derive a quantum version of
the Clausius statement, by looking at processes where a micro-
scopic or quantum system undergoes a transition from one state
to another, whereas the environment and working body or heat
engine is returned back to their original state. Whereas macro-
scopically only a single second law restricts transitions, we find that
there is an entire family of more fundamental restrictions at the
quantum level. At the macroscopic scale, and for systems with
short-range correlations, this entire family of second laws becomes
equal to the ordinary second law, but outside of this regime these
other second laws impose additional restrictions on thermody-
namical transitions. What is more, one needs to be more precise
about what one means by a cyclic process. At the macroscopic
scale, the fact that a process is only approximately cyclic has
generally been assumed to be enough to guarantee the second law.

Here, we show that this is not the case in the microscopic regime,
and we therefore needs to talk about “how cyclic” a process is when
stating the second law. We also derive in this work, a zeroth law of
thermodynamics, which is stronger than the ordinary zeroth law.
For thermodynamics at the macroscopic scale, a system in state

ρ can be transformed into state ρ′ provided that the free energy
goes down, where the free energy for a state ρ is

FðρÞ= hEðρÞi− kTSðρÞ; [1]

with T the temperature of the ambient heat bath that surrounds
the system, k the Boltzmann constant, SðρÞ the entropy of the
system, and hEi its average energy. This is a version of the second
law, where we also use the fact that the total energy of the system
and heat bath must be conserved. This criterion governing state
transitions is valid if the system is composed of many particles,
and there are no long-range correlations. In the case of micro-
scopic, quantum, or highly correlated systems, a criterion for
state transitions of a total system was proven in ref. 2 and named
thermo-majorization. This criterion has been conjectured (3) and
serves as a second law in some cases (see also the reformulation
of ref. 4). However, here we will see that if elevated to such high
status without sufficient care, it can be violated. Namely, we
will give examples where ρ→ ρ′ would violate the thermo-
majorization criterion, but nonetheless, the transition is possible
via a cyclic process in which a working body σ––an ancilla or
catalyst––is returned back into its original state. The criterion
of ref. 2 is thus only relevant when additional systems are not
used to aid in the transition.
This phenomenon is related to entanglement catalysis (5),

where it can be shown that some forbidden transitions are

Significance

In ordinary thermodynamics, transitions are governed by a single
quantity–the free energy. Its monotonicity is a formulation of the
second law. Here, we find that the second law for microscopic or
highly correlated systems takes on a very different form than it
does at the macroscopic scale, imposing not just one constraint
on state transformations, but many. We find a family of quan-
tum free energies which generalize the standard free energy,
and can never increase. The ordinary second law corresponds to
the nonincreasing of one of these free energies, with the re-
mainder imposing additional constraints on thermodynamic
transitions. In the thermodynamic limit, these additional sec-
ond laws become equivalent to the standard one. We also
prove a strengthened version of the zeroth law of thermody-
namics, allowing a definition of temperature.
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possible, if we can use an additional system σ as a catalyst, i.e., we
may have ρ↛ ρ′ and yet ρ⊗ σ→ ρ′⊗ σ. In the case of thermody-
namics, the catalyst σ may be thought of as a working body or
heat engine which undergoes a cyclic process and is returned
back into its original state. In deciding whether one can trans-
form ρ into ρ′, one therefore needs to ask whether there exists
a working body or other ancillas σ for which ρ⊗ σ→ ρ′⊗ σ (Fig.
1). Thus, thermo-majorization (Fig. 2) should only be applied to
total resources including all possible catalysts and working bodies
and not the system of interest itself. In the case of entanglement
theory, and when the catalyst is returned in exactly the same state,
the criteria for when one pure state may be transformed into
another have been found (6, 7) and they are called trumping
conditions. We will generalize and adapt the trumping conditions
to enable their application to the case of thermodynamics.

Family of Second Laws
Here, we consider all possible cyclic thermodynamical processes,
and show that transition laws are affected by using ancillary
systems which are returned back to their initial state. Rather
than a single free energy that determines which transitions are
possible, we find necessary and sufficient conditions for ther-
modynamic transitions which form not just one but a family of
second laws. We define the free energies

Fα
!
ρ; ρβ

"
dkTDα

!
ρkρβ

"
− kT logZ; [2]

with the Rényi divergences DαðρkρβÞ defined as

Dα
!
ρkρβ

"
=
sgnðαÞ
α− 1

log
X

i

pαi q
1−α
i ; [3]

where pi are the eigenvalues of ρ and qi the eigenvalues of the
thermal state of the system ρβ = e−βHS=Z with Hamiltonian HS,
partition function Z=

P
i;ge

−βEi , and β= 1=T.
We can then state quantum second laws, and ones that hold

for states block diagonal in the energy basis. In the latter case, we
find the following set of second laws:
In the presence of a heat bath of single fixed temperature, the

free energies Fαðρ; ρβÞ do not increase for α≥0 That is, ∀α≥0,
Fαðρ; ρβÞ≥Fαðρ′; ρβÞ, where ρ and ρ′ are the initial and final
state, respectively. Moreover, if Fαðρ; ρβÞ≥Fαðρ′; ρβÞ holds ∀α≥0,

then there exists a catalytic thermal operation that transforms
ρ to ρ′.
We say that the Fαðρ; ρβÞ are monotones––the system always

gets closer to the thermal state, thus the function always de-
creases. By including an auxiliary system as described in ref. 2,
the above statement of the second law is equivalent to the case
where one changes the Hamiltonian of the system, in which case
one could write Fαðρ; ρβÞ≥Fαðρ′; ρβ′Þ, where the initial Hamilto-
nian HS has been changed via external control to the final
Hamiltonian HS′ , with ρβ and ρβ′ being the respective thermal
states. This is described in SI Appendix, section I. Note that in
fact Fαðρ; ρβÞ is a monotone for all α ∈ ð−∞;∞Þ but because we
are allowed to borrow a pure state and return it in a state arbi-
trarily close to its initial state, only α≥0 is relevant, as can be seen
by noting that if any of the probabilities pi in Eq. 3 are zero, then
for α< 0, Fαðρ; ρβÞ diverges and will thus always be monotonic.
This set of limitations is less stringent than thermo-majoriza-

tion. Not only do these second laws provide limitations, but they
are also sufficient––whenever the free energies of some state ρ
are all greater than for another state ρ′, one can transform ρ into
ρ′. We prove this in SI Appendix. Note that the monotonicity of
[2] establishes a continuous family of conditions, one for each
value of α. However, in the case of larger systems, one can per-
form a quick check, namely: we find that for any distribution p we
can construct smoothed distributions that are very close to p, and
in terms of these smoothed distributions, check two conditions in
terms of the two free energies for α= 0;∞ found in ref. 2. If such
conditions are satisfied on the smoothed distribution, it implies
that the infinite set of conditions is satisfied as well.
For α→ 1, Fαðρ; ρβÞ is equal to the ordinary Helmholtz free en-

ergy FðρÞ, hence our conditions include the ordinary second law
(combined with energy conservation), and we thus see that it is
merely one of many constraints on thermodynamical state transitions.
In the macroscopic regime, and for systems which are not

highly correlated, then Fαðρ; ρβÞ≈F1ðρ; ρβÞ for all α (2, 8), which
explains why the single constraint given by the usual second law
is more or less adequate in this limit. It was previously found that
the quantity FminðρÞ, defined in ref. 2, gives the maximal amount
of work extractable from a system in contact with a reservoir
under all thermal operations (2) (by transforming it to a thermal
state in equilibrium with the bath). This is also the relevant
quantity in a model of alternating adiabatic and isothermal
operations (9). We see this in our newly derived second laws as

Fig. 1. In the microregime, when can a state ρS with Hamiltonian HS be transformed to a state ρS′ and Hamiltonian HS′? To do so, one can couple the system to a
heat bath ρβ = e−βHR=Z with Hamiltonian HR and use any devices as long as they are returned back in their original state (thus wemay think of them as a catalyst––σ)
and we are allowed to perform any action as long as we preserve the overall energy (see below for a more detailed description of these operations, which we call
catalytic thermal operations). Loosely speaking, our second law says that ρS can transit to ρS′ if and only if ρS′ is closer to the thermal state ρβ of the system at inverse
temperature β with respect to all Rényi divergences. In the thermodynamic limit, all these quantities converge so that we recover the usual second law.
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The second law of thermodynamics places constraints on state
transformations. It applies to systems composed of many particles,
however, we are seeing that one can formulate laws of thermo-
dynamics when only a small number of particles are interacting
with a heat bath. Is there a second law of thermodynamics in this
regime? Here, we find that for processes which are approximately
cyclic, the second law for microscopic systems takes on a different
form compared to the macroscopic scale, imposing not just one
constraint on state transformations, but an entire family of
constraints. We find a family of free energies which generalize
the traditional one, and show that they can never increase. The
ordinary second law relates to one of these, with the remainder
imposing additional constraints on thermodynamic transitions. We
find three regimes which determine which family of second laws
govern state transitions, depending on how cyclic the process is. In
one regime one can cause an apparent violation of the usual
second law, through a process of embezzling work from a large
system which remains arbitrarily close to its original state. These
second laws are relevant for small systems, and also apply to
individual macroscopic systems interacting via long-range inter-
actions. By making precise the definition of thermal operations,
the laws of thermodynamics are unified in this framework, with
the first law defining the class of operations, the zeroth law emerging
as an equivalence relation between thermal states, and the remaining
laws being monotonicity of our generalized free energies.

quantum thermodynamics | quantum information theory |
statistical physics | resource theory | free energy

The original formulation of the second law, due to Clausius
(1), states that “Heat can never pass from a colder to a

warmer body without some other change, connected therewith,
occurring at the same time.” In attempting to apply Clausius’s
statement of the second law to the microscopic or quantum scale,
we immediately run into a problem because it talks about cyclic
processes in which there is no other change occurring at the same
time, and at this scale it is impossible to design a process in which
there is no change, however slight, in our devices and heat engines.
Interpreted strictly, the Clausius statement of the second law
applies to situations which never occur in nature. The same holds
true for other versions of the second law, such as the Kelvin–
Planck statement, where one also talks about cyclic processes, in
which all other objects beside the system of interest are returned
back to their original state. Here, we derive a quantum version of
the Clausius statement, by looking at processes where a micro-
scopic or quantum system undergoes a transition from one state
to another, whereas the environment and working body or heat
engine is returned back to their original state. Whereas macro-
scopically only a single second law restricts transitions, we find that
there is an entire family of more fundamental restrictions at the
quantum level. At the macroscopic scale, and for systems with
short-range correlations, this entire family of second laws becomes
equal to the ordinary second law, but outside of this regime these
other second laws impose additional restrictions on thermody-
namical transitions. What is more, one needs to be more precise
about what one means by a cyclic process. At the macroscopic
scale, the fact that a process is only approximately cyclic has
generally been assumed to be enough to guarantee the second law.

Here, we show that this is not the case in the microscopic regime,
and we therefore needs to talk about “how cyclic” a process is when
stating the second law. We also derive in this work, a zeroth law of
thermodynamics, which is stronger than the ordinary zeroth law.
For thermodynamics at the macroscopic scale, a system in state

ρ can be transformed into state ρ′ provided that the free energy
goes down, where the free energy for a state ρ is

FðρÞ= hEðρÞi− kTSðρÞ; [1]

with T the temperature of the ambient heat bath that surrounds
the system, k the Boltzmann constant, SðρÞ the entropy of the
system, and hEi its average energy. This is a version of the second
law, where we also use the fact that the total energy of the system
and heat bath must be conserved. This criterion governing state
transitions is valid if the system is composed of many particles,
and there are no long-range correlations. In the case of micro-
scopic, quantum, or highly correlated systems, a criterion for
state transitions of a total system was proven in ref. 2 and named
thermo-majorization. This criterion has been conjectured (3) and
serves as a second law in some cases (see also the reformulation
of ref. 4). However, here we will see that if elevated to such high
status without sufficient care, it can be violated. Namely, we
will give examples where ρ→ ρ′ would violate the thermo-
majorization criterion, but nonetheless, the transition is possible
via a cyclic process in which a working body σ––an ancilla or
catalyst––is returned back into its original state. The criterion
of ref. 2 is thus only relevant when additional systems are not
used to aid in the transition.
This phenomenon is related to entanglement catalysis (5),

where it can be shown that some forbidden transitions are

Significance

In ordinary thermodynamics, transitions are governed by a single
quantity–the free energy. Its monotonicity is a formulation of the
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possible, if we can use an additional system σ as a catalyst, i.e., we
may have ρ↛ ρ′ and yet ρ⊗ σ→ ρ′⊗ σ. In the case of thermody-
namics, the catalyst σ may be thought of as a working body or
heat engine which undergoes a cyclic process and is returned
back into its original state. In deciding whether one can trans-
form ρ into ρ′, one therefore needs to ask whether there exists
a working body or other ancillas σ for which ρ⊗ σ→ ρ′⊗ σ (Fig.
1). Thus, thermo-majorization (Fig. 2) should only be applied to
total resources including all possible catalysts and working bodies
and not the system of interest itself. In the case of entanglement
theory, and when the catalyst is returned in exactly the same state,
the criteria for when one pure state may be transformed into
another have been found (6, 7) and they are called trumping
conditions. We will generalize and adapt the trumping conditions
to enable their application to the case of thermodynamics.

Family of Second Laws
Here, we consider all possible cyclic thermodynamical processes,
and show that transition laws are affected by using ancillary
systems which are returned back to their initial state. Rather
than a single free energy that determines which transitions are
possible, we find necessary and sufficient conditions for ther-
modynamic transitions which form not just one but a family of
second laws. We define the free energies

Fα
!
ρ; ρβ

"
dkTDα

!
ρkρβ

"
− kT logZ; [2]

with the Rényi divergences DαðρkρβÞ defined as

Dα
!
ρkρβ

"
=
sgnðαÞ
α− 1

log
X

i

pαi q
1−α
i ; [3]

where pi are the eigenvalues of ρ and qi the eigenvalues of the
thermal state of the system ρβ = e−βHS=Z with Hamiltonian HS,
partition function Z=

P
i;ge

−βEi , and β= 1=T.
We can then state quantum second laws, and ones that hold

for states block diagonal in the energy basis. In the latter case, we
find the following set of second laws:
In the presence of a heat bath of single fixed temperature, the

free energies Fαðρ; ρβÞ do not increase for α≥0 That is, ∀α≥0,
Fαðρ; ρβÞ≥Fαðρ′; ρβÞ, where ρ and ρ′ are the initial and final
state, respectively. Moreover, if Fαðρ; ρβÞ≥Fαðρ′; ρβÞ holds ∀α≥0,

then there exists a catalytic thermal operation that transforms
ρ to ρ′.
We say that the Fαðρ; ρβÞ are monotones––the system always

gets closer to the thermal state, thus the function always de-
creases. By including an auxiliary system as described in ref. 2,
the above statement of the second law is equivalent to the case
where one changes the Hamiltonian of the system, in which case
one could write Fαðρ; ρβÞ≥Fαðρ′; ρβ′Þ, where the initial Hamilto-
nian HS has been changed via external control to the final
Hamiltonian HS′ , with ρβ and ρβ′ being the respective thermal
states. This is described in SI Appendix, section I. Note that in
fact Fαðρ; ρβÞ is a monotone for all α ∈ ð−∞;∞Þ but because we
are allowed to borrow a pure state and return it in a state arbi-
trarily close to its initial state, only α≥0 is relevant, as can be seen
by noting that if any of the probabilities pi in Eq. 3 are zero, then
for α< 0, Fαðρ; ρβÞ diverges and will thus always be monotonic.
This set of limitations is less stringent than thermo-majoriza-

tion. Not only do these second laws provide limitations, but they
are also sufficient––whenever the free energies of some state ρ
are all greater than for another state ρ′, one can transform ρ into
ρ′. We prove this in SI Appendix. Note that the monotonicity of
[2] establishes a continuous family of conditions, one for each
value of α. However, in the case of larger systems, one can per-
form a quick check, namely: we find that for any distribution p we
can construct smoothed distributions that are very close to p, and
in terms of these smoothed distributions, check two conditions in
terms of the two free energies for α= 0;∞ found in ref. 2. If such
conditions are satisfied on the smoothed distribution, it implies
that the infinite set of conditions is satisfied as well.
For α→ 1, Fαðρ; ρβÞ is equal to the ordinary Helmholtz free en-

ergy FðρÞ, hence our conditions include the ordinary second law
(combined with energy conservation), and we thus see that it is
merely one of many constraints on thermodynamical state transitions.
In the macroscopic regime, and for systems which are not

highly correlated, then Fαðρ; ρβÞ≈F1ðρ; ρβÞ for all α (2, 8), which
explains why the single constraint given by the usual second law
is more or less adequate in this limit. It was previously found that
the quantity FminðρÞ, defined in ref. 2, gives the maximal amount
of work extractable from a system in contact with a reservoir
under all thermal operations (2) (by transforming it to a thermal
state in equilibrium with the bath). This is also the relevant
quantity in a model of alternating adiabatic and isothermal
operations (9). We see this in our newly derived second laws as

Fig. 1. In the microregime, when can a state ρS with Hamiltonian HS be transformed to a state ρS′ and Hamiltonian HS′? To do so, one can couple the system to a
heat bath ρβ = e−βHR=Z with Hamiltonian HR and use any devices as long as they are returned back in their original state (thus wemay think of them as a catalyst––σ)
and we are allowed to perform any action as long as we preserve the overall energy (see below for a more detailed description of these operations, which we call
catalytic thermal operations). Loosely speaking, our second law says that ρS can transit to ρS′ if and only if ρS′ is closer to the thermal state ρβ of the system at inverse
temperature β with respect to all Rényi divergences. In the thermodynamic limit, all these quantities converge so that we recover the usual second law.
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The rules of the game:

• It is “free” to bring in any system B in its thermal 
state 


• strictly energy-preserving unitaries are free,

• and it is free to trace over (ignore) systems.
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Mathematically completely rigorous.

Also, nice insights: if any non-thermal state was free then 
the resource theory would be trivial (all transitions possible).
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The second law of thermodynamics places constraints on state
transformations. It applies to systems composed of many particles,
however, we are seeing that one can formulate laws of thermo-
dynamics when only a small number of particles are interacting
with a heat bath. Is there a second law of thermodynamics in this
regime? Here, we find that for processes which are approximately
cyclic, the second law for microscopic systems takes on a different
form compared to the macroscopic scale, imposing not just one
constraint on state transformations, but an entire family of
constraints. We find a family of free energies which generalize
the traditional one, and show that they can never increase. The
ordinary second law relates to one of these, with the remainder
imposing additional constraints on thermodynamic transitions. We
find three regimes which determine which family of second laws
govern state transitions, depending on how cyclic the process is. In
one regime one can cause an apparent violation of the usual
second law, through a process of embezzling work from a large
system which remains arbitrarily close to its original state. These
second laws are relevant for small systems, and also apply to
individual macroscopic systems interacting via long-range inter-
actions. By making precise the definition of thermal operations,
the laws of thermodynamics are unified in this framework, with
the first law defining the class of operations, the zeroth law emerging
as an equivalence relation between thermal states, and the remaining
laws being monotonicity of our generalized free energies.

quantum thermodynamics | quantum information theory |
statistical physics | resource theory | free energy

The original formulation of the second law, due to Clausius
(1), states that “Heat can never pass from a colder to a

warmer body without some other change, connected therewith,
occurring at the same time.” In attempting to apply Clausius’s
statement of the second law to the microscopic or quantum scale,
we immediately run into a problem because it talks about cyclic
processes in which there is no other change occurring at the same
time, and at this scale it is impossible to design a process in which
there is no change, however slight, in our devices and heat engines.
Interpreted strictly, the Clausius statement of the second law
applies to situations which never occur in nature. The same holds
true for other versions of the second law, such as the Kelvin–
Planck statement, where one also talks about cyclic processes, in
which all other objects beside the system of interest are returned
back to their original state. Here, we derive a quantum version of
the Clausius statement, by looking at processes where a micro-
scopic or quantum system undergoes a transition from one state
to another, whereas the environment and working body or heat
engine is returned back to their original state. Whereas macro-
scopically only a single second law restricts transitions, we find that
there is an entire family of more fundamental restrictions at the
quantum level. At the macroscopic scale, and for systems with
short-range correlations, this entire family of second laws becomes
equal to the ordinary second law, but outside of this regime these
other second laws impose additional restrictions on thermody-
namical transitions. What is more, one needs to be more precise
about what one means by a cyclic process. At the macroscopic
scale, the fact that a process is only approximately cyclic has
generally been assumed to be enough to guarantee the second law.

Here, we show that this is not the case in the microscopic regime,
and we therefore needs to talk about “how cyclic” a process is when
stating the second law. We also derive in this work, a zeroth law of
thermodynamics, which is stronger than the ordinary zeroth law.
For thermodynamics at the macroscopic scale, a system in state

ρ can be transformed into state ρ′ provided that the free energy
goes down, where the free energy for a state ρ is

FðρÞ= hEðρÞi− kTSðρÞ; [1]

with T the temperature of the ambient heat bath that surrounds
the system, k the Boltzmann constant, SðρÞ the entropy of the
system, and hEi its average energy. This is a version of the second
law, where we also use the fact that the total energy of the system
and heat bath must be conserved. This criterion governing state
transitions is valid if the system is composed of many particles,
and there are no long-range correlations. In the case of micro-
scopic, quantum, or highly correlated systems, a criterion for
state transitions of a total system was proven in ref. 2 and named
thermo-majorization. This criterion has been conjectured (3) and
serves as a second law in some cases (see also the reformulation
of ref. 4). However, here we will see that if elevated to such high
status without sufficient care, it can be violated. Namely, we
will give examples where ρ→ ρ′ would violate the thermo-
majorization criterion, but nonetheless, the transition is possible
via a cyclic process in which a working body σ––an ancilla or
catalyst––is returned back into its original state. The criterion
of ref. 2 is thus only relevant when additional systems are not
used to aid in the transition.
This phenomenon is related to entanglement catalysis (5),

where it can be shown that some forbidden transitions are

Significance

In ordinary thermodynamics, transitions are governed by a single
quantity–the free energy. Its monotonicity is a formulation of the
second law. Here, we find that the second law for microscopic or
highly correlated systems takes on a very different form than it
does at the macroscopic scale, imposing not just one constraint
on state transformations, but many. We find a family of quan-
tum free energies which generalize the standard free energy,
and can never increase. The ordinary second law corresponds to
the nonincreasing of one of these free energies, with the re-
mainder imposing additional constraints on thermodynamic
transitions. In the thermodynamic limit, these additional sec-
ond laws become equivalent to the standard one. We also
prove a strengthened version of the zeroth law of thermody-
namics, allowing a definition of temperature.
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0) 8↵ (“free energies”).

Thermodynamics as a resource theory

2. Resource theory
Operational interpretation of entropy and free energy without the thermodynamic limit          M. P. Müller, M. Lostaglio, M. Pastena, J. Scharlau
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where µB = 1
|B| with |B| ⌘ dim B is the maximally mixed

state on B. Let us write ⇢ ! ⇢
0 if for every " > 0 there

exists some ⇢
0
" with k⇢0 � ⇢

0
"k < " and a noisy operation �"

with �"(⇢) = ⇢". In a nutshell, ⇢ ! ⇢
0 means that ⇢ can be

mapped arbitrarily close to ⇢
0 by noisy operations. Intuitively,

this means that ⇢ is a “less noisy” state than ⇢
0, since all that

a noisy operation does is to mix a given state with white noise
on some auxiliary system. A main result in [9] was that ⇢ !
⇢

0 is equivalent to p � p
0, where p and p

0 are the vectors of
eigenvalues of ⇢ and ⇢

0 respectively. The latter statement is
sometimes [4] simply denoted ⇢ � ⇢

0.
The reason for the somewhat clumsy “"-definition” of ⇢ !

⇢
0 is that [9] (and also several related later works) have used

a “quasiclassical” approach to prove results like the one just
mentioned (equivalence to p � p

0): namely, diagonalize ⇢ and
⇢

0, and construct a suitable unitary UAB as a permutation in
the computational basis. The present author and a coauthor
have shown, however, that one can avoid the "-approximation
if one goes beyond these semiclassical unitaries:

Theorem 3 (Ref. [2]). Let ⇢ and ⇢
0 be quantum states

on A such that ⇢ � ⇢
0, and let B be a copy of A. Then

there exists a unitary UAB such that

⇢
0
A = TrB

h
UAB(⇢A ⌦ µB)U†

AB

i
,

that is, the noisy transition from ⇢ to ⇢
0 can be achieved

exactly with an auxiliary system that is of the same
size as A. Moreover, UAB can be chosen to leave the
maximally mixed state µB on B invariant.

This result answers an open problem by Bengtsson and
Życzkowski [10]: it proves a conjecture that they called
“Quantum Horn’s Lemma”. It also simplifies the following
statements significantly by avoiding the "-approximation, and
it will become important in Section IV below.

In the context of the resource theory of purity, Lemma 1
attains an immediate operational interpretation: it says that

⇢
cat! ⇢

0

if and only if all ↵-Rényi entropies and the Burg entropy are
larger for ⇢

0 than for ⇢ (unless the two states are unitarily
equivalent in the first place). Here, we write ⇢

cat! ⇢
0 if and

only if there exists another finite-dimensional quantum state
� such that ⇢A ⌦ �B ! ⇢

0
A ⌦ �B . That is, exactly as in

entanglement theory, �B attains the role of a catalyst.
It is now clear how to interpret Theorem 2 in the resource

theory of purity: namely, for two states ⇢, ⇢
0 that are not uni-

tarily equivalent, it says that there is a “correlating-catalytic
noisy transformation” from ⇢ to ⇢

0, denoted

⇢
corrcat�! ⇢

0
,

if and only if S(⇢) < S(⇢0) for the von Neumann entropy.
Here, we write ⇢

corrcat�! ⇢
0 if and only if there exists another

finite-dimensional quantum system B and an extension ⇢
0
AB

of ⇢
0
A (i.e. TrB⇢

0
AB = ⇢

0
A) such that

⇢A ⌦ ⇢
0
B ! ⇢

0
AB .

That is, the marginal on A changes from the initial state ⇢A to
the desired target state ⇢

0
A, and the marginal on B is exactly

preserved — it is only that correlations between the systems
A and B are allowed to build up. In this sense, the state ⇢

0
B

is a catalyst: it can be “reused” on other systems, as long as
those other systems do not interact with A in the future.

III. IMPLICATIONS FOR SINGLE-SHOT QUANTUM
THERMODYNAMICS

The most direct application (and generalization) of the
above results is in the context of single-shot quantum ther-
modynamics — see e.g. [11] for the general setup and for-
malism. In a nutshell, thermodynamics is formulated as a
resource theory, involving quantum states on Hilbert spaces
(say, A) with associated Hamiltonians (say, HA), a fixed in-
verse “background temperature” � � 0, and “thermal opera-
tions” as the allowed state transitions. These are operations of
the form

⇢
0
A = TrB

h
UAB(⇢A ⌦ �B)U †

AB

i
,

where B is an arbitrarily chosen finite-dimensional system
(“heat bath”) with thermal state �B = exp(��HB)/Z, and
UAB some unitary such that [UAB , HA + HB ] = 0. In the
case that all Hamiltonians of all systems are trivial, i.e. pro-
portional to the identity, one recovers the resource theory of
purity. In general, the question of (im)possibility of state tran-
sitions becomes somewhat more involved than in purity the-
ory. Yet, the results of the latter can be lifted with some tech-
nical tricks to the resource theory of thermodynamics, and one
obtains analogues of the results described in Section II.

First, one obtains a notion of “thermomajorization” (gener-
alization of majorization) as a criterion for the possibility of
a transition ⇢A ! ⇢

0
A by a thermal operation. Then, there

is an obvious generalization to the case with catalysts, simi-
larly as in Section II. In analogy to Lemma 1 (which is in fact
heavily used in the proof), one obtains the following state-
ment: a catalytic thermal transition from a given state ⇢ to
another state ⇢

0 is possible if and only if F↵(⇢) � F↵(⇢0),
where F↵ is a Rényi generalization of the Helmholtz free en-
ergy, F (⇢A) = F1(⇢A) = tr(⇢AHA) � S(⇢A)/�. This can
be interpreted as an infinite set of “second laws of quantum
thermodynamics” (see Brandão et al. [11]), �F↵  0, with
↵ = 1 yielding the standard formulation of the second law.

The main result of Ref. [1] by the present author is the gen-
eralization of Theorem 2 to the resource theory of thermody-
namics. It is formulated in a setting as depicted in the figure.
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system

�M

catalyst work bit W

�

machine

energy-
preserving

transformation

controls

system

⇢
0
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resource theory 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interpretation of free energy 

4. Similar results in quantum information?
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0, where p and p

0 are the vectors of
eigenvalues of ⇢ and ⇢

0 respectively. The latter statement is
sometimes [4] simply denoted ⇢ � ⇢

0.
The reason for the somewhat clumsy “"-definition” of ⇢ !

⇢
0 is that [9] (and also several related later works) have used

a “quasiclassical” approach to prove results like the one just
mentioned (equivalence to p � p

0): namely, diagonalize ⇢ and
⇢

0, and construct a suitable unitary UAB as a permutation in
the computational basis. The present author and a coauthor
have shown, however, that one can avoid the "-approximation
if one goes beyond these semiclassical unitaries:

Theorem 3 (Ref. [2]). Let ⇢ and ⇢
0 be quantum states

on A such that ⇢ � ⇢
0, and let B be a copy of A. Then

there exists a unitary UAB such that

⇢
0
A = TrB

h
UAB(⇢A ⌦ µB)U†

AB

i
,

that is, the noisy transition from ⇢ to ⇢
0 can be achieved

exactly with an auxiliary system that is of the same
size as A. Moreover, UAB can be chosen to leave the
maximally mixed state µB on B invariant.

This result answers an open problem by Bengtsson and
Życzkowski [10]: it proves a conjecture that they called
“Quantum Horn’s Lemma”. It also simplifies the following
statements significantly by avoiding the "-approximation, and
it will become important in Section IV below.

In the context of the resource theory of purity, Lemma 1
attains an immediate operational interpretation: it says that

⇢
cat! ⇢

0

if and only if all ↵-Rényi entropies and the Burg entropy are
larger for ⇢

0 than for ⇢ (unless the two states are unitarily
equivalent in the first place). Here, we write ⇢

cat! ⇢
0 if and

only if there exists another finite-dimensional quantum state
� such that ⇢A ⌦ �B ! ⇢

0
A ⌦ �B . That is, exactly as in

entanglement theory, �B attains the role of a catalyst.
It is now clear how to interpret Theorem 2 in the resource

theory of purity: namely, for two states ⇢, ⇢
0 that are not uni-

tarily equivalent, it says that there is a “correlating-catalytic
noisy transformation” from ⇢ to ⇢

0, denoted

⇢
corrcat�! ⇢

0
,

if and only if S(⇢) < S(⇢0) for the von Neumann entropy.
Here, we write ⇢

corrcat�! ⇢
0 if and only if there exists another

finite-dimensional quantum system B and an extension ⇢
0
AB

of ⇢
0
A (i.e. TrB⇢

0
AB = ⇢

0
A) such that

⇢A ⌦ ⇢
0
B ! ⇢

0
AB .

That is, the marginal on A changes from the initial state ⇢A to
the desired target state ⇢

0
A, and the marginal on B is exactly

preserved — it is only that correlations between the systems
A and B are allowed to build up. In this sense, the state ⇢

0
B

is a catalyst: it can be “reused” on other systems, as long as
those other systems do not interact with A in the future.

III. IMPLICATIONS FOR SINGLE-SHOT QUANTUM
THERMODYNAMICS

The most direct application (and generalization) of the
above results is in the context of single-shot quantum ther-
modynamics — see e.g. [11] for the general setup and for-
malism. In a nutshell, thermodynamics is formulated as a
resource theory, involving quantum states on Hilbert spaces
(say, A) with associated Hamiltonians (say, HA), a fixed in-
verse “background temperature” � � 0, and “thermal opera-
tions” as the allowed state transitions. These are operations of
the form

⇢
0
A = TrB

h
UAB(⇢A ⌦ �B)U †

AB

i
,

where B is an arbitrarily chosen finite-dimensional system
(“heat bath”) with thermal state �B = exp(��HB)/Z, and
UAB some unitary such that [UAB , HA + HB ] = 0. In the
case that all Hamiltonians of all systems are trivial, i.e. pro-
portional to the identity, one recovers the resource theory of
purity. In general, the question of (im)possibility of state tran-
sitions becomes somewhat more involved than in purity the-
ory. Yet, the results of the latter can be lifted with some tech-
nical tricks to the resource theory of thermodynamics, and one
obtains analogues of the results described in Section II.

First, one obtains a notion of “thermomajorization” (gener-
alization of majorization) as a criterion for the possibility of
a transition ⇢A ! ⇢

0
A by a thermal operation. Then, there

is an obvious generalization to the case with catalysts, simi-
larly as in Section II. In analogy to Lemma 1 (which is in fact
heavily used in the proof), one obtains the following state-
ment: a catalytic thermal transition from a given state ⇢ to
another state ⇢

0 is possible if and only if F↵(⇢) � F↵(⇢0),
where F↵ is a Rényi generalization of the Helmholtz free en-
ergy, F (⇢A) = F1(⇢A) = tr(⇢AHA) � S(⇢A)/�. This can
be interpreted as an infinite set of “second laws of quantum
thermodynamics” (see Brandão et al. [11]), �F↵  0, with
↵ = 1 yielding the standard formulation of the second law.

The main result of Ref. [1] by the present author is the gen-
eralization of Theorem 2 to the resource theory of thermody-
namics. It is formulated in a setting as depicted in the figure.
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0 means that ⇢ can be

mapped arbitrarily close to ⇢
0 by noisy operations. Intuitively,

this means that ⇢ is a “less noisy” state than ⇢
0, since all that

a noisy operation does is to mix a given state with white noise
on some auxiliary system. A main result in [9] was that ⇢ !
⇢

0 is equivalent to p � p
0, where p and p

0 are the vectors of
eigenvalues of ⇢ and ⇢

0 respectively. The latter statement is
sometimes [4] simply denoted ⇢ � ⇢

0.
The reason for the somewhat clumsy “"-definition” of ⇢ !

⇢
0 is that [9] (and also several related later works) have used

a “quasiclassical” approach to prove results like the one just
mentioned (equivalence to p � p

0): namely, diagonalize ⇢ and
⇢

0, and construct a suitable unitary UAB as a permutation in
the computational basis. The present author and a coauthor
have shown, however, that one can avoid the "-approximation
if one goes beyond these semiclassical unitaries:

Theorem 3 (Ref. [2]). Let ⇢ and ⇢
0 be quantum states

on A such that ⇢ � ⇢
0, and let B be a copy of A. Then

there exists a unitary UAB such that

⇢
0
A = TrB

h
UAB(⇢A ⌦ µB)U†

AB

i
,

that is, the noisy transition from ⇢ to ⇢
0 can be achieved

exactly with an auxiliary system that is of the same
size as A. Moreover, UAB can be chosen to leave the
maximally mixed state µB on B invariant.

This result answers an open problem by Bengtsson and
Życzkowski [10]: it proves a conjecture that they called
“Quantum Horn’s Lemma”. It also simplifies the following
statements significantly by avoiding the "-approximation, and
it will become important in Section IV below.

In the context of the resource theory of purity, Lemma 1
attains an immediate operational interpretation: it says that

⇢
cat! ⇢

0

if and only if all ↵-Rényi entropies and the Burg entropy are
larger for ⇢

0 than for ⇢ (unless the two states are unitarily
equivalent in the first place). Here, we write ⇢

cat! ⇢
0 if and

only if there exists another finite-dimensional quantum state
� such that ⇢A ⌦ �B ! ⇢

0
A ⌦ �B . That is, exactly as in

entanglement theory, �B attains the role of a catalyst.
It is now clear how to interpret Theorem 2 in the resource

theory of purity: namely, for two states ⇢, ⇢
0 that are not uni-

tarily equivalent, it says that there is a “correlating-catalytic
noisy transformation” from ⇢ to ⇢

0, denoted

⇢
corrcat�! ⇢

0
,

if and only if S(⇢) < S(⇢0) for the von Neumann entropy.
Here, we write ⇢

corrcat�! ⇢
0 if and only if there exists another

finite-dimensional quantum system B and an extension ⇢
0
AB

of ⇢
0
A (i.e. TrB⇢

0
AB = ⇢

0
A) such that

⇢A ⌦ ⇢
0
B ! ⇢

0
AB .

That is, the marginal on A changes from the initial state ⇢A to
the desired target state ⇢

0
A, and the marginal on B is exactly

preserved — it is only that correlations between the systems
A and B are allowed to build up. In this sense, the state ⇢

0
B

is a catalyst: it can be “reused” on other systems, as long as
those other systems do not interact with A in the future.

III. IMPLICATIONS FOR SINGLE-SHOT QUANTUM
THERMODYNAMICS

The most direct application (and generalization) of the
above results is in the context of single-shot quantum ther-
modynamics — see e.g. [11] for the general setup and for-
malism. In a nutshell, thermodynamics is formulated as a
resource theory, involving quantum states on Hilbert spaces
(say, A) with associated Hamiltonians (say, HA), a fixed in-
verse “background temperature” � � 0, and “thermal opera-
tions” as the allowed state transitions. These are operations of
the form

⇢
0
A = TrB

h
UAB(⇢A ⌦ �B)U †

AB

i
,

where B is an arbitrarily chosen finite-dimensional system
(“heat bath”) with thermal state �B = exp(��HB)/Z, and
UAB some unitary such that [UAB , HA + HB ] = 0. In the
case that all Hamiltonians of all systems are trivial, i.e. pro-
portional to the identity, one recovers the resource theory of
purity. In general, the question of (im)possibility of state tran-
sitions becomes somewhat more involved than in purity the-
ory. Yet, the results of the latter can be lifted with some tech-
nical tricks to the resource theory of thermodynamics, and one
obtains analogues of the results described in Section II.

First, one obtains a notion of “thermomajorization” (gener-
alization of majorization) as a criterion for the possibility of
a transition ⇢A ! ⇢

0
A by a thermal operation. Then, there

is an obvious generalization to the case with catalysts, simi-
larly as in Section II. In analogy to Lemma 1 (which is in fact
heavily used in the proof), one obtains the following state-
ment: a catalytic thermal transition from a given state ⇢ to
another state ⇢

0 is possible if and only if F↵(⇢) � F↵(⇢0),
where F↵ is a Rényi generalization of the Helmholtz free en-
ergy, F (⇢A) = F1(⇢A) = tr(⇢AHA) � S(⇢A)/�. This can
be interpreted as an infinite set of “second laws of quantum
thermodynamics” (see Brandão et al. [11]), �F↵  0, with
↵ = 1 yielding the standard formulation of the second law.

The main result of Ref. [1] by the present author is the gen-
eralization of Theorem 2 to the resource theory of thermody-
namics. It is formulated in a setting as depicted in the figure.
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size as A. Moreover, UAB can be chosen to leave the
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This result answers an open problem by Bengtsson and
Życzkowski [10]: it proves a conjecture that they called
“Quantum Horn’s Lemma”. It also simplifies the following
statements significantly by avoiding the "-approximation, and
it will become important in Section IV below.
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modynamics — see e.g. [11] for the general setup and for-
malism. In a nutshell, thermodynamics is formulated as a
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(say, A) with associated Hamiltonians (say, HA), a fixed in-
verse “background temperature” � � 0, and “thermal opera-
tions” as the allowed state transitions. These are operations of
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where B is an arbitrarily chosen finite-dimensional system
(“heat bath”) with thermal state �B = exp(��HB)/Z, and
UAB some unitary such that [UAB , HA + HB ] = 0. In the
case that all Hamiltonians of all systems are trivial, i.e. pro-
portional to the identity, one recovers the resource theory of
purity. In general, the question of (im)possibility of state tran-
sitions becomes somewhat more involved than in purity the-
ory. Yet, the results of the latter can be lifted with some tech-
nical tricks to the resource theory of thermodynamics, and one
obtains analogues of the results described in Section II.
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alization of majorization) as a criterion for the possibility of
a transition ⇢A ! ⇢
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heavily used in the proof), one obtains the following state-
ment: a catalytic thermal transition from a given state ⇢ to
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0 is possible if and only if F↵(⇢) � F↵(⇢0),
where F↵ is a Rényi generalization of the Helmholtz free en-
ergy, F (⇢A) = F1(⇢A) = tr(⇢AHA) � S(⇢A)/�. This can
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↵ = 1 yielding the standard formulation of the second law.
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namics. It is formulated in a setting as depicted in the figure.
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where µB = 1
|B| with |B| ⌘ dim B is the maximally mixed

state on B. Let us write ⇢ ! ⇢
0 if for every " > 0 there

exists some ⇢
0
" with k⇢0 � ⇢

0
"k < " and a noisy operation �"

with �"(⇢) = ⇢". In a nutshell, ⇢ ! ⇢
0 means that ⇢ can be

mapped arbitrarily close to ⇢
0 by noisy operations. Intuitively,

this means that ⇢ is a “less noisy” state than ⇢
0, since all that

a noisy operation does is to mix a given state with white noise
on some auxiliary system. A main result in [9] was that ⇢ !
⇢

0 is equivalent to p � p
0, where p and p

0 are the vectors of
eigenvalues of ⇢ and ⇢

0 respectively. The latter statement is
sometimes [4] simply denoted ⇢ � ⇢

0.
The reason for the somewhat clumsy “"-definition” of ⇢ !

⇢
0 is that [9] (and also several related later works) have used

a “quasiclassical” approach to prove results like the one just
mentioned (equivalence to p � p

0): namely, diagonalize ⇢ and
⇢

0, and construct a suitable unitary UAB as a permutation in
the computational basis. The present author and a coauthor
have shown, however, that one can avoid the "-approximation
if one goes beyond these semiclassical unitaries:

Theorem 3 (Ref. [2]). Let ⇢ and ⇢
0 be quantum states

on A such that ⇢ � ⇢
0, and let B be a copy of A. Then

there exists a unitary UAB such that

⇢
0
A = TrB

h
UAB(⇢A ⌦ µB)U†

AB

i
,

that is, the noisy transition from ⇢ to ⇢
0 can be achieved

exactly with an auxiliary system that is of the same
size as A. Moreover, UAB can be chosen to leave the
maximally mixed state µB on B invariant.

This result answers an open problem by Bengtsson and
Życzkowski [10]: it proves a conjecture that they called
“Quantum Horn’s Lemma”. It also simplifies the following
statements significantly by avoiding the "-approximation, and
it will become important in Section IV below.

In the context of the resource theory of purity, Lemma 1
attains an immediate operational interpretation: it says that

⇢
cat! ⇢

0

if and only if all ↵-Rényi entropies and the Burg entropy are
larger for ⇢

0 than for ⇢ (unless the two states are unitarily
equivalent in the first place). Here, we write ⇢

cat! ⇢
0 if and

only if there exists another finite-dimensional quantum state
� such that ⇢A ⌦ �B ! ⇢

0
A ⌦ �B . That is, exactly as in

entanglement theory, �B attains the role of a catalyst.
It is now clear how to interpret Theorem 2 in the resource

theory of purity: namely, for two states ⇢, ⇢
0 that are not uni-

tarily equivalent, it says that there is a “correlating-catalytic
noisy transformation” from ⇢ to ⇢

0, denoted

⇢
corrcat�! ⇢

0
,

if and only if S(⇢) < S(⇢0) for the von Neumann entropy.
Here, we write ⇢

corrcat�! ⇢
0 if and only if there exists another

finite-dimensional quantum system B and an extension ⇢
0
AB

of ⇢
0
A (i.e. TrB⇢

0
AB = ⇢

0
A) such that

⇢A ⌦ ⇢
0
B ! ⇢

0
AB .

That is, the marginal on A changes from the initial state ⇢A to
the desired target state ⇢

0
A, and the marginal on B is exactly

preserved — it is only that correlations between the systems
A and B are allowed to build up. In this sense, the state ⇢

0
B

is a catalyst: it can be “reused” on other systems, as long as
those other systems do not interact with A in the future.

III. IMPLICATIONS FOR SINGLE-SHOT QUANTUM
THERMODYNAMICS

The most direct application (and generalization) of the
above results is in the context of single-shot quantum ther-
modynamics — see e.g. [11] for the general setup and for-
malism. In a nutshell, thermodynamics is formulated as a
resource theory, involving quantum states on Hilbert spaces
(say, A) with associated Hamiltonians (say, HA), a fixed in-
verse “background temperature” � � 0, and “thermal opera-
tions” as the allowed state transitions. These are operations of
the form

⇢
0
A = TrB

h
UAB(⇢A ⌦ �B)U †

AB

i
,

where B is an arbitrarily chosen finite-dimensional system
(“heat bath”) with thermal state �B = exp(��HB)/Z, and
UAB some unitary such that [UAB , HA + HB ] = 0. In the
case that all Hamiltonians of all systems are trivial, i.e. pro-
portional to the identity, one recovers the resource theory of
purity. In general, the question of (im)possibility of state tran-
sitions becomes somewhat more involved than in purity the-
ory. Yet, the results of the latter can be lifted with some tech-
nical tricks to the resource theory of thermodynamics, and one
obtains analogues of the results described in Section II.

First, one obtains a notion of “thermomajorization” (gener-
alization of majorization) as a criterion for the possibility of
a transition ⇢A ! ⇢

0
A by a thermal operation. Then, there

is an obvious generalization to the case with catalysts, simi-
larly as in Section II. In analogy to Lemma 1 (which is in fact
heavily used in the proof), one obtains the following state-
ment: a catalytic thermal transition from a given state ⇢ to
another state ⇢

0 is possible if and only if F↵(⇢) � F↵(⇢0),
where F↵ is a Rényi generalization of the Helmholtz free en-
ergy, F (⇢A) = F1(⇢A) = tr(⇢AHA) � S(⇢A)/�. This can
be interpreted as an infinite set of “second laws of quantum
thermodynamics” (see Brandão et al. [11]), �F↵  0, with
↵ = 1 yielding the standard formulation of the second law.

The main result of Ref. [1] by the present author is the gen-
eralization of Theorem 2 to the resource theory of thermody-
namics. It is formulated in a setting as depicted in the figure.
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Życzkowski [10]: it proves a conjecture that they called
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The most direct application (and generalization) of the
above results is in the context of single-shot quantum ther-
modynamics — see e.g. [11] for the general setup and for-
malism. In a nutshell, thermodynamics is formulated as a
resource theory, involving quantum states on Hilbert spaces
(say, A) with associated Hamiltonians (say, HA), a fixed in-
verse “background temperature” � � 0, and “thermal opera-
tions” as the allowed state transitions. These are operations of
the form
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where B is an arbitrarily chosen finite-dimensional system
(“heat bath”) with thermal state �B = exp(��HB)/Z, and
UAB some unitary such that [UAB , HA + HB ] = 0. In the
case that all Hamiltonians of all systems are trivial, i.e. pro-
portional to the identity, one recovers the resource theory of
purity. In general, the question of (im)possibility of state tran-
sitions becomes somewhat more involved than in purity the-
ory. Yet, the results of the latter can be lifted with some tech-
nical tricks to the resource theory of thermodynamics, and one
obtains analogues of the results described in Section II.

First, one obtains a notion of “thermomajorization” (gener-
alization of majorization) as a criterion for the possibility of
a transition ⇢A ! ⇢

0
A by a thermal operation. Then, there

is an obvious generalization to the case with catalysts, simi-
larly as in Section II. In analogy to Lemma 1 (which is in fact
heavily used in the proof), one obtains the following state-
ment: a catalytic thermal transition from a given state ⇢ to
another state ⇢

0 is possible if and only if F↵(⇢) � F↵(⇢0),
where F↵ is a Rényi generalization of the Helmholtz free en-
ergy, F (⇢A) = F1(⇢A) = tr(⇢AHA) � S(⇢A)/�. This can
be interpreted as an infinite set of “second laws of quantum
thermodynamics” (see Brandão et al. [11]), �F↵  0, with
↵ = 1 yielding the standard formulation of the second law.

The main result of Ref. [1] by the present author is the gen-
eralization of Theorem 2 to the resource theory of thermody-
namics. It is formulated in a setting as depicted in the figure.
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sitions becomes somewhat more involved than in purity the-
ory. Yet, the results of the latter can be lifted with some tech-
nical tricks to the resource theory of thermodynamics, and one
obtains analogues of the results described in Section II.

First, one obtains a notion of “thermomajorization” (gener-
alization of majorization) as a criterion for the possibility of
a transition ⇢A ! ⇢

0
A by a thermal operation. Then, there

is an obvious generalization to the case with catalysts, simi-
larly as in Section II. In analogy to Lemma 1 (which is in fact
heavily used in the proof), one obtains the following state-
ment: a catalytic thermal transition from a given state ⇢ to
another state ⇢

0 is possible if and only if F↵(⇢) � F↵(⇢0),
where F↵ is a Rényi generalization of the Helmholtz free en-
ergy, F (⇢A) = F1(⇢A) = tr(⇢AHA) � S(⇢A)/�. This can
be interpreted as an infinite set of “second laws of quantum
thermodynamics” (see Brandão et al. [11]), �F↵  0, with
↵ = 1 yielding the standard formulation of the second law.

The main result of Ref. [1] by the present author is the gen-
eralization of Theorem 2 to the resource theory of thermody-
namics. It is formulated in a setting as depicted in the figure.
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Main Result 1. Fix any initial state ⇢A and target state ⇢
0
A

, both block-diagonal in energy. In the setting of Figure 1
(without work bit W ), the transition

⇢A ⌦ �M 7! �AM ,

with �A := TrM�AM arbitrarily close to ⇢
0
A

, can be achieved by a thermal operation if and only if F (⇢A) � F (⇢0
A
), with

F the Helmholtz free energy. Note that the state �M of the thermal machine M is exactly identical before and after the
transformation, and its state space is finite-dimensional.

Furthermore, the Hamiltonian on M can be chosen as HM = 0, and the final correlation between A and M , as
measured by the mutual information I(A : M)� , can be made arbitrarily small (but not in general zero).

The proof is sketched in the Methods (and given in detail in the Appendix). As in earlier work, the catalyst �M will in
general depend on the initial and final states ⇢A, ⇢

0
A

and on the Hamiltonian HA; it will also depend on the amount of correlation
I(A : M)� that the agent is willing to allow to build up. Therefore, we should think of the thermal machine in Figure 1 as
containing a large collection of different catalysts �M . Depending on the situation, the machine will apply the corresponding
suitable catalyst.

Doesn’t the agent have to “know the system state ⇢A” to apply her machine accordingly? The answer to this question is that
the state ⇢A is supposed to model the agent’s knowledge of the system A in the first place, and this interpretation is chosen
implicitly in most works in the present context. For example, the energy cost in Landauer erasure [35, 36] is not necessarily
relying on an objective “delocalization” of a particle in two halves of a box, but is simply due to the agent’s missing knowledge
about whether it will be detected in the left or the right half in any single experimental run. Consequently, the agent can always
choose the catalyst that suits her knowledge of the system as encoded in her state description.

D. Correlating work of formation

We now consider the more general situation that we have an additional work reservoir, containing some energy � � 0 that we
may spend in addition to achieve the state transition. As depicted in Figure 1, this is modelled by a “work bit” W , a two-level
system with energy gap �, that will transition from its excited state |ei to its ground state |gi during this process.

We imagine that this work bit is part of a larger “ladder” of energy levels which we can charge or discharge like a battery in
between thermodynamic cycles. It is therefore crucial to demand that the work bit W does not become correlated with the other
parts of the machine M . One way to ensure this is to demand that W is always exactly, and not just approximately, in an energy
eigenstate. It turns out that we can always achieve this behavior:

Theorem. Fix any initial state ⇢A and target state ⇢
0
A

, both block-diagonal, such that F (⇢0
A
) � F (⇢A). Using a work bit

W with some energy gap � larger than, but arbitrarily close to F (⇢0
A
) � F (⇢A), the transition

⇢A ⌦ �M ⌦ |eihe|W 7! �AM ⌦ |gihg|W

can be achieved by a thermal operation, where �A := TrM�AM is arbitrarily close to ⇢
0
A

.
The state �M is exactly identical before and after the transformation, M is finite-dimensional, and the resulting

correlations between A and M can be made arbitrarily small.

The method to engineer this transition is very similar to that of Main Result 1, except for one important difference: since we are
interested in producing a pure state |gi exactly, we have to make sure that the min-free energy F0, which depends only on the
rank of the state, is non-increasing in the process. But this holds automatically because

F0(|eihe|W ) > F0(|gihg|W )

if � > 0. Thus, the min-free energy introduces no new constraints in the case that we use work to form a state ⇢
0
A

. The
“correlating work of formation” is given by the Helmholtz free energy difference F (⇢0

A
) � F (⇢A).

This means for example that the state transition of Subsection II B can be achieved by spending work � ⇡ .06kBT . This is
now true in the “single-shot” case, without the need for access to a large number of identically prepared systems.

⇢A ⌦ �M ⌦ |eihe|W

�AM ⌦ |gihg|W

3. One-shot interpretation
Operational interpretation of entropy and free energy without the thermodynamic limit          M. P. Müller, M. Lostaglio, M. Pastena, J. Scharlau
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where µB = 1
|B| with |B| ⌘ dim B is the maximally mixed

state on B. Let us write ⇢ ! ⇢
0 if for every " > 0 there

exists some ⇢
0
" with k⇢0 � ⇢

0
"k < " and a noisy operation �"

with �"(⇢) = ⇢". In a nutshell, ⇢ ! ⇢
0 means that ⇢ can be

mapped arbitrarily close to ⇢
0 by noisy operations. Intuitively,

this means that ⇢ is a “less noisy” state than ⇢
0, since all that

a noisy operation does is to mix a given state with white noise
on some auxiliary system. A main result in [9] was that ⇢ !
⇢

0 is equivalent to p � p
0, where p and p

0 are the vectors of
eigenvalues of ⇢ and ⇢

0 respectively. The latter statement is
sometimes [4] simply denoted ⇢ � ⇢

0.
The reason for the somewhat clumsy “"-definition” of ⇢ !

⇢
0 is that [9] (and also several related later works) have used

a “quasiclassical” approach to prove results like the one just
mentioned (equivalence to p � p

0): namely, diagonalize ⇢ and
⇢

0, and construct a suitable unitary UAB as a permutation in
the computational basis. The present author and a coauthor
have shown, however, that one can avoid the "-approximation
if one goes beyond these semiclassical unitaries:

Theorem 3 (Ref. [2]). Let ⇢ and ⇢
0 be quantum states

on A such that ⇢ � ⇢
0, and let B be a copy of A. Then

there exists a unitary UAB such that

⇢
0
A = TrB

h
UAB(⇢A ⌦ µB)U†

AB

i
,

that is, the noisy transition from ⇢ to ⇢
0 can be achieved

exactly with an auxiliary system that is of the same
size as A. Moreover, UAB can be chosen to leave the
maximally mixed state µB on B invariant.

This result answers an open problem by Bengtsson and
Życzkowski [10]: it proves a conjecture that they called
“Quantum Horn’s Lemma”. It also simplifies the following
statements significantly by avoiding the "-approximation, and
it will become important in Section IV below.

In the context of the resource theory of purity, Lemma 1
attains an immediate operational interpretation: it says that

⇢
cat! ⇢

0

if and only if all ↵-Rényi entropies and the Burg entropy are
larger for ⇢

0 than for ⇢ (unless the two states are unitarily
equivalent in the first place). Here, we write ⇢

cat! ⇢
0 if and

only if there exists another finite-dimensional quantum state
� such that ⇢A ⌦ �B ! ⇢

0
A ⌦ �B . That is, exactly as in

entanglement theory, �B attains the role of a catalyst.
It is now clear how to interpret Theorem 2 in the resource

theory of purity: namely, for two states ⇢, ⇢
0 that are not uni-

tarily equivalent, it says that there is a “correlating-catalytic
noisy transformation” from ⇢ to ⇢

0, denoted

⇢
corrcat�! ⇢

0
,

if and only if S(⇢) < S(⇢0) for the von Neumann entropy.
Here, we write ⇢

corrcat�! ⇢
0 if and only if there exists another

finite-dimensional quantum system B and an extension ⇢
0
AB

of ⇢
0
A (i.e. TrB⇢

0
AB = ⇢

0
A) such that

⇢A ⌦ ⇢
0
B ! ⇢

0
AB .

That is, the marginal on A changes from the initial state ⇢A to
the desired target state ⇢

0
A, and the marginal on B is exactly

preserved — it is only that correlations between the systems
A and B are allowed to build up. In this sense, the state ⇢

0
B

is a catalyst: it can be “reused” on other systems, as long as
those other systems do not interact with A in the future.

III. IMPLICATIONS FOR SINGLE-SHOT QUANTUM
THERMODYNAMICS

The most direct application (and generalization) of the
above results is in the context of single-shot quantum ther-
modynamics — see e.g. [11] for the general setup and for-
malism. In a nutshell, thermodynamics is formulated as a
resource theory, involving quantum states on Hilbert spaces
(say, A) with associated Hamiltonians (say, HA), a fixed in-
verse “background temperature” � � 0, and “thermal opera-
tions” as the allowed state transitions. These are operations of
the form

⇢
0
A = TrB

h
UAB(⇢A ⌦ �B)U †

AB

i
,

where B is an arbitrarily chosen finite-dimensional system
(“heat bath”) with thermal state �B = exp(��HB)/Z, and
UAB some unitary such that [UAB , HA + HB ] = 0. In the
case that all Hamiltonians of all systems are trivial, i.e. pro-
portional to the identity, one recovers the resource theory of
purity. In general, the question of (im)possibility of state tran-
sitions becomes somewhat more involved than in purity the-
ory. Yet, the results of the latter can be lifted with some tech-
nical tricks to the resource theory of thermodynamics, and one
obtains analogues of the results described in Section II.

First, one obtains a notion of “thermomajorization” (gener-
alization of majorization) as a criterion for the possibility of
a transition ⇢A ! ⇢

0
A by a thermal operation. Then, there

is an obvious generalization to the case with catalysts, simi-
larly as in Section II. In analogy to Lemma 1 (which is in fact
heavily used in the proof), one obtains the following state-
ment: a catalytic thermal transition from a given state ⇢ to
another state ⇢

0 is possible if and only if F↵(⇢) � F↵(⇢0),
where F↵ is a Rényi generalization of the Helmholtz free en-
ergy, F (⇢A) = F1(⇢A) = tr(⇢AHA) � S(⇢A)/�. This can
be interpreted as an infinite set of “second laws of quantum
thermodynamics” (see Brandão et al. [11]), �F↵  0, with
↵ = 1 yielding the standard formulation of the second law.

The main result of Ref. [1] by the present author is the gen-
eralization of Theorem 2 to the resource theory of thermody-
namics. It is formulated in a setting as depicted in the figure.
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Main Result 1. Fix any initial state ⇢A and target state ⇢
0
A

, both block-diagonal in energy. In the setting of Figure 1
(without work bit W ), the transition

⇢A ⌦ �M 7! �AM ,

with �A := TrM�AM arbitrarily close to ⇢
0
A

, can be achieved by a thermal operation if and only if F (⇢A) � F (⇢0
A
), with

F the Helmholtz free energy. Note that the state �M of the thermal machine M is exactly identical before and after the
transformation, and its state space is finite-dimensional.

Furthermore, the Hamiltonian on M can be chosen as HM = 0, and the final correlation between A and M , as
measured by the mutual information I(A : M)� , can be made arbitrarily small (but not in general zero).

The proof is sketched in the Methods (and given in detail in the Appendix). As in earlier work, the catalyst �M will in
general depend on the initial and final states ⇢A, ⇢

0
A

and on the Hamiltonian HA; it will also depend on the amount of correlation
I(A : M)� that the agent is willing to allow to build up. Therefore, we should think of the thermal machine in Figure 1 as
containing a large collection of different catalysts �M . Depending on the situation, the machine will apply the corresponding
suitable catalyst.

Doesn’t the agent have to “know the system state ⇢A” to apply her machine accordingly? The answer to this question is that
the state ⇢A is supposed to model the agent’s knowledge of the system A in the first place, and this interpretation is chosen
implicitly in most works in the present context. For example, the energy cost in Landauer erasure [35, 36] is not necessarily
relying on an objective “delocalization” of a particle in two halves of a box, but is simply due to the agent’s missing knowledge
about whether it will be detected in the left or the right half in any single experimental run. Consequently, the agent can always
choose the catalyst that suits her knowledge of the system as encoded in her state description.

D. Correlating work of formation

We now consider the more general situation that we have an additional work reservoir, containing some energy � � 0 that we
may spend in addition to achieve the state transition. As depicted in Figure 1, this is modelled by a “work bit” W , a two-level
system with energy gap �, that will transition from its excited state |ei to its ground state |gi during this process.

We imagine that this work bit is part of a larger “ladder” of energy levels which we can charge or discharge like a battery in
between thermodynamic cycles. It is therefore crucial to demand that the work bit W does not become correlated with the other
parts of the machine M . One way to ensure this is to demand that W is always exactly, and not just approximately, in an energy
eigenstate. It turns out that we can always achieve this behavior:

Theorem. Fix any initial state ⇢A and target state ⇢
0
A

, both block-diagonal, such that F (⇢0
A
) � F (⇢A). Using a work bit

W with some energy gap � larger than, but arbitrarily close to F (⇢0
A
) � F (⇢A), the transition

⇢A ⌦ �M ⌦ |eihe|W 7! �AM ⌦ |gihg|W

can be achieved by a thermal operation, where �A := TrM�AM is arbitrarily close to ⇢
0
A

.
The state �M is exactly identical before and after the transformation, M is finite-dimensional, and the resulting

correlations between A and M can be made arbitrarily small.

The method to engineer this transition is very similar to that of Main Result 1, except for one important difference: since we are
interested in producing a pure state |gi exactly, we have to make sure that the min-free energy F0, which depends only on the
rank of the state, is non-increasing in the process. But this holds automatically because

F0(|eihe|W ) > F0(|gihg|W )

if � > 0. Thus, the min-free energy introduces no new constraints in the case that we use work to form a state ⇢
0
A

. The
“correlating work of formation” is given by the Helmholtz free energy difference F (⇢0

A
) � F (⇢A).

This means for example that the state transition of Subsection II B can be achieved by spending work � ⇡ .06kBT . This is
now true in the “single-shot” case, without the need for access to a large number of identically prepared systems.

⇢A ⌦ �M ⌦ |eihe|W

�AM ⌦ |gihg|W

F (⇢0A) � F (⇢A)
� > F (⇢0A)� F (⇢A)

�M exactly preserved, dimM < 1.

�A as close to ⇢0A as you like,

3. One-shot interpretation
Operational interpretation of entropy and free energy without the thermodynamic limit          M. P. Müller, M. Lostaglio, M. Pastena, J. Scharlau
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where µB = 1
|B| with |B| ⌘ dim B is the maximally mixed

state on B. Let us write ⇢ ! ⇢
0 if for every " > 0 there

exists some ⇢
0
" with k⇢0 � ⇢

0
"k < " and a noisy operation �"

with �"(⇢) = ⇢". In a nutshell, ⇢ ! ⇢
0 means that ⇢ can be

mapped arbitrarily close to ⇢
0 by noisy operations. Intuitively,

this means that ⇢ is a “less noisy” state than ⇢
0, since all that

a noisy operation does is to mix a given state with white noise
on some auxiliary system. A main result in [9] was that ⇢ !
⇢

0 is equivalent to p � p
0, where p and p

0 are the vectors of
eigenvalues of ⇢ and ⇢

0 respectively. The latter statement is
sometimes [4] simply denoted ⇢ � ⇢

0.
The reason for the somewhat clumsy “"-definition” of ⇢ !

⇢
0 is that [9] (and also several related later works) have used

a “quasiclassical” approach to prove results like the one just
mentioned (equivalence to p � p

0): namely, diagonalize ⇢ and
⇢

0, and construct a suitable unitary UAB as a permutation in
the computational basis. The present author and a coauthor
have shown, however, that one can avoid the "-approximation
if one goes beyond these semiclassical unitaries:

Theorem 3 (Ref. [2]). Let ⇢ and ⇢
0 be quantum states

on A such that ⇢ � ⇢
0, and let B be a copy of A. Then

there exists a unitary UAB such that

⇢
0
A = TrB

h
UAB(⇢A ⌦ µB)U†

AB

i
,

that is, the noisy transition from ⇢ to ⇢
0 can be achieved

exactly with an auxiliary system that is of the same
size as A. Moreover, UAB can be chosen to leave the
maximally mixed state µB on B invariant.

This result answers an open problem by Bengtsson and
Życzkowski [10]: it proves a conjecture that they called
“Quantum Horn’s Lemma”. It also simplifies the following
statements significantly by avoiding the "-approximation, and
it will become important in Section IV below.

In the context of the resource theory of purity, Lemma 1
attains an immediate operational interpretation: it says that

⇢
cat! ⇢

0

if and only if all ↵-Rényi entropies and the Burg entropy are
larger for ⇢

0 than for ⇢ (unless the two states are unitarily
equivalent in the first place). Here, we write ⇢

cat! ⇢
0 if and

only if there exists another finite-dimensional quantum state
� such that ⇢A ⌦ �B ! ⇢

0
A ⌦ �B . That is, exactly as in

entanglement theory, �B attains the role of a catalyst.
It is now clear how to interpret Theorem 2 in the resource

theory of purity: namely, for two states ⇢, ⇢
0 that are not uni-

tarily equivalent, it says that there is a “correlating-catalytic
noisy transformation” from ⇢ to ⇢

0, denoted

⇢
corrcat�! ⇢

0
,

if and only if S(⇢) < S(⇢0) for the von Neumann entropy.
Here, we write ⇢

corrcat�! ⇢
0 if and only if there exists another

finite-dimensional quantum system B and an extension ⇢
0
AB

of ⇢
0
A (i.e. TrB⇢

0
AB = ⇢

0
A) such that

⇢A ⌦ ⇢
0
B ! ⇢

0
AB .

That is, the marginal on A changes from the initial state ⇢A to
the desired target state ⇢

0
A, and the marginal on B is exactly

preserved — it is only that correlations between the systems
A and B are allowed to build up. In this sense, the state ⇢

0
B

is a catalyst: it can be “reused” on other systems, as long as
those other systems do not interact with A in the future.

III. IMPLICATIONS FOR SINGLE-SHOT QUANTUM
THERMODYNAMICS

The most direct application (and generalization) of the
above results is in the context of single-shot quantum ther-
modynamics — see e.g. [11] for the general setup and for-
malism. In a nutshell, thermodynamics is formulated as a
resource theory, involving quantum states on Hilbert spaces
(say, A) with associated Hamiltonians (say, HA), a fixed in-
verse “background temperature” � � 0, and “thermal opera-
tions” as the allowed state transitions. These are operations of
the form

⇢
0
A = TrB

h
UAB(⇢A ⌦ �B)U †

AB

i
,

where B is an arbitrarily chosen finite-dimensional system
(“heat bath”) with thermal state �B = exp(��HB)/Z, and
UAB some unitary such that [UAB , HA + HB ] = 0. In the
case that all Hamiltonians of all systems are trivial, i.e. pro-
portional to the identity, one recovers the resource theory of
purity. In general, the question of (im)possibility of state tran-
sitions becomes somewhat more involved than in purity the-
ory. Yet, the results of the latter can be lifted with some tech-
nical tricks to the resource theory of thermodynamics, and one
obtains analogues of the results described in Section II.

First, one obtains a notion of “thermomajorization” (gener-
alization of majorization) as a criterion for the possibility of
a transition ⇢A ! ⇢

0
A by a thermal operation. Then, there

is an obvious generalization to the case with catalysts, simi-
larly as in Section II. In analogy to Lemma 1 (which is in fact
heavily used in the proof), one obtains the following state-
ment: a catalytic thermal transition from a given state ⇢ to
another state ⇢

0 is possible if and only if F↵(⇢) � F↵(⇢0),
where F↵ is a Rényi generalization of the Helmholtz free en-
ergy, F (⇢A) = F1(⇢A) = tr(⇢AHA) � S(⇢A)/�. This can
be interpreted as an infinite set of “second laws of quantum
thermodynamics” (see Brandão et al. [11]), �F↵  0, with
↵ = 1 yielding the standard formulation of the second law.

The main result of Ref. [1] by the present author is the gen-
eralization of Theorem 2 to the resource theory of thermody-
namics. It is formulated in a setting as depicted in the figure.
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where µB = 1
|B| with |B| ⌘ dim B is the maximally mixed

state on B. Let us write ⇢ ! ⇢
0 if for every " > 0 there

exists some ⇢
0
" with k⇢0 � ⇢

0
"k < " and a noisy operation �"

with �"(⇢) = ⇢". In a nutshell, ⇢ ! ⇢
0 means that ⇢ can be

mapped arbitrarily close to ⇢
0 by noisy operations. Intuitively,

this means that ⇢ is a “less noisy” state than ⇢
0, since all that

a noisy operation does is to mix a given state with white noise
on some auxiliary system. A main result in [9] was that ⇢ !
⇢

0 is equivalent to p � p
0, where p and p

0 are the vectors of
eigenvalues of ⇢ and ⇢

0 respectively. The latter statement is
sometimes [4] simply denoted ⇢ � ⇢

0.
The reason for the somewhat clumsy “"-definition” of ⇢ !

⇢
0 is that [9] (and also several related later works) have used

a “quasiclassical” approach to prove results like the one just
mentioned (equivalence to p � p

0): namely, diagonalize ⇢ and
⇢

0, and construct a suitable unitary UAB as a permutation in
the computational basis. The present author and a coauthor
have shown, however, that one can avoid the "-approximation
if one goes beyond these semiclassical unitaries:

Theorem 3 (Ref. [2]). Let ⇢ and ⇢
0 be quantum states

on A such that ⇢ � ⇢
0, and let B be a copy of A. Then

there exists a unitary UAB such that

⇢
0
A = TrB

h
UAB(⇢A ⌦ µB)U†

AB

i
,

that is, the noisy transition from ⇢ to ⇢
0 can be achieved

exactly with an auxiliary system that is of the same
size as A. Moreover, UAB can be chosen to leave the
maximally mixed state µB on B invariant.

This result answers an open problem by Bengtsson and
Życzkowski [10]: it proves a conjecture that they called
“Quantum Horn’s Lemma”. It also simplifies the following
statements significantly by avoiding the "-approximation, and
it will become important in Section IV below.

In the context of the resource theory of purity, Lemma 1
attains an immediate operational interpretation: it says that

⇢
cat! ⇢

0

if and only if all ↵-Rényi entropies and the Burg entropy are
larger for ⇢

0 than for ⇢ (unless the two states are unitarily
equivalent in the first place). Here, we write ⇢

cat! ⇢
0 if and

only if there exists another finite-dimensional quantum state
� such that ⇢A ⌦ �B ! ⇢

0
A ⌦ �B . That is, exactly as in

entanglement theory, �B attains the role of a catalyst.
It is now clear how to interpret Theorem 2 in the resource

theory of purity: namely, for two states ⇢, ⇢
0 that are not uni-

tarily equivalent, it says that there is a “correlating-catalytic
noisy transformation” from ⇢ to ⇢

0, denoted

⇢
corrcat�! ⇢

0
,

if and only if S(⇢) < S(⇢0) for the von Neumann entropy.
Here, we write ⇢

corrcat�! ⇢
0 if and only if there exists another

finite-dimensional quantum system B and an extension ⇢
0
AB

of ⇢
0
A (i.e. TrB⇢

0
AB = ⇢

0
A) such that

⇢A ⌦ ⇢
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That is, the marginal on A changes from the initial state ⇢A to
the desired target state ⇢

0
A, and the marginal on B is exactly

preserved — it is only that correlations between the systems
A and B are allowed to build up. In this sense, the state ⇢

0
B

is a catalyst: it can be “reused” on other systems, as long as
those other systems do not interact with A in the future.

III. IMPLICATIONS FOR SINGLE-SHOT QUANTUM
THERMODYNAMICS

The most direct application (and generalization) of the
above results is in the context of single-shot quantum ther-
modynamics — see e.g. [11] for the general setup and for-
malism. In a nutshell, thermodynamics is formulated as a
resource theory, involving quantum states on Hilbert spaces
(say, A) with associated Hamiltonians (say, HA), a fixed in-
verse “background temperature” � � 0, and “thermal opera-
tions” as the allowed state transitions. These are operations of
the form

⇢
0
A = TrB

h
UAB(⇢A ⌦ �B)U †

AB

i
,

where B is an arbitrarily chosen finite-dimensional system
(“heat bath”) with thermal state �B = exp(��HB)/Z, and
UAB some unitary such that [UAB , HA + HB ] = 0. In the
case that all Hamiltonians of all systems are trivial, i.e. pro-
portional to the identity, one recovers the resource theory of
purity. In general, the question of (im)possibility of state tran-
sitions becomes somewhat more involved than in purity the-
ory. Yet, the results of the latter can be lifted with some tech-
nical tricks to the resource theory of thermodynamics, and one
obtains analogues of the results described in Section II.

First, one obtains a notion of “thermomajorization” (gener-
alization of majorization) as a criterion for the possibility of
a transition ⇢A ! ⇢

0
A by a thermal operation. Then, there

is an obvious generalization to the case with catalysts, simi-
larly as in Section II. In analogy to Lemma 1 (which is in fact
heavily used in the proof), one obtains the following state-
ment: a catalytic thermal transition from a given state ⇢ to
another state ⇢

0 is possible if and only if F↵(⇢) � F↵(⇢0),
where F↵ is a Rényi generalization of the Helmholtz free en-
ergy, F (⇢A) = F1(⇢A) = tr(⇢AHA) � S(⇢A)/�. This can
be interpreted as an infinite set of “second laws of quantum
thermodynamics” (see Brandão et al. [11]), �F↵  0, with
↵ = 1 yielding the standard formulation of the second law.

The main result of Ref. [1] by the present author is the gen-
eralization of Theorem 2 to the resource theory of thermody-
namics. It is formulated in a setting as depicted in the figure.
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(“heat bath”) with thermal state �B = exp(��HB)/Z, and
UAB some unitary such that [UAB , HA + HB ] = 0. In the
case that all Hamiltonians of all systems are trivial, i.e. pro-
portional to the identity, one recovers the resource theory of
purity. In general, the question of (im)possibility of state tran-
sitions becomes somewhat more involved than in purity the-
ory. Yet, the results of the latter can be lifted with some tech-
nical tricks to the resource theory of thermodynamics, and one
obtains analogues of the results described in Section II.

First, one obtains a notion of “thermomajorization” (gener-
alization of majorization) as a criterion for the possibility of
a transition ⇢A ! ⇢
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where F↵ is a Rényi generalization of the Helmholtz free en-
ergy, F (⇢A) = F1(⇢A) = tr(⇢AHA) � S(⇢A)/�. This can
be interpreted as an infinite set of “second laws of quantum
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↵ = 1 yielding the standard formulation of the second law.

The main result of Ref. [1] by the present author is the gen-
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sitions becomes somewhat more involved than in purity the-
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E. Correlating work extraction, and an open problem

Consider the converse situation: given an initial state ⇢A and a target state ⇢
0
A

such that F (⇢A) � F (⇢0
A
), we would like to

extract work by transforming a work bit from its ground state |gihg|W to its excited state |eihe|W . Here we encounter a problem:
since ⇢A will in general have full rank, the work bit alone lower-bounds the min-free energy difference of the corresponding
transition, namely �F0 = F0(|eihe|W ) � F0(|gihg|W ), and this is a positive amount if the energy gap � is positive.

Thus, unfortunately, the min-free energy condition �F0  0 forbids this transition. If we still insist on producing the
excited state exactly (for the reasons explained in Subsection II D), we need an additional resource: namely, a sink S for the
corresponding entropy S0(⇢) = log rank(⇢), the “max entropy”. A max entropy sink S carries a trivial Hamiltonian, HS = 0,
such that S0(⇢Sk�S) = log dS � S0(⇢S), where dS is the Hilbert space dimension of S. Thus, we can extract min-free energy
by dumping max entropy S0 into S, which can be achieved by increasing the rank of the state of S. For example, if S carries a

state ⌧
(m,n)
S

with eigenvalues

0

B@
1

m
, . . . ,

1

m| {z }
m

, 0, . . . , 0| {z }
n�m

1

CA and this state is transformed into a state ⌧
(m,n,")
S

(for some small " > 0)

with eigenvalues

0

BB@
1 � "

m
, . . . ,

1 � "

m| {z }
m

,
"

n � m
, . . . ,

"

n � m| {z }
n�m

1

CCA then this extracts min-free energy �F0 = kBT log(n/m) from S.

Since " > 0 can be arbitrarily close to zero, and �F0 does not depend on ", this changes the physical state of S by an arbitrarily
small amount. Thus, we obtain the following:

Theorem. Fix any initial state ⇢A and target state ⇢
0
A

, both block-diagonal, such that F (⇢A) � F (⇢0
A
). Using a work bit

with energy gap � smaller than, but arbitrarily close to F (⇢A) � F (⇢0
A
), we can implement the following transition with

a thermal operation, which extracts work � without any fluctuations:

⇢A ⌦ �M ⌦ ⌧
(m,n)
S

⌦ |gihg|W 7! �AMS ⌦ |eihe|W .

Here �M = TrAS�AMS remains identical during the transformation, �S = ⌧
(m,n,")
S

, and �A is as close to ⇢
0
A

as we like.
This can be achieved for any choice of " > 0, as long as n/m is large enough.

Since the state of the max entropy sink S remains almost unchanged, the agent may measure the state of the sink after the
transition, by checking whether its configuration is one of the (n � m) basis states which have probability zero in the initial
state ⌧

(m,n)
S

. With probability 1 � ", this will yield the answer “no” and restore the original state ⌧
(m,n)
S

due to state updating.
However, even if " > 0 is very small, a large number of repetitions of the thermodynamic cycle will eventually lead to failure of
the protocol.

In other words, the case of work extraction suffers from a deficit that is not present in the case of formation of a state: it
admits only a weaker notion of cyclicity. An additional max entropy sink is needed, and its state is not reset with unit probability
after every cycle. It is well-known that allowing small deviations from cyclicity can lead to quite implausible and unphysical
effects like embezzling of work [10, 68]. Thus, we consider Main Result 3 as only a preliminary answer to the question of the
ultimate limits of work extraction in the setup of this paper. Note that the authors of [10] use a similar construction to dismiss
the F↵-conditions for ↵ < 0.

The main source of the problem is to insist on producing the excited state |ei exactly. If we allow that this state is only
obtained approximately, and possibly correlated with the system M , then we obtain a valid alternative to Main Result 3 without
any max entropy sink (simply by applying Main Result 1). The problem is that correlations between W and M may potentially
compromise the working of the machine in further cycles. This leads to the question whether it can be ensured that W remains
uncorrelated with all other systems even if we drop the condition that it is in an exact eigenstate:

Open Problem. Can we formulate a suitable version of Main Result 3 which allows the state of the work bit to be slightly
mixed (dropping the max entropy sink), but which ensures nevertheless that it remains perfectly uncorrelated with all other
systems (in particular M )?

This should be achieved in a way that allows to accumulate work over many extraction cycles without degrading its
“quality” (fidelity with an eigenstate) and without the need for increasing resources or precision.

We conjecture that the answer is “yes”, and that it will lead to the same expression for the amount of work that can be extracted
in the correlating scenario of this paper as suggested by Main Result 3, namely F (⇢A) � F (⇢0

A
). A possible approach could be
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purity. In general, the question of (im)possibility of state tran-
sitions becomes somewhat more involved than in purity the-
ory. Yet, the results of the latter can be lifted with some tech-
nical tricks to the resource theory of thermodynamics, and one
obtains analogues of the results described in Section II.

First, one obtains a notion of “thermomajorization” (gener-
alization of majorization) as a criterion for the possibility of
a transition ⇢A ! ⇢

0
A by a thermal operation. Then, there

is an obvious generalization to the case with catalysts, simi-
larly as in Section II. In analogy to Lemma 1 (which is in fact
heavily used in the proof), one obtains the following state-
ment: a catalytic thermal transition from a given state ⇢ to
another state ⇢

0 is possible if and only if F↵(⇢) � F↵(⇢0),
where F↵ is a Rényi generalization of the Helmholtz free en-
ergy, F (⇢A) = F1(⇢A) = tr(⇢AHA) � S(⇢A)/�. This can
be interpreted as an infinite set of “second laws of quantum
thermodynamics” (see Brandão et al. [11]), �F↵  0, with
↵ = 1 yielding the standard formulation of the second law.

The main result of Ref. [1] by the present author is the gen-
eralization of Theorem 2 to the resource theory of thermody-
namics. It is formulated in a setting as depicted in the figure.

thermal bath
�B , HB

⇢A, HA

system

�M

catalyst work bit W

�

machine

energy-
preserving

transformation

controls

system

⇢
0
A, HA

�M

catalyst work bit W

machine

correlation ⇢A ⌦ �M ⌦ (1, 0, . . . , 0)⌦ |gihg|W

�AM $ (1� ", "/n, . . . , "/n)⌦ |eihe|W
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E. Correlating work extraction, and an open problem

Consider the converse situation: given an initial state ⇢A and a target state ⇢
0
A

such that F (⇢A) � F (⇢0
A
), we would like to

extract work by transforming a work bit from its ground state |gihg|W to its excited state |eihe|W . Here we encounter a problem:
since ⇢A will in general have full rank, the work bit alone lower-bounds the min-free energy difference of the corresponding
transition, namely �F0 = F0(|eihe|W ) � F0(|gihg|W ), and this is a positive amount if the energy gap � is positive.

Thus, unfortunately, the min-free energy condition �F0  0 forbids this transition. If we still insist on producing the
excited state exactly (for the reasons explained in Subsection II D), we need an additional resource: namely, a sink S for the
corresponding entropy S0(⇢) = log rank(⇢), the “max entropy”. A max entropy sink S carries a trivial Hamiltonian, HS = 0,
such that S0(⇢Sk�S) = log dS � S0(⇢S), where dS is the Hilbert space dimension of S. Thus, we can extract min-free energy
by dumping max entropy S0 into S, which can be achieved by increasing the rank of the state of S. For example, if S carries a

state ⌧
(m,n)
S

with eigenvalues

0

B@
1

m
, . . . ,

1

m| {z }
m

, 0, . . . , 0| {z }
n�m

1

CA and this state is transformed into a state ⌧
(m,n,")
S

(for some small " > 0)

with eigenvalues

0

BB@
1 � "

m
, . . . ,

1 � "

m| {z }
m

,
"

n � m
, . . . ,

"

n � m| {z }
n�m

1

CCA then this extracts min-free energy �F0 = kBT log(n/m) from S.

Since " > 0 can be arbitrarily close to zero, and �F0 does not depend on ", this changes the physical state of S by an arbitrarily
small amount. Thus, we obtain the following:

Theorem. Fix any initial state ⇢A and target state ⇢
0
A

, both block-diagonal, such that F (⇢A) � F (⇢0
A
). Using a work bit

with energy gap � smaller than, but arbitrarily close to F (⇢A) � F (⇢0
A
), we can implement the following transition with

a thermal operation, which extracts work � without any fluctuations:

⇢A ⌦ �M ⌦ ⌧
(m,n)
S

⌦ |gihg|W 7! �AMS ⌦ |eihe|W .

Here �M = TrAS�AMS remains identical during the transformation, �S = ⌧
(m,n,")
S

, and �A is as close to ⇢
0
A

as we like.
This can be achieved for any choice of " > 0, as long as n/m is large enough.

Since the state of the max entropy sink S remains almost unchanged, the agent may measure the state of the sink after the
transition, by checking whether its configuration is one of the (n � m) basis states which have probability zero in the initial
state ⌧

(m,n)
S

. With probability 1 � ", this will yield the answer “no” and restore the original state ⌧
(m,n)
S

due to state updating.
However, even if " > 0 is very small, a large number of repetitions of the thermodynamic cycle will eventually lead to failure of
the protocol.

In other words, the case of work extraction suffers from a deficit that is not present in the case of formation of a state: it
admits only a weaker notion of cyclicity. An additional max entropy sink is needed, and its state is not reset with unit probability
after every cycle. It is well-known that allowing small deviations from cyclicity can lead to quite implausible and unphysical
effects like embezzling of work [10, 68]. Thus, we consider Main Result 3 as only a preliminary answer to the question of the
ultimate limits of work extraction in the setup of this paper. Note that the authors of [10] use a similar construction to dismiss
the F↵-conditions for ↵ < 0.

The main source of the problem is to insist on producing the excited state |ei exactly. If we allow that this state is only
obtained approximately, and possibly correlated with the system M , then we obtain a valid alternative to Main Result 3 without
any max entropy sink (simply by applying Main Result 1). The problem is that correlations between W and M may potentially
compromise the working of the machine in further cycles. This leads to the question whether it can be ensured that W remains
uncorrelated with all other systems even if we drop the condition that it is in an exact eigenstate:

Open Problem. Can we formulate a suitable version of Main Result 3 which allows the state of the work bit to be slightly
mixed (dropping the max entropy sink), but which ensures nevertheless that it remains perfectly uncorrelated with all other
systems (in particular M )?

This should be achieved in a way that allows to accumulate work over many extraction cycles without degrading its
“quality” (fidelity with an eigenstate) and without the need for increasing resources or precision.

We conjecture that the answer is “yes”, and that it will lead to the same expression for the amount of work that can be extracted
in the correlating scenario of this paper as suggested by Main Result 3, namely F (⇢A) � F (⇢0

A
). A possible approach could be

I.e. can make fluctuations arbitrarily small (but not zero).

… becomes exactly ΔF, but 
we need a “max-entropy sink”.
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where p
# = (p#

1, . . . , p
#
m) denotes the reordering of p in non-

increasing order, i.e. p
#
i = p⇡(i) for some permutation ⇡ such that

p
#
1 � p

#
2 � . . . � p

#
m. This prescription does not yet take into

account the possibility of having an additional catalyst cM as in Fig-
ure 1. Demanding, as in Subsections II A and II B, that the catalyst
remains uncorrelated with the system, we are led to the question un-
der what conditions there exists some probability vector cM such that

pX ⌦ cM � p
0
X ⌦ cM . (5)

This question has been answered in [45] and [46]: suppose that p#
X 6=

p
0#
X and at least one of them does not contain zeros. Then there exists

some state cM such that (5) holds if and only if H↵(p) < H↵(p0)
for all ↵ 2 R \ {0}, and HBurg(p) < HBurg(p

0), where the Rényi
entropies H↵ [65] and the Burg entropy HBurg [66] are defined as

H↵(p) =
sgn(↵)
1 � ↵

log
mX

i=1

p
↵
i (↵ 2 R \ {0, 1}),

H(p) ⌘ H1(p) = �
mX

i=1

pi log pi, HBurg(p) =
1
m

mX

i=1

log pi

with m = dim X and sgn(↵) = +1 if ↵ > 0 and �1 if ↵ < 0.
Inverting the embedding �, allowing arbitrarily small errors in the
production of the target state, and investing a tiny amount of ex-
tra work [10] leads to condition (3) for thermal transitions of the
form (1), i.e. �F↵  0 for all ↵-free energies with ↵ > 0.

The crucial step for establishing Main Results 1–3 is the following
theorem that we prove in detail in the Appendix:

Main Theorem. Let p, p
0 2 Rm be probability distributions

with p
# 6= p

0#. Then there exists an extension p
0
XY of p

0 ⌘ p
0
X

such that

pX ⌦ p
0
Y � p

0
XY (6)

if and only if H0(p)  H0(p
0) and H(p) < H(p0). More-

over, for every " > 0, we can choose Y and p
0
XY such that

the mutual information is I(X : Y ) ⌘ S(p0
XY kp

0
X ⌦p

0
Y ) < ".

The statement of this theorem uses the max entropy (or Hartley
entropy)

H0(p) = log #{i | pi 6= 0},

with its quantum version (also used in the main text)

S0(⇢) = log rank(⇢),

and it uses the notion of an “extension” of a probability distribution
p

0. To this end, we label the system on which p
0 lives by X , and

introduce another (discrete) system Y . An extension of p
0 is then a

joint probability distribution p
0
XY on the composite system XY such

that its marginal on X equals p
0
X . The mutual information I(• :

•) and relative entropy S(•k•) are defined in the Appendix. An
interesting consequence is that, due to the Pinsker inequality [47],

kp
0
XY � p

0
X ⌦ p

0
Y k 

p
I(X : Y )/2 <

p
"/2,

where kp�qk := 1
2

Pm
i=1 |pi �qi| is the trace distance, or variation

distance, which quantifies the distinguishability of p and q [48]. This
means that p

0
XY can be as indistinguishable from a product state as

we like, which is arguably the operationally strongest possible form
of “containing almost no correlations”.

Using the subadditivity [64] of H0 and H = H1, it is very easy to
see that Hi(p)  Hi(p

0) for i = 0, 1 is necessary for the existence

of some p
0
XY which satisfies (6). The hard part is to show that it is

sufficient. To show this, we construct an explicit extension p
0
XY of

p
0
X that satisfies (6). This is done in two steps. First, we introduce

an auxiliary system Y1 and an extension p
0
XY1

of p
0
X such that

H↵(pX ⌦ p
0
Y1

) < H↵(p0
XY1

) for all ↵ 2 R \ {0},

HBurg(pX ⌦ p
0
Y1

) < HBurg(p
0
XY1

). (7)

The results of [45, 46] explained above will then guarantee that there
is yet another auxiliary system Y2 with a probability distribution cY2

such that

pX ⌦ p
0
Y1

⌦ cY2 � p
0
XY1

⌦ cY2 ,

and we can simply define Y := Y1Y2 and p
0
XY := p

0
XY1

⌦ cY2 .
The extension p

0
XY1

is explicitly defined in Figure 2. While we
can represent probability distributions pX on a system X as vectors
p = (p1, . . . , pm) 2 Rm, we can similarly represent bipartite prob-
ability distributions pXY1 as matrices pij , like we do for p

0
XY1

in
Figure 2. Summing over the rows resp. columns gives the marginals
p

0
X = (p0

1, . . . , p
0
m) and p

0
Y1

, which shows in particular that p
0
XY1

is indeed an extension of p
0
X . We choose Y1 to be (n2 + n + 1)-

dimensional, whereas X is m-dimensional.

↵
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an auxiliary system Y1 and an extension p
0
XY1

of p
0
X such that

H↵(pX ⌦ p
0
Y1

) < H↵(p0
XY1

) for all ↵ 2 R \ {0},

HBurg(pX ⌦ p
0
Y1

) < HBurg(p
0
XY1

).

The results of [15, 16] explained above will then guarantee that there
is yet another auxiliary system Y2 with a probability distribution cY2

such that

pX ⌦ p
0
Y1

⌦ cY2 � p
0
XY1

⌦ cY2 ,

and we can simply define Y := Y1Y2 and p
0
XY := p

0
XY1

⌦ cY2 .

The construction of p
0
XY1

is done via a combination of educated
guesswork (based on well-known properties of the H↵) and brute-
force numerical searches. In the end, we have found the simple dis-
tribution in Figure ??, which has some remarkable properties that are
explained in the figure caption.

Acknowledgments

V. SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

A. Mathematical preliminaries

We use the trace norm

kak :=
1

2

nX

i=1

|ai|, a = (a1, . . . , an) 2 Rn
.

B. Results for trivial Hamiltonian

As explained in the main text, we will in the following consider a particular family of bipartite probability distributions. For
any given probability distribution q ⌘ qA = (q1, . . . , qm) 2 Rm with qi 6= 0 for all i, we define the extension

p
0
XY1

=

0

BBBBB@

�/n
2

· · · �/n
2 (p0

1 � 2�)/n · · · (p0
1 � 2�)/n �

�/n
2

· · · �/n
2 (p0

2 � 2�)/n · · · (p0
2 � 2�)/n �

...
...

...
...

...
�/n

2
· · ·| {z }
n2

�/n
2 (p0

m
� 2�)/n · · ·| {z }

n

(p0
m

� 2�)/n �

1

CCCCCA
(6)

where n 2 N and 0 < � <
1
2 mini qi. This is an m ⇥ (n2 + n + 1)-matrix with strictly positive entries which defines a joint

probability distribution on AB. By summing over the rows, it is easy to see that it has q as its marginal on A. Its marginal on B

is

qB =

0

BB@m�,
m�

n2
, . . . ,

m�

n2
| {z }

n2

,
1 � 2m�

n
, . . . ,

1 � 2m�

n| {z }
n

1

CCA .

By direct computation, it turns out that the mutual information in qAB is independent of n:

I(A : B) = S(qABkqA ⌦ qB) =
mX

i=1

(qi � 2�) log(qi � 2�) �

mX

i=1

qi log qi � 2m� log m � (1 � 2m�) log(1 � 2m�), (7)

and we have in particular lim�&0 I(A : B) = 0.

Lemma 1. Let p, q 2 Rm be probability distributions with full rank such that H(p) < H(q). Then, for every " > 0, there exist
� > 0 with � <

1
2 mini qi and n 2 N such that qAB as defined in (6) satisfies

pA ⌦ qB �T qAB

as well as I(A : B) ⌘ S(qABkqA ⌦ qB) < ".

Proof. For ↵ 2 R [ {�1, +1}, define the entropy difference

�(↵)
n

:= H↵(qAB) � H↵(pA) � H↵(qB).

1 2 3 4

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

log m � H↵(pX)

H↵(p0
XY1

) � H↵(pX)

�H↵(p0
Y1

)

Figure 2: The extension p
0
XY1

of p
0
X that is used in the main text to

establish sufficiency of the entropy conditions in the Main Theorem.
According to (7), the goal is to build an extension such that the blue
curve (that is, the ↵-Rényi entropy balance) attains only positive val-
ues. The plot is for m = 3, � = 10�3, p = pX = ( 91

100 ,
1
20 ,

1
25 ),

Y1 = Rn2+n+1 with n = 1015 and p
0 = p

0
X = ( 17

20 ,
7
50 ,

1
100 ).

Since H↵(p) > H↵(p0) for 0 < ↵  1
3 , there does not exist cM

such that (5) holds true, i.e. no standard catalytic thermal operation
can transform p into p

0. Nevertheless, the transition can be achieved
by a correlating catalytic thermal operation. The shaded colors show
how different entries of p

0
XY1

are responsible for (the positivity of)
different parts of the curve, as explained in the main text. In the limit
n ! 1, only positivity at ↵ = 1, i.e. positive balance of Shannon
entropy, remains as a necessary condition.

Let us consider the special case that p
0
X does not contain zeros

(implying H0(p)  H0(p
0)) and that pX 6= ( 1

m , . . . ,
1
m ). Suppose

that H(p) < H(p0). We claim that for all ↵ 6= 1,

lim
n!1

H↵(p0
XY1

) � H↵(pX ⌦ p
0
Y1

) = log m � H↵(pX),

which can be seen in Figure 2 by the fact that the left-hand side (the
blue curve) approaches the right-hand side (the black dashed curve)

MM, Correlating thermal machines and the second law at the nanoscale, arXiv:1707.03451
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where p
# = (p#

1, . . . , p
#
m) denotes the reordering of p in non-

increasing order, i.e. p
#
i = p⇡(i) for some permutation ⇡ such that

p
#
1 � p

#
2 � . . . � p

#
m. This prescription does not yet take into

account the possibility of having an additional catalyst cM as in Fig-
ure 1. Demanding, as in Subsections II A and II B, that the catalyst
remains uncorrelated with the system, we are led to the question un-
der what conditions there exists some probability vector cM such that

pX ⌦ cM � p
0
X ⌦ cM . (5)

This question has been answered in [45] and [46]: suppose that p#
X 6=

p
0#
X and at least one of them does not contain zeros. Then there exists

some state cM such that (5) holds if and only if H↵(p) < H↵(p0)
for all ↵ 2 R \ {0}, and HBurg(p) < HBurg(p

0), where the Rényi
entropies H↵ [65] and the Burg entropy HBurg [66] are defined as

H↵(p) =
sgn(↵)
1 � ↵

log
mX

i=1

p
↵
i (↵ 2 R \ {0, 1}),

H(p) ⌘ H1(p) = �
mX

i=1

pi log pi, HBurg(p) =
1
m

mX

i=1

log pi

with m = dim X and sgn(↵) = +1 if ↵ > 0 and �1 if ↵ < 0.
Inverting the embedding �, allowing arbitrarily small errors in the
production of the target state, and investing a tiny amount of ex-
tra work [10] leads to condition (3) for thermal transitions of the
form (1), i.e. �F↵  0 for all ↵-free energies with ↵ > 0.

The crucial step for establishing Main Results 1–3 is the following
theorem that we prove in detail in the Appendix:

Main Theorem. Let p, p
0 2 Rm be probability distributions

with p
# 6= p

0#. Then there exists an extension p
0
XY of p

0 ⌘ p
0
X

such that

pX ⌦ p
0
Y � p

0
XY (6)

if and only if H0(p)  H0(p
0) and H(p) < H(p0). More-

over, for every " > 0, we can choose Y and p
0
XY such that

the mutual information is I(X : Y ) ⌘ S(p0
XY kp

0
X ⌦p

0
Y ) < ".

The statement of this theorem uses the max entropy (or Hartley
entropy)

H0(p) = log #{i | pi 6= 0},

with its quantum version (also used in the main text)

S0(⇢) = log rank(⇢),

and it uses the notion of an “extension” of a probability distribution
p

0. To this end, we label the system on which p
0 lives by X , and

introduce another (discrete) system Y . An extension of p
0 is then a

joint probability distribution p
0
XY on the composite system XY such

that its marginal on X equals p
0
X . The mutual information I(• :

•) and relative entropy S(•k•) are defined in the Appendix. An
interesting consequence is that, due to the Pinsker inequality [47],

kp
0
XY � p

0
X ⌦ p

0
Y k 

p
I(X : Y )/2 <

p
"/2,

where kp�qk := 1
2

Pm
i=1 |pi �qi| is the trace distance, or variation

distance, which quantifies the distinguishability of p and q [48]. This
means that p

0
XY can be as indistinguishable from a product state as

we like, which is arguably the operationally strongest possible form
of “containing almost no correlations”.

Using the subadditivity [64] of H0 and H = H1, it is very easy to
see that Hi(p)  Hi(p

0) for i = 0, 1 is necessary for the existence

of some p
0
XY which satisfies (6). The hard part is to show that it is

sufficient. To show this, we construct an explicit extension p
0
XY of

p
0
X that satisfies (6). This is done in two steps. First, we introduce

an auxiliary system Y1 and an extension p
0
XY1

of p
0
X such that

H↵(pX ⌦ p
0
Y1

) < H↵(p0
XY1

) for all ↵ 2 R \ {0},

HBurg(pX ⌦ p
0
Y1

) < HBurg(p
0
XY1

). (7)

The results of [45, 46] explained above will then guarantee that there
is yet another auxiliary system Y2 with a probability distribution cY2

such that

pX ⌦ p
0
Y1

⌦ cY2 � p
0
XY1

⌦ cY2 ,

and we can simply define Y := Y1Y2 and p
0
XY := p

0
XY1

⌦ cY2 .
The extension p

0
XY1

is explicitly defined in Figure 2. While we
can represent probability distributions pX on a system X as vectors
p = (p1, . . . , pm) 2 Rm, we can similarly represent bipartite prob-
ability distributions pXY1 as matrices pij , like we do for p

0
XY1

in
Figure 2. Summing over the rows resp. columns gives the marginals
p

0
X = (p0

1, . . . , p
0
m) and p

0
Y1

, which shows in particular that p
0
XY1

is indeed an extension of p
0
X . We choose Y1 to be (n2 + n + 1)-

dimensional, whereas X is m-dimensional.
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an auxiliary system Y1 and an extension p
0
XY1

of p
0
X such that

H↵(pX ⌦ p
0
Y1

) < H↵(p0
XY1

) for all ↵ 2 R \ {0},

HBurg(pX ⌦ p
0
Y1

) < HBurg(p
0
XY1

).

The results of [15, 16] explained above will then guarantee that there
is yet another auxiliary system Y2 with a probability distribution cY2

such that

pX ⌦ p
0
Y1

⌦ cY2 � p
0
XY1

⌦ cY2 ,

and we can simply define Y := Y1Y2 and p
0
XY := p

0
XY1

⌦ cY2 .

The construction of p
0
XY1

is done via a combination of educated
guesswork (based on well-known properties of the H↵) and brute-
force numerical searches. In the end, we have found the simple dis-
tribution in Figure ??, which has some remarkable properties that are
explained in the figure caption.
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0
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By direct computation, it turns out that the mutual information in qAB is independent of n:

I(A : B) = S(qABkqA ⌦ qB) =
mX
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(qi � 2�) log(qi � 2�) �

mX

i=1

qi log qi � 2m� log m � (1 � 2m�) log(1 � 2m�), (7)

and we have in particular lim�&0 I(A : B) = 0.

Lemma 1. Let p, q 2 Rm be probability distributions with full rank such that H(p) < H(q). Then, for every " > 0, there exist
� > 0 with � <

1
2 mini qi and n 2 N such that qAB as defined in (6) satisfies

pA ⌦ qB �T qAB

as well as I(A : B) ⌘ S(qABkqA ⌦ qB) < ".

Proof. For ↵ 2 R [ {�1, +1}, define the entropy difference

�(↵)
n
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Figure 2: The extension p
0
XY1

of p
0
X that is used in the main text to

establish sufficiency of the entropy conditions in the Main Theorem.
According to (7), the goal is to build an extension such that the blue
curve (that is, the ↵-Rényi entropy balance) attains only positive val-
ues. The plot is for m = 3, � = 10�3, p = pX = ( 91

100 ,
1
20 ,

1
25 ),

Y1 = Rn2+n+1 with n = 1015 and p
0 = p

0
X = ( 17

20 ,
7
50 ,

1
100 ).

Since H↵(p) > H↵(p0) for 0 < ↵  1
3 , there does not exist cM

such that (5) holds true, i.e. no standard catalytic thermal operation
can transform p into p

0. Nevertheless, the transition can be achieved
by a correlating catalytic thermal operation. The shaded colors show
how different entries of p

0
XY1

are responsible for (the positivity of)
different parts of the curve, as explained in the main text. In the limit
n ! 1, only positivity at ↵ = 1, i.e. positive balance of Shannon
entropy, remains as a necessary condition.

Let us consider the special case that p
0
X does not contain zeros

(implying H0(p)  H0(p
0)) and that pX 6= ( 1

m , . . . ,
1
m ). Suppose

that H(p) < H(p0). We claim that for all ↵ 6= 1,

lim
n!1

H↵(p0
XY1

) � H↵(pX ⌦ p
0
Y1

) = log m � H↵(pX),

which can be seen in Figure 2 by the fact that the left-hand side (the
blue curve) approaches the right-hand side (the black dashed curve)

Majorization: prob. vectors p = (p1, . . . , pn), q = (q1, . . . , qn)

p � q ,
kX

i=1

p#i �
kX

i=1

q#i (k = 1, . . . , n).
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It is well known in thermodynamics that the creation of correlations costs work. It seems then a truism
that if a thermodynamic transformation A → B is impossible, so will be any transformation that in sending
A to B also correlates among them some auxiliary systems C. Surprisingly, we show that this is not the case
for nonequilibrium thermodynamics of microscopic systems. On the contrary, the creation of correlations
greatly extends the set of accessible states, to the point that we can perform on individual systems and in a
single shot any transformation that would otherwise be possible only if the number of systems involved was
very large. We also show that one only ever needs to create a vanishingly small amount of correlations
(as measured by mutual information) among a small number of auxiliary systems (never more than three).
The many, severe constraints of microscopic thermodynamics are reduced to the sole requirement that the
nonequilibrium free energy decreases in the transformation. This shows that, in principle, reliable
extraction of work equal to the free energy of a system can be performed by microscopic engines.
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Single-shot thermodynamics studies nonequilibrium
transformations of a small number of microscopic systems
in contact with a heat bath. It departs substantially from the
familiar description of equilibrium situations: the work
necessary to create a state does not coincide with the work
that can be extracted from it [1]; necessary and sufficient
conditions for the existence of a thermodynamic trans-
formation connecting two nonequilibrium states involve
an infinite family of free energies fFαg [2]; the quality of
the extracted work must be carefully assessed due to
fluctuations [3,4]. New tools and concepts are indeed
needed in this regime and we can now ask (and partially
answer) many questions beyond those allowed in standard
approaches [5–14].
In this Letter we focus on the role of correlations in this

regime. We consider the general scenario in which, given a
system in any out-of-equilibrium state ρ, we want to obtain
a target state σ. We can use a thermal bath and auxiliary
systems c1;…; cN that catalyze the transformation, but are
given back unchanged. Severe constraints need to be met
for such a transformation to exist [2]. Here, we study what
happens if we allow the auxiliary systems to get correlated
in the process (see Fig. 1).
At first glance it seems that this cannot be of any help,

because the creation of correlations increases the free
energy of the auxiliary systems. Hence, the argument
goes, the creation of correlations is yet another obstacle
to the requirement that the free energy has to decrease
in the process. However, there is much more to single-shot
thermodynamics than just “the” free energy. Surprisingly,
we show that the creation of correlations greatly enlarges

the set of states that can be obtained from ρ. Indeed, any
transformation that decreases the free energy becomes
possible in the single-shot regime. In other words, all
transformations that would be possible in the thermody-
namic limit of processing n → ∞ uncorrelated copies of a
system [10,15] become possible on individual systems.
This gives a single-shot operational meaning to the free
energy and shows that if an engine can access uncorrelated
auxiliary systems, it can operate as if it was reversible, even
in extreme thermodynamic regimes. We also show that the
correlations that one needs to create for this purpose are
always vanishingly small.
In this work we will focus on quantum states initially

incoherent in energy. Notice that since all states in this
Letter are block diagonal in the energy eigenbasis, we
identify quantum states and the vector of their eigenvalues.

FIG. 1 (color online). The general scenario. A quantum state ρ
is transformed into a state σ exploiting a thermal bath and
auxiliary systems that ease the transformation, but are given back
unchanged at the end. If correlations can be created among the
auxiliary systems, we prove that such a transformation is possible
if and only if FðρÞ ≥FðσÞ.
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Outline

2

where µB = 1
|B| with |B| ⌘ dim B is the maximally mixed

state on B. Let us write ⇢ ! ⇢
0 if for every " > 0 there

exists some ⇢
0
" with k⇢0 � ⇢

0
"k < " and a noisy operation �"

with �"(⇢) = ⇢". In a nutshell, ⇢ ! ⇢
0 means that ⇢ can be

mapped arbitrarily close to ⇢
0 by noisy operations. Intuitively,

this means that ⇢ is a “less noisy” state than ⇢
0, since all that

a noisy operation does is to mix a given state with white noise
on some auxiliary system. A main result in [9] was that ⇢ !
⇢

0 is equivalent to p � p
0, where p and p

0 are the vectors of
eigenvalues of ⇢ and ⇢

0 respectively. The latter statement is
sometimes [4] simply denoted ⇢ � ⇢

0.
The reason for the somewhat clumsy “"-definition” of ⇢ !

⇢
0 is that [9] (and also several related later works) have used

a “quasiclassical” approach to prove results like the one just
mentioned (equivalence to p � p

0): namely, diagonalize ⇢ and
⇢

0, and construct a suitable unitary UAB as a permutation in
the computational basis. The present author and a coauthor
have shown, however, that one can avoid the "-approximation
if one goes beyond these semiclassical unitaries:

Theorem 3 (Ref. [2]). Let ⇢ and ⇢
0 be quantum states

on A such that ⇢ � ⇢
0, and let B be a copy of A. Then

there exists a unitary UAB such that

⇢
0
A = TrB

h
UAB(⇢A ⌦ µB)U†

AB

i
,

that is, the noisy transition from ⇢ to ⇢
0 can be achieved

exactly with an auxiliary system that is of the same
size as A. Moreover, UAB can be chosen to leave the
maximally mixed state µB on B invariant.

This result answers an open problem by Bengtsson and
Życzkowski [10]: it proves a conjecture that they called
“Quantum Horn’s Lemma”. It also simplifies the following
statements significantly by avoiding the "-approximation, and
it will become important in Section IV below.

In the context of the resource theory of purity, Lemma 1
attains an immediate operational interpretation: it says that

⇢
cat! ⇢

0

if and only if all ↵-Rényi entropies and the Burg entropy are
larger for ⇢

0 than for ⇢ (unless the two states are unitarily
equivalent in the first place). Here, we write ⇢

cat! ⇢
0 if and

only if there exists another finite-dimensional quantum state
� such that ⇢A ⌦ �B ! ⇢

0
A ⌦ �B . That is, exactly as in

entanglement theory, �B attains the role of a catalyst.
It is now clear how to interpret Theorem 2 in the resource

theory of purity: namely, for two states ⇢, ⇢
0 that are not uni-

tarily equivalent, it says that there is a “correlating-catalytic
noisy transformation” from ⇢ to ⇢

0, denoted

⇢
corrcat�! ⇢

0
,

if and only if S(⇢) < S(⇢0) for the von Neumann entropy.
Here, we write ⇢

corrcat�! ⇢
0 if and only if there exists another

finite-dimensional quantum system B and an extension ⇢
0
AB

of ⇢
0
A (i.e. TrB⇢

0
AB = ⇢

0
A) such that

⇢A ⌦ ⇢
0
B ! ⇢

0
AB .

That is, the marginal on A changes from the initial state ⇢A to
the desired target state ⇢

0
A, and the marginal on B is exactly

preserved — it is only that correlations between the systems
A and B are allowed to build up. In this sense, the state ⇢

0
B

is a catalyst: it can be “reused” on other systems, as long as
those other systems do not interact with A in the future.

III. IMPLICATIONS FOR SINGLE-SHOT QUANTUM
THERMODYNAMICS

The most direct application (and generalization) of the
above results is in the context of single-shot quantum ther-
modynamics — see e.g. [11] for the general setup and for-
malism. In a nutshell, thermodynamics is formulated as a
resource theory, involving quantum states on Hilbert spaces
(say, A) with associated Hamiltonians (say, HA), a fixed in-
verse “background temperature” � � 0, and “thermal opera-
tions” as the allowed state transitions. These are operations of
the form

⇢
0
A = TrB

h
UAB(⇢A ⌦ �B)U †

AB

i
,

where B is an arbitrarily chosen finite-dimensional system
(“heat bath”) with thermal state �B = exp(��HB)/Z, and
UAB some unitary such that [UAB , HA + HB ] = 0. In the
case that all Hamiltonians of all systems are trivial, i.e. pro-
portional to the identity, one recovers the resource theory of
purity. In general, the question of (im)possibility of state tran-
sitions becomes somewhat more involved than in purity the-
ory. Yet, the results of the latter can be lifted with some tech-
nical tricks to the resource theory of thermodynamics, and one
obtains analogues of the results described in Section II.

First, one obtains a notion of “thermomajorization” (gener-
alization of majorization) as a criterion for the possibility of
a transition ⇢A ! ⇢

0
A by a thermal operation. Then, there

is an obvious generalization to the case with catalysts, simi-
larly as in Section II. In analogy to Lemma 1 (which is in fact
heavily used in the proof), one obtains the following state-
ment: a catalytic thermal transition from a given state ⇢ to
another state ⇢

0 is possible if and only if F↵(⇢) � F↵(⇢0),
where F↵ is a Rényi generalization of the Helmholtz free en-
ergy, F (⇢A) = F1(⇢A) = tr(⇢AHA) � S(⇢A)/�. This can
be interpreted as an infinite set of “second laws of quantum
thermodynamics” (see Brandão et al. [11]), �F↵  0, with
↵ = 1 yielding the standard formulation of the second law.

The main result of Ref. [1] by the present author is the gen-
eralization of Theorem 2 to the resource theory of thermody-
namics. It is formulated in a setting as depicted in the figure.
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Introduction.—Erasing correlations between quantum
systems via local operations, decoupling, is a task that
was first studied in the context of quantum information
theory [1] (see [2] for an introductory tutorial). It serves as a
building block for a variety of tasks in quantum information
and quantum cryptography. In particular, decoupling has
been crucial for understanding how to distribute quantum
information between different parties [3–7] and for under-
standing how to send quantum information over noisy
quantum channels [8–11], as well as randomness extraction
[12]. The concept is, however, also very useful in physics
(as, e.g., outlined in [13]). Applications range from
quantum thermodynamics [14–16] to the studies of black
hole radiation [17–19] and solid state physics [20].
Standard decoupling.—The basic idea behind decou-

pling is the following: if a mixed bipartite quantum state
ϱAE is only weakly correlated, then it should suffice to erase
a small part of A to approximately decouple A from E, i.e.,
to get an approximate product state [see Fig. 1(a)]. More
precisely, we say that a bipartite quantum state ϱAE is
ε-decoupled by the partial trace map T A→A1

ð·Þ¼TrA2
½·%,

with A ¼ A1A2 if there exists a unitary operation UA such
that

min
ωA1

⊗ωE
P½T A→A1

ðUAϱAEU
†
AÞ;ωA1

⊗ ωE%≤ε; ð1Þ

where the minimum is over all product quantum states
ωA1

⊗ ωE, and Pðβ; γÞ ≔ ð1−∥
ffiffiffi
β

p ffiffiffi
γ

p ∥21Þ1=2 denotes the
purified distance [21]. The A1 system is called the
decoupled system and the A2 system, the remainder
system—when trying to decouple A from E, we succeed
on A1, and A2 is the remainder we fail to decouple. The
fundamental question that we want to discuss is how large
we have to choose the remainder system A2 in order to
achieve ε-decoupling. We denote the minimal remainder
system size, i.e., the logarithm of the minimal remainder
system dimension, for ε-decoupling A from E in a state ϱAE

by RεðA;EÞϱ. For a formal definition of RεðA;EÞϱ, see
Supplemental Material, Definition 18 [22].
Converse.—We first show quite naturally that RεðA;EÞϱ

has to be at least the size of the smooth max-mutual
information IεmaxðE∶AÞϱ present in the initial state ϱAE. This
measure is defined as [11]

IεmaxðE;AÞϱ ≔ min
ϱ̄

ImaxðE;AÞϱ̄; with ð2Þ

ImaxðE;AÞϱ̄ ≔ logmin fTrσAjσA ⊗ ϱ̄E ≥ ϱ̄AEg; ð3Þ

where the minimum in (2) is over all bipartite quantum
states, with PðϱAE; ϱ̄AEÞ ≤ε [32], and the minimum in (3)
is over all σA ≥ 0. We note that the definition of the smooth
max-mutual information is a priori not symmetric in A∶E.
However, we have [33]

IεmaxðE;AÞϱ ≈ IεmaxðA;EÞϱ; ð4Þ

where ≈ stands for equality up to terms O( logð1=εÞ). For
the converse, we exploit that the smooth max-mutual
information is invariant under local unitary operations

(b)(a)

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of (a) standard and (b)
catalytic decoupling: tracing out a system A2 leaves system A1

decoupled from E. While there is no ancilla for standard
decoupling as in (a), catalytic decoupling as in (b) allows us
to make use of an additional, already decoupled system A0. The
basic question is how large we have to choose the system A2 such
that system A1 is decoupled from E.
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Introduction.—Erasing correlations between quantum
systems via local operations, decoupling, is a task that
was first studied in the context of quantum information
theory [1] (see [2] for an introductory tutorial). It serves as a
building block for a variety of tasks in quantum information
and quantum cryptography. In particular, decoupling has
been crucial for understanding how to distribute quantum
information between different parties [3–7] and for under-
standing how to send quantum information over noisy
quantum channels [8–11], as well as randomness extraction
[12]. The concept is, however, also very useful in physics
(as, e.g., outlined in [13]). Applications range from
quantum thermodynamics [14–16] to the studies of black
hole radiation [17–19] and solid state physics [20].
Standard decoupling.—The basic idea behind decou-

pling is the following: if a mixed bipartite quantum state
ϱAE is only weakly correlated, then it should suffice to erase
a small part of A to approximately decouple A from E, i.e.,
to get an approximate product state [see Fig. 1(a)]. More
precisely, we say that a bipartite quantum state ϱAE is
ε-decoupled by the partial trace map T A→A1

ð·Þ¼TrA2
½·%,

with A ¼ A1A2 if there exists a unitary operation UA such
that

min
ωA1

⊗ωE
P½T A→A1

ðUAϱAEU
†
AÞ;ωA1

⊗ ωE%≤ε; ð1Þ

where the minimum is over all product quantum states
ωA1

⊗ ωE, and Pðβ; γÞ ≔ ð1−∥
ffiffiffi
β

p ffiffiffi
γ

p ∥21Þ1=2 denotes the
purified distance [21]. The A1 system is called the
decoupled system and the A2 system, the remainder
system—when trying to decouple A from E, we succeed
on A1, and A2 is the remainder we fail to decouple. The
fundamental question that we want to discuss is how large
we have to choose the remainder system A2 in order to
achieve ε-decoupling. We denote the minimal remainder
system size, i.e., the logarithm of the minimal remainder
system dimension, for ε-decoupling A from E in a state ϱAE

by RεðA;EÞϱ. For a formal definition of RεðA;EÞϱ, see
Supplemental Material, Definition 18 [22].
Converse.—We first show quite naturally that RεðA;EÞϱ

has to be at least the size of the smooth max-mutual
information IεmaxðE∶AÞϱ present in the initial state ϱAE. This
measure is defined as [11]

IεmaxðE;AÞϱ ≔ min
ϱ̄

ImaxðE;AÞϱ̄; with ð2Þ

ImaxðE;AÞϱ̄ ≔ logmin fTrσAjσA ⊗ ϱ̄E ≥ ϱ̄AEg; ð3Þ

where the minimum in (2) is over all bipartite quantum
states, with PðϱAE; ϱ̄AEÞ ≤ε [32], and the minimum in (3)
is over all σA ≥ 0. We note that the definition of the smooth
max-mutual information is a priori not symmetric in A∶E.
However, we have [33]

IεmaxðE;AÞϱ ≈ IεmaxðA;EÞϱ; ð4Þ

where ≈ stands for equality up to terms O( logð1=εÞ). For
the converse, we exploit that the smooth max-mutual
information is invariant under local unitary operations
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FIG. 1. Schematic representation of (a) standard and (b)
catalytic decoupling: tracing out a system A2 leaves system A1

decoupled from E. While there is no ancilla for standard
decoupling as in (a), catalytic decoupling as in (b) allows us
to make use of an additional, already decoupled system A0. The
basic question is how large we have to choose the system A2 such
that system A1 is decoupled from E.
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and that it has the so-called nonlocking property (see [34]
about information locking). That is, just like the quantum
mutual information, it fulfills the inequality [[11],
Lemma B.12],

IεmaxðE;A1A2Þϱ ≤ IεmaxðE;A1Þϱ þ 2 log jA2j; ð5Þ

where jA2j denotes the dimension of A2. Since the final
state is a product state, its smooth max-mutual information
IεmaxðE;A1Þω⊗ω becomes zero. This means that in order to
erase the initial correlations IεmaxðE;AÞϱ, we need at least a
remainder system of size [35]

RεðA;EÞϱ ≥
1

2
IεmaxðE;AÞϱ: ð6Þ

Previous works.—Most of the aforementioned decou-
pling references only give good achievability bounds for
states of the form ϱAnEn ¼ ϱ⊗n

AE in the asymptotic limit
n → ∞. Whereas this setting is relevant in quantum
Shannon theory, it is often a severe restriction for appli-
cations in physics. For typical physical situations (e.g., in
thermodynamics), there is usually not even a natural
decomposition of a large system in n subsystems. A notable
exception concerning achievability results is Ref. [13],
where the authors show that

RεðA;EÞϱ ≲
1

2
ðHε0

maxðAÞϱ −Hε0
minðAjEÞϱÞ; with ε0 ¼ ε

5
;

ð7Þ

where ≲ means up to terms O( logð1=εÞ) here. (We give a
proof of this particular statement in the Supplemental
Material [22]). Here, Hε

max and Hε
min denote the smooth

conditional max- and min-entropy, whose exact definitions
can be found in the Supplemental Material [22] (or see the
textbook [21]). In fact, the results from [13] show that not
only decoupling in the sense of (1) is achieved, but
moreover, that the decoupled system is also randomized.
That is, there exists a quantum state ωE and a unitary
operation UA such that Eq. (1), with ωA1

¼ 1A1
=jA1j, holds

and where 1A1
denotes the identity matrix on A1.

It turns out that there can be an arbitrarily big gap
between the converse (6) and the achievability results (7).
This is best seen for an example with trivial system E,
where the corresponding max-mutual information converse
bound becomes zero. In that case, the achievability bound
(7) reduces to the difference between the smooth max- and
min-entropy and it is known that this can become roughly
as big as log jAj (we provide an explicit example in the
Supplemental Material [22]). In order to achieve the
converse from (6), we propose in the following a gener-
alized notion of decoupling.
Catalytic decoupling.—A natural question to ask at this

point is if decoupling can be achieved more efficiently in
the presence of an already uncorrelated ancilla system (see
Fig. 1). Formally, we say that a bipartite quantum state ϱAE
is ε-decoupled catalytically by the ancilla state ϱA0 and the

partial trace map T Ā→A1
ð·Þ ¼ TrA2

½·&, with Ā≡AA0≅A1A2,
if there exists a unitary operation UĀ such that

min
ωA1

⊗ωE

P½T Ā→A1
ðUĀϱĀEU

†
ĀÞ;ωA1

⊗ ωE&≤ ε; ð8Þ

where ϱĀE ¼ ϱAE ⊗ ϱA0 : ð9Þ

Again, we call the A1 system the decoupled system and the
A2 system, the remainder system. The term catalytic means
that the share of the initially uncorrelated ancilla system A0,
that becomes part of the decoupled system A1, stays
decoupled (see Fig. 1).
Now,we are interested in theminimal size of the remainder

system A2 in order to achieve ε-decoupling catalytically. We
denote the minimal remainder system size for catalytically
decoupling A from E in a state ϱAE by Rε

cðA;EÞϱ. For a
formal definition of Rε

cðA;EÞϱ, see Supplemental Material,
Definition 19 [22]. Clearly, we have Rε

cðA;EÞϱ≤RεðA;EÞϱ,
as we can always choose a trivial ancilla. Moreover, since
appending with an ancilla does not change the smooth max-
mutual information (see Supplemental Material [22]), the
same converse as in (6) still holds.
One may analyze decoupling using a resource-theoretic

approach, treating decoupled systems as a resource. A
quantum system A coupled to the environment E can yield
a decoupled system A1 of a certain size through standard
decoupling. That is, in the resource theory language of [36],
we have hϱAEi≥ε(logjAj−RεðA;EÞϱ)½d&. Here, x½d&denotes
x decoupled qubits, and≥ε stands for up to error ε (see also
[37]), while the set of free operations is given by the unitary
operations [38]. Now, our novel paradigm makes use of the
possibility that if we already have decoupled qubits, then
we are able to decouple a larger system [39]

hϱAEiþ n½d&≥ε (nþ log jAj−Rε
cðA;EÞϱ)½d&;

for n large enough: ð10Þ
Note, however, that this inequality is only proved for
specific initial and final decoupled states used in the
presented decoupling protocols.
Tight achievability.—In contrast to standard decoupling

as in (1), catalytic decoupling can be achieved with a
remainder system size that is essentially equal to the
smooth max-mutual information.
Theorem 1: (Catalytic decoupling) For any bipartite

quantum state ϱAE and 0 < δ ≤ ε ≤ 1, we have:

Rε
cðA;EÞϱ ≲

1

2
Iε−δmaxðE;AÞϱ; ð11Þ

where ≲ stands for smaller or equal up to terms
O( log log jAjþ logð1=δÞ). We also have the converse

Rε
cðA;EÞϱ ≥

1

2
IεmaxðE∶AÞϱ: ð12Þ

Note that the converse comes from Eq. (6).
In fact, we not only show that catalytic decoupling in the

sense of (8) is achieved, but moreover, that the decoupled
system ends up in the marginal of the original state:
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Introduction.—Erasing correlations between quantum
systems via local operations, decoupling, is a task that
was first studied in the context of quantum information
theory [1] (see [2] for an introductory tutorial). It serves as a
building block for a variety of tasks in quantum information
and quantum cryptography. In particular, decoupling has
been crucial for understanding how to distribute quantum
information between different parties [3–7] and for under-
standing how to send quantum information over noisy
quantum channels [8–11], as well as randomness extraction
[12]. The concept is, however, also very useful in physics
(as, e.g., outlined in [13]). Applications range from
quantum thermodynamics [14–16] to the studies of black
hole radiation [17–19] and solid state physics [20].
Standard decoupling.—The basic idea behind decou-

pling is the following: if a mixed bipartite quantum state
ϱAE is only weakly correlated, then it should suffice to erase
a small part of A to approximately decouple A from E, i.e.,
to get an approximate product state [see Fig. 1(a)]. More
precisely, we say that a bipartite quantum state ϱAE is
ε-decoupled by the partial trace map T A→A1

ð·Þ¼TrA2
½·%,

with A ¼ A1A2 if there exists a unitary operation UA such
that

min
ωA1

⊗ωE
P½T A→A1

ðUAϱAEU
†
AÞ;ωA1

⊗ ωE%≤ε; ð1Þ

where the minimum is over all product quantum states
ωA1

⊗ ωE, and Pðβ; γÞ ≔ ð1−∥
ffiffiffi
β

p ffiffiffi
γ

p ∥21Þ1=2 denotes the
purified distance [21]. The A1 system is called the
decoupled system and the A2 system, the remainder
system—when trying to decouple A from E, we succeed
on A1, and A2 is the remainder we fail to decouple. The
fundamental question that we want to discuss is how large
we have to choose the remainder system A2 in order to
achieve ε-decoupling. We denote the minimal remainder
system size, i.e., the logarithm of the minimal remainder
system dimension, for ε-decoupling A from E in a state ϱAE

by RεðA;EÞϱ. For a formal definition of RεðA;EÞϱ, see
Supplemental Material, Definition 18 [22].
Converse.—We first show quite naturally that RεðA;EÞϱ

has to be at least the size of the smooth max-mutual
information IεmaxðE∶AÞϱ present in the initial state ϱAE. This
measure is defined as [11]

IεmaxðE;AÞϱ ≔ min
ϱ̄

ImaxðE;AÞϱ̄; with ð2Þ

ImaxðE;AÞϱ̄ ≔ logmin fTrσAjσA ⊗ ϱ̄E ≥ ϱ̄AEg; ð3Þ

where the minimum in (2) is over all bipartite quantum
states, with PðϱAE; ϱ̄AEÞ ≤ε [32], and the minimum in (3)
is over all σA ≥ 0. We note that the definition of the smooth
max-mutual information is a priori not symmetric in A∶E.
However, we have [33]

IεmaxðE;AÞϱ ≈ IεmaxðA;EÞϱ; ð4Þ

where ≈ stands for equality up to terms O( logð1=εÞ). For
the converse, we exploit that the smooth max-mutual
information is invariant under local unitary operations

(b)(a)

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of (a) standard and (b)
catalytic decoupling: tracing out a system A2 leaves system A1

decoupled from E. While there is no ancilla for standard
decoupling as in (a), catalytic decoupling as in (b) allows us
to make use of an additional, already decoupled system A0. The
basic question is how large we have to choose the system A2 such
that system A1 is decoupled from E.
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Holographic Derivation of Entanglement Entropy from AdS/CFT

Shinsei Ryu and Tadashi Takayanagi
Kavli Institute for Theoretical Physics, University of California, Santa Barbara, CA 93106, USA

(Dated: February 1, 2008)

A holographic derivation of the entanglement entropy in quantum (conformal) field theories is
proposed from AdS/CFT correspondence. We argue that the entanglement entropy in d +1 dimen-
sional conformal field theories can be obtained from the area of d dimensional minimal surfaces in
AdSd+2, analogous to the Bekenstein-Hawking formula for black hole entropy. We show that our
proposal perfectly reproduces the correct entanglement entropy in 2D CFT when applied to AdS3.
We also compare the entropy computed in AdS5×S5 with that of the free N = 4 super Yang-Mills.

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the most remarkable successes in gravitational
aspects of string theory is the microscopic derivation of
the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy SBH

SBH =
Area of horizon

4GN
, (1.1)

for BPS black holes [1]. This idea relates the gravi-
tational entropy with the degeneracy of quantum field
theory as its microscopic description. Taking near hori-
zon limit, we can regard this as a special example of
AdS/CFT correspondence [2, 3, 4]. It claims that the
d + 1 dimensional conformal field theories (CFTd+1) are
equivalent to the (super)gravity on d+2 dimensional anti-
deSitter space AdSd+2. We expect that each CFT is sit-
ting at the boundary of AdS space.

On the other hand, there is a different kind of entropy
called entanglement entropy (von-Neumann entropy) in
quantum mechanical systems. The entanglement entropy

SA = −trA ρA log ρA, ρA = trB |Ψ⟩⟨Ψ|, (1.2)

provides us with a convenient way to measure how closely
entangled (or how “quantum”) a given wave function |Ψ⟩
is. Here, the total system is divided into two subsystems
A and B and ρA is the reduced density matrix for the
subsystem A obtained by taking a partial trace over the
subsystem B of the total density matrix ρ = |Ψ⟩⟨Ψ|. In-
tuitively, we can think SA as the entropy for an observer
who is only accessible to the subsystem A and cannot
receive any signals from B. In this sense, the subsystem
B is analogous to the inside of a black hole horizon for an
observer sitting in A, i.e., outside of the horizon. Indeed,
an original motivation of the entanglement entropy was
its similarity to the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy [5, 6].

The entanglement entropy is of growing importance
in many fields of physics in our exploration for better
understanding of quantum systems. For example, in a
modern trend of condensed matter physics it has been
becoming clear that quantum phases of matter need to be
characterized by their pattern of entanglement encoded
in many-body wave functions of ground states, rather
than conventional order parameters [7, 8, 9]. Recently,
the entanglement entropy has been extensively studied in
low-dimensional quantum many-body systems as a new

tool to investigate the nature of quantum criticality (refer
to [10] and references therein for example).

For one-dimensional (1D) quantum many-body sys-
tems at criticality (i.e. 2D CFT), it is known that the
entanglement entropy is given by [10, 11]

SA =
c

3
· log

(

L

πa
sin

(

πl

L

))

, (1.3)

where l and L are the length of the subsystem A and
the total system A ∪ B (both ends of A ∪ B are peri-
odically identified), respectively; a is a ultra violet (UV)
cutoff (lattice spacing); c is the central charge of the CFT.
When we are away from criticality, Eq. (1.3) is replaced
by [7, 10]

SA =
c

6
· A · log

ξ

a
, (1.4)

where ξ is the correlation length and A is the number of
boundary points of A (e.g. A = 2 in the setup of (1.3)).

In spite of these recent developments, and its simi-
larity to the black hole entropy, a comprehensive gravi-
tational interpretation of the entanglement entropy has
been lacking so far. Here, we present a simple proposal
on this issue in the light of AdS/CFT duality. Earlier
discussions from different viewpoints can be found in e.g.
papers [12, 13]. Define the entanglement entropy SA in
a CFT on R1,d (or R×Sd) for a subsystem A that has an
arbitrary d − 1 dimensional boundary ∂A ∈ Rd (or Sd).
In this setup we propose the following ‘area law’

SA =
Area of γA

4G(d+2)
N

, (1.5)

where γA is the d dimensional static minimal surface in

AdSd+2 whose boundary is given by ∂A, and G(d+2)
N is

the d + 2 dimensional Newton constant. Intuitively, this
suggests that the minimal surface γA plays the role of a
holographic screen for an observer who is only accessible
to the subsystem A. We show explicitly the relation (1.5)
in the lowest dimensional case d = 1, where γA is given
by a geodesic line in AdS3. We also compute SA from the
gravity side for general d and compare it with field theory
results, which is successful at least qualitatively. From
(1.5), it is readily seen that the basic properties of the
entanglement entropy (i) SA = SB (B is the complement

2

t

θ

2πl/L

B

A
γA ρ

(a)

B

A

γA

(b)

FIG. 1: (a) AdS3 space and CFT2 living on its boundary
and (b) a geodesics γA as a holographic screen.

of A) and (ii) SA1
+ SA2

≥ SA1∪A2
(subadditivity) are

satisfied.
We can also define the entanglement entropy at finite

temperature T = β−1. E.g. in a 2D CFT on a infinitely
long line, it is given by replacing L in Eq. (1.3) with iβ
[10]. We argue that Eq. (1.5) still holds in T > 0 cases.
Note that SA = SB is no longer true if T > 0 since ρ
is in a mixed state generically. At high temperature, we
will see that this occurs due to the presence of black hole
horizon in the dual gravity description.

II. ENTANGLEMENT ENTROPY IN AdS3/CFT2

Let us start with the entanglement entropy in 2D
CFTs. According to AdS/CFT correspondence, gravi-
tational theories on AdS3 space of radius R are dual to
(1+1)D CFTs with the central charge [14]

c =
3R

2G(3)
N

. (2.1)

The metric of AdS3 in the global coordinate (t, ρ, θ) is

ds2 = R2
(

− coshρ2dt2 + dρ2 + sinh ρ2dθ2
)

. (2.2)

At the boundary ρ = ∞ of AdS3 the metric is divergent.
To regulate physical quantities we put a cutoff ρ0 and
restrict the space to the bounded region ρ ≤ ρ0. This
procedure corresponds to the UV cutoff in the dual CFTs
[15]. If L is the total length of the system with both ends
identified, and a is the lattice spacing (or UV cutoff) in
the CFTs, we have the relation (up to a numerical factor)

eρ0 ∼ L/a. (2.3)

The (1+1)D spacetime for the CFT2 is identified with
the cylinder (t, θ) at the boundary ρ = ρ0. The subsys-
tem A is the region 0 ≤ θ ≤ 2πl/L. Then γA in Eq. (1.5)
is identified with the static geodesic that connects the
boundary points θ = 0 and 2πl/L with t fixed, traveling
inside AdS3 (Fig. 1 (a)). With the cutoff ρ0 introduced
above, the geodesic distance LγA is given by

cosh

(

LγA

R

)

= 1 + 2 sinh2 ρ0 sin2 πl

L
. (2.4)

Assuming the large UV cutoff eρ0 ≫ 1, the entropy
(1.5) is expressed as follows, using Eq. (2.1)

SA≃ R

4G(3)
N

log

(

e2ρ0 sin2 πl

L

)

=
c

3
log

(

eρ0 sin
πl

L

)

. (2.5)

This entropy precisely coincides with the known CFT
result (1.3) after we remember the relation Eq. (2.3).

This proposed relation (1.5) suggests that the geodesic
(or minimal surface in the higher dimensional case) γA is
analogous to an event horizon as if B were a black hole,
though the division into A and B is just artificial. In
other words, the observer, who is not accessible to B, will
probe γA as a holographic screen [16], instead of B itself
(Fig. 1 (b)). The minimal surface provides the severest
entropy bound when we fix its boundary condition. In
our case it saturates the bound.

More generally, we can consider a subsystem A which
consists of multiple disjoint intervals as follows

A = {x|x ∈ [r1, s1] ∪ [r2, s2] ∪ · · · ∪ [rN , sN ]}, (2.6)

where 0 ≤ r1 < s1 < r2 < s2 < · · · < rN < sN ≤ L. In
the dual AdS3 description, the region (2.6) corresponds
to θ ∈ ∪N

i=1[
2πri

L , 2πsi

L ] at the boundary. In this case it
is not straightforward to determine minimal (geodesic)
lines responsible for the entropy. However, we can find
the answer from the entanglement entropy computed in
the CFT side. The general prescription of calculating the
entropy for such systems is given in [10] using conformal
mapping. For our system (2.6), we find, when rewritten
in the AdS3 language, the following expression of SA

SA =

∑

i,j Lrj ,si−
∑

i<j Lrj ,ri−
∑

i<j Lsj ,si

4G(3)
N

, (2.7)

where La,b is the geodesic distance between two boundary
points a and b. We can think that the correct definition
of minimal surface is given by the numerator in Eq. (2.7).

Next we turn to the entanglement entropy at finite
temperature. We assume the spacial length of the total
system L is infinitely long s.t. β/L ≪ 1. At high tem-
perature, the gravity dual of the CFT is the Euclidean
BTZ black hole [17] with the metric given by

ds2 = (r2 − r2
+)dτ2 +

R2

r2 − r2
+

dr2 + r2dϕ2. (2.8)

The Euclidean time is compactified as τ ∼ τ + 2πR
r+

to
obtain a smooth geometry in addition to the periodicity
ϕ ∼ ϕ+2π. Looking at its boundary, we find the relation
β
L = R

r+
≪ 1 between the CFT and the BTZ black hole.

The subsystem A is defined by 0 ≤ ϕ ≤ 2πl/L at the
boundary. Then we expect that the entropy can be com-
puted from the geodesic distance between the boundary
points ϕ = 0, 2πl/L at a fixed time. To find the geodesic
line, it is useful to remember the familiar fact that the
Euclidean BTZ black hole at temperature TBTZ is equiv-
alent to the thermal AdS3 at temperature 1/TBTZ. This
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3

Theorem 4 (Ref. [1]). Fix any initial state ⇢A and target
state ⇢

0
A, both block-diagonal in energy. In the setting of

the figure (without work bit W ), the transition

⇢A ⌦ �M 7! �AM ,

with �A := TrM�AM arbitrarily close to ⇢
0
A, can be

achieved by a thermal operation if and only if F (⇢A) �
F (⇢0

A), with F the Helmholtz free energy. Note that the
state �M of the thermal machine M is exactly identical
before and after the transformation.

In other words: if the thermal machine is allowed to build up
correlations with the system(s) on which it acts, then we re-
cover the standard formulation of the second law. Arguably,
there are many situations in physics where it makes sense to
allow this: e.g. think of a machine that acts successively on a
stream of particles. In [1], the present author shows two fur-
ther generalizations that involve the work bit as shown in the
figure: basically, state transitions can be achieved exactly
and without any fluctuations by extracting or investing the
Helmholtz free energy difference �F with the work bit W

(up to a minor tweak for the extraction case).
This generalizes and corroborates results by the present au-

thor and coauthors in [3]: there, we have shown that stochas-
tic independence can be used as a resource in nanoscale
thermodynamics, which is exactly the opposite of what one
would expect from standard thermodynamics.

IV. TOWARDS SINGLE-SHOT INTERPRETATIONS OF
ENTROPIC QUANTITIES IN QUANTUM SHANNON

THEORY

There are many important situations in quantum informa-
tion theory beyond thermodynamics where catalysts play a
crucial role, for example decoupling [12]. In light of the re-
sults above, the questions arises whether single-shot entropic

quantities arising in these settings can be replaced by the con-
ventional entropies if correlations are allowed to build up in
suitable ways (ways which do not spoil the formulation of the
corresponding operational task).

If this is indeed possible, then it will have a multitude of
interesting applications and consequences. For example, con-
sider the current efforts to relate entanglement and spacetime
geometry, such as the Ryu-Takayanagi formula [13] which re-
lates entanglement entropy in a conformal field theory on the
boundary to the area of minimal surfaces in the bulk. One
may well ask why standard entanglement (von Neumann) en-
tropy attains such a dual geometric significance, and not, say,
the corresponding Rényi entropies. Crucially, defining corre-
sponding operational tasks typically leads to statements that
involve the corresponding single-shot entropies instead von
Neumann entropy [14]. Therefore, it may be promising to
pursue constructions like the ones above (i.e. allowing, for ex-
ample, correlations to build up between systems and catalytic
degrees of freedom) in order to arrive at direct operational in-
terpretations of the standard entropies and thus, by duality, of
the corresponding geometric quantities.

At this stage, this is certainly still speculation. However, the
following simple lemma (still without any obvious applica-
tion) may give a taste of the possible results that might be ob-
tained along these lines. It follows without much effort from
combining some of the results above, including Theorem 3.

Theorem 5. Let ⇢A and ⇢
0
A be quantum states with full

rank which are not unitarily equivalent, i.e. do not have
the exact same set of eigenvalues. Then there exists a fi-
nite auxiliary system B, a quantum state �B , and a copy
C of AB with maximally mixed state µC as well a uni-
tary UABC such that

UABC(⇢A ⌦ �B ⌦ µC)U †
ABC = ⇢

0
ABC

with marginals ⇢
0
A on A, ⇢

0
B = �B and ⇢

0
C = µC if and

only if S(⇢A) < S(⇢0
A) for the von Neumann entropy S.
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• But: allowing correlations restores the second law. 
Operational meaning of F for single particles.  
Conjecture: similar results in quantum information.

• Standard interpretation of free energy F is only 
relevant/meaningful in the thermodynamic limit.

• Resource theory approach: generalizes thermo 
to “small” / strongly correlated systems. 
“Second laws”: �F↵  0.
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